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Abstract

This thesisfocuseson improving the productivity of autonomousand telemanipula
tion systemsconsistingof a manipulatorarm mounted to a free flying underwater
vehicle.

Part I minimizessystemsensitivity to misalignmentby developinga gripperand
a suiteof handlesthat passivelyself align when grasped.After presentinga gripper
guaranteedto passivelyalign cylinderswe presentseveralother self aligning handles.
The mix of handle alignment and load resisting propertiesenableshandlesto be
matchedto the needsof eachtask. Part I concludeswith a discussionof successful
field useof the system on the JasonRemotelyOperatedUnderseaVehicle operated
by the Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution.

To enablethe exploitation of contactwith the environmentto help stabilzethe
vehicle, Part II developsa techniquewhich identifies the contact stateof a planar
vehicle interacting with a fixed environment. Knowing the vehicle geometry and
velocity we identify kinematically feasible contactpoints, from which we construct
the set of feasible contactmodels. The measuredvehicle dataviolates eachmodel’s
constraints;we use the asociatedviolation power and work to select the best overall
model. Part II concludeswith experimentalconfirmationof the contactidentification
techniqu&s efficacy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses’the problemof reducinga manipulationsystem’ssensitivity to

geometric uncertainty. i.e. uncertaintyin the knowledgeof the geometry and po

sition/orientationof objectsin the environmentrelative to the manipulator. While

geometricuncertaintypresentsproblemsin anymanipulationenvironment,it presents

particularly severechallengesto the completionof underseamanipulationtasks. Un

demseamanipulationsystemstypically consist of a manipulatorarm mounted to a

free flying underwatervehicle. In generalthe geometricuncertaintyassociatedwith

the underseaenvironmentis quite high. We typically have little information about

the geometryof naturally occurringobjectsin the underseaenvironment.Even the

engineeredobjects that we introduce in the courseof our tasks tend to have high

geometricuncertaintyin that their positions relativeto the vehicle and the manip

ulator arm are generally poorly known. In the following sectionwe qualitatively

considerthe impact of geometricuncertaintyon the productivity of a teleoperated

or autonomousmanipulationsystem.
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1.1 Effects of misalignment

To illustrate tine effects of geometricuncertaintyconsider the task of recovering a

tool from the oceanbottom using a manipulatormountedto a free flying vehicle. To

simplify the problemlet us assumethat misalignmentbetweenthe end effector and

the tool occursonly in one direction. Let us further assumethat the misalignment

in this direction canbe modeledasa zero meanGaussiandistribution with standard

deviationa , i.e. that the actualend effector position is equalto the desiredposition

plus a randommisalignmentcomponent.We definethe toleranceratio T as

T
= misalignmenttolerance

ii

where the misalignmenttoleranceis the maximum misalignmentbetweenthe end

effectorand tool that canoccurandstill yield a successfulgraspwhentheend effector

closes.

Knowing T we can use the probability distribution functioin for the zero mean

Gaussianto determinethe probability of failure Pa for a single attempt to grasp

the tool. The probability P that the tool will not be successfullygraspedafter n

attemptsis equal to the chance of failure for a single attempt raised to thet n’th

power. i.e.

1.2

Using this formula we can determinethe number of attemptsrequiredto guar

anteethat the aggregatechanceof failure P, is acceptablylow. Table i.i shows the

probability of failure for a single attempt and the correspondingnumberof attempts

requiredto guarantethat the aggregatecinanceof failure P < .Oi for’ threedifferent

valuesof tine toleranceratio T.

We can view the difihrent valuesof T inn two different ways.

o If the task and enviromnmentalconditions remain fixed, these numbersshow
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T Pa attemptsrequired to ensureP < .Oi
2 .05 2
.5 .62 9.5
.1 .92 55

Table 1. i: Probability of failure for a singleattemptandnumberof attemptsrequired
to ensurethe aggregatechanceof failure is less than .Oi.

that increasingthe misalignmenttoleranceof the systemsignificantly reduces

the chanceof failure and, concomitantly,the numberof attemptsrequired to

successfullycompletethe task.

* If insteadthemisalignmenttoleranceof thesystemremainsfixed. thesenumbers

show that whetheror not a task can be efficiently performeddepemndsupon the

naturalmisalignmentassociatedwith it.

Note that whenT is very small the numberof attemptsrequiredto ensuresuccess

will be so large asto renderthe task effectively impossible.

1.2 General Problem Statement

The generalobjectiveof this thesisis to developtechniquesto maximizethe tolerance

ratio T for a vehiclemountedsubseamanipulationsystem.

1.3 Approach

There are two obvious ways to maximize T: one is to maximize the misalignment

toleranceof the manipulation system. the other is to minimize the magnitudeof

the misalignmentpresentedto the manipulationsystem. This thesis pursuesboth

approaches.
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Part I of this thesisfocuseson minimizing the svstennsensitivity to misalignment

throughthe designof a nnisahignmenttolerant graspingsystem. Part II of this thesis

focuseson minimizinng tine vehicle’s contribution to the misalignmentpresentedto

the mamnipulatorby developing the tools necessaryto allow the vehicle to exploit

contact with fixed objects in the environmentto help stabilize the vehicle against

manipulationreactionloads. Specifically, we developa contactidentificationsystem

wlnicin determinesthe vehicle’s points of contact with the environment as well as

the constraintsthesecontactsimposeon the vehicle motion. Such a system.when

integratedwith a hybrid controller, enablesthe vehicle to control its unconstrained

degreesof freedomwhile in contact.
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Minimizing System Sensitivity to

Misalignment
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Chapter 2

Devising a Misalignment Tolerant

SubseaGrasping System

2.1 Abstract

This chapteraddressesthe problem of devising a subseagraspingsystemwhich tol

eratessignificant pre-graspmisalignmentbetweenthe gripperand its intended task

object. VTe begin by discussingthedesiredcharacteristicsand the requiredfunctions

of sucha system and use this information to select the most suitableapproachfor

copingwith misalignment.We presenta i degree-of-freedomD.O.F. gripperdesign

which is guaranteed,in the absenceof external loads, to align cylinders of various

diameterdespitesignificant initial misalignmentwith respectto the gripper body.

We then presenta handledesign which, when graspedby a modified version of the

gripper, also aligns witin respectto the gripper body but, once grasped,requiresno

actuatortorqueto resista wide rangemanipulationloads. A suiteof compatible,pos

itively locating handlesis presented,eachimposing a different degreeof constraint

andeaclnableto resista different subsetof mamiipulationloads. The chapterconcludes

with a discussionof successfulfield testingof the systemamnd a brief considerationof

the applicability of this work to the problem of vehicledocking.
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2.2 Introduction

In subseamanipulationthe presenceof oceancurrents,incompleteknowledgeof work

site geometry and limitations on vehicle and manipulatorcontrol performanceall

combineto guaranteeimperfectalignment betweenthe manipulatorand its intended

task object. If the misalignmentexceedsthe misalignmenttoleranceof the grasping

5 stem,the task object cannotbe acquiredunlessthe gripper is repositioned.

In mannedsubmersibleand RemotelyOperatedVehicle ROV systemsa human

operatorcontrolstine manipulatormotion. Fitts [ii] showedthat, for humansmoving

an object from a given position to a target area, the time requiredto completethe

move decreasessteadily as the size of the target areais increased.Thus increasing

the robustnessto misalignmentof graspingsystemsshould improve the productiv

ity of mannedsubmersibleand ROV basedmanipulationsystemsby reducing the

time requiredto acquiretask objects. We expecta morepronouncedimprovennentin

productivity for ROVs thanfor mannedsystems. In ROV systemsmultiple monoc

ular video imagesreplacethe direct stereoscopicview of the work site availablewith

mannedsubmersiblesystems. The associatedloss of depth perceptionsignificantly

degradesthe humanoperatorsability to compensatefor misalignment.

In AUV basedmanipulationsystemsthecontinuous,real-timehumanintervention

that ROVs and mannedsubmersiblesdependon for copingwith misalignmentwill

be precluded by the limitations of acoustic communicationchannels 10 kbits/s,

iOs time delay. Sayers [24] imposedtheselimitations on a real ROV manipulation

system in order to demonstratethe effectivenessof the teleprogrammingparadigm

for dealing with these limitations. The ROV was actively driven againstthe sea

floor depth: 7 metersto minimize wave inducedmotion of the vehicle. Due to the

grippers sensitivity to misalignmemnt,however. the small vehicle motions which still

occurreddrasticallyhinderedor even preventedsuccessfulcompletionof most tasks.

Replacingthis gripperwith a misalignmenttolerantgripper the systempresentedin

Section 2.S of this chapter dramaticallyimprovedthe task completionsuccessrate.
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Basedon this experience,we believethat misalignmenttolerantmanipulatiomnsystems

will he ahsohmtelyessentialto performingevein basicAUV basedmanipulationtasks.

A largebody of work existson generalpurposegrippers. Skinmner [26] constructed

a tlnree fingeredgripper that could reproducemost of the basichumangraspmodes.

Rovetta [20] developeda three fingered gripper capableof limited adaptionto an

arbitrary object geometry. Salisbury introduceda fully actuatedthreefingered cable

driven gripper capableof dexterouslymanipulatinggraspedobjectsthrough finger

nmotion alone. Jacobsen[iS] developeda four fingered tendondriven handcomprised

of tlnree multi-degree-of-freedomfingers and an articulatedthumb. Ulrich [28] con

structeda modified version of the Skinner gripper which addedan additional grasp

mode and explicitly madeuseof contactwith the gripper’s "palm" to facilitate the

use of power grasps. Most recently, Lane [i6] developeda gripper for underseause

connprisedof threehydraulhicallyactuatedtentacle-likefingers.

Although each of thesegrippers can successfullygrasp a wide range of object

slnapes. only the dexterousgrippers built by Salisbury, Jacobsenand Lane address

the issueof specifically orienting a graspedobject relative to the manipulator.These

grippersasis the casefor the rest of the gripperscited generaterelatively low grasp

forcesand rely primarily on friction forcesto constraingraspedobjects. This renders

thesegrippers unsuitablefor tasks requiring accuratepositioningof heavy objects

e.g. water samplers,sedimentsamplersand/or those involving high manipulation

loads e.g. mating connectors,collecting geologicalsamples.

Tool changermechanismsi.e. mechanismswhich permit the rapid and automatic

interchangeof different tools to a robotsendpoint representthe oppositeextremein

graspingsystemdesign. Thesemechanismsaredesignedto "grasp" only one special

ized shape,copiesof whicln are attachedto the objectsto be grasped.Tool changers

have beendevelopedfor inndustrial. space[3i] and subsea[i3] environments.While

thnesemechaiiismstoleratehigh forcesand aremechanicallyrobust. they tolerateonly

srnnall +/- .6 cm. misalignmentand cannotbeconvenientlyscaledup to the +/- 2
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to S cm. desiredfor subseasystems.Furthermore.suchsystemsobviously cannotbe

directly usedto graspunstructuredobjectse.g. rocks. biological samples.

An intermediateapproachis to design an easily graspedobject i.e. a handle

for use with a modestly general purposegripper. This is the approachpursuedin

this thesis. For ourpurposesthegripper/handlesystemshouldbe inherentlytolerant

of pre-graspmisalignmentand should efficiently resist manipulationloads. A good

exampleof a systemwith thesecharacteristicsis the selfaligningfinger/handlesystem

developedby Voellmer [30] for parallel jaw grippers. Although this system could be

adaptedfor subseause,we believe that the gripper/handlesolution proposedin the

following sectionsbettersatisfiesthe needsof subseagraspingsystems.

A closely relatedbody of work hasbeendone by Brost and Goldberg [6], Schim

mels and Peshkin [25], Bauschand Youcef-Toumi [4], and Asada[2] on the synthesis

of optimal pin fixtures for the constraintand alignment given small initial misalign

ment of parts of known geometry in a plane. The work proposedhere considers

a related problem: the synthesisof a moving part geometry i.e. a set of fingers

which, when brought into contactwith a significantly misalignedrigid assemblyof

pins, alignsand efficiently constrainsthe assemblywith respectto the baseto which

the fingers are attached.

Tine goal of this chapter is the developmentof a misalignmenttolerant grip

per/handlesystemsuitable for use with mannedsubmersible,ROV and AUV based

manipulationsystems.In Section 2.3 we discusshow misalignmentimpactsgrasping

and suggesta set of desirablesystemcharacteristics.Section 2.4 discussesthe gen

eral requirementsfor ensuringproperalignmentbetweenthe handleand gripperand

the requirementsfor efficiently resistingmanipulationloads. Section 2.S presentsa

gripperwhich is shownto accuratelyand repeatablylocatecylindersof variousradii.

Section 2.6 discussesa modified version of this gripper and introducesa handlede

sign which, whengraspedby the modified gripper, repeatablylocatesand requiresno

actuatortorque to resist mostmanipulationloads. Finally, Section2.7 presentsaddi
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tional positively locating/loadresistinghandlescompatiblewith the proposedgripper

designswhile Section2.8 discussessuccessfulfield useof tine completedsystem.

2.3 Grasping and misalignment

The purposeof a graspingsystemis to perform the following threefunctionswhich

we defineas

i. Capture.i.e. acquirecontrol of an object’sposition and orientation.

2. Contain, i.e. control an object’s position/orientationdespitethe presenceof

manipulationand disturbanceloads

3. Release.i.e. disengagefrom an acceptablyrepositionedobject This implies

that the act of disengagingshould not perturb the object from its new posi

tion/orientation..

We assumethat at eachstagethereexistssomedesiredrelativeposition/orientation

betweenthe gripperandthe task object and definemisalignmentto be the difference

betweenthis desiredstateand the actual state.We can thereforeidentify a different

type of misalignmentfor eachof the aforementionedfunctions, thesebeing

i. Pre-capturemisalignment- the differencebetweenthe object’s position in re

lation to the gripper when graspingbegins and the position it would occupy

within the gripper if successfullygrasped.

2. Post-capturemisalignment- the difference betweenan objectsperceivedand

actualposition/orientationwith respectto the gripperwhile grasped.

3. Post-releasemisalignment- the difference betweenthe objects intended and

actualposition/orientationwith respectto the environmentafter’ it has been

released.
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For a given gripper amid object, pre-capturemisalignmentdeterminesif and in

what mode an object will be grasped. Post-capturemisahignmemntdetermineshow

accuratelythe objectspositioncan be specifiedwhile graspedand post-releasemis

alignment determineshow accuratelyan object canbe repositionedwith respectto

the environment.Thus the ideal gripperis tolerantof substantialpre-graspmisalign

ment but has zero post-captureand post-releasemisalignment.

A successfulgraspingsystem, however, must do more than just cope with mis

ahignmiient. We offer the following as a reasonable,partial set of characteristicsfor a

science/servicingorientedsubseagraspingsystem.

i. highly tolerantof pre-capturemisalignment+/- i to 2 in. desired

2. nearzero post-capturemisalignment

3. capableof high accuracypositioningof structuredobjectse.g. tools, samplers,

connectorsdespitelargemanipulationloads

4. capableof low accuracy positioning of a range of unstructuredobjects e.g.

rocks.mussels,tubeworms

S. capableof low force graspingof fragile objectse.g. biological samples,archeo

logical artifacts

6. robust to corrosion, extremepressure,thermal expansion,impact loads and

operationin the presenceof sandand sedimentparticles.

2.4 Issues concerning misalignment tolerant grip

per/handle systems

Positivelocationof the handle: Since the handleand gripper’ are initially misaligned.

positive location requiresthat the handleand/orthe gripper move. Assumefor the
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moment that only the handleshifts position. To properly align the contactforces

betweenthe gripper’ amnd handleduring capturemust inducerelative motion which

drives the handleto thedesiredrelativeposition. Threetypesof forceswill act on the

handle; contactnormalforces fAr, contactfrictiomn forces fir and constraintforces f

acting on the object attachedto the handle. Positively locatingthe inandle requires,

coarselyspeaking,that fjv- > fir + f and that the inducedmotion move the handle

towardsits desiredalignment ideally thedesiredalignmentis theonly possiblegrasp

modefor the handle.Therefore,we must select a finger and handlegeometrywhich

producesthe desiredforcesand must provide thegripperwith enoughactuationforce

to ensurethat the desiredmotion occurs.

Efficiently resistingmanipulationloads: Having aligned the handlethe gripper’s

function becomescontainment,i.e. maintainingalignment despitethe applicationof

large manipulation loads. The gripper/handlesystemeffectively "maps" the 6

vectorspaceof handleloadsinto the m vector spaceof actuatortorques where

m is the number of actuatorsin the gripper. From linear algebra, therefore, we

concludethat it is possibleto resist up to a 6 - p vector spaceof appliedforces

with no actuatortorquewherep < rn is thenumberof non-redundantactuatorsin the

gripper. Such appliedforces lie in the null spaceof the actuatorspaceand represent

loadswhich areentirely borneby the structureof the gripper. We refer to theseloads

as actuator-orthogonalloads. Assumingfinite actuatoroutput, we can maximize a

gripper’s ability to resistmanipulationloadsby minimizing the miumber of actuators

used and by selectinga finger/handlegeometrywhich maximizesthe dimensionof

the actuatororthogonalload space.

2.5 Mislignment Tolerant Grasping of Cylinders

Figure 2-i shows a i DOF gripper design which, as we will show. positively locates

cyhimndersdespitesignificant pre-graspmisalignment. To show this we first find the
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Figure 2-i: i DOF gripper which positively locatesgraspedcylinders: a. during
capture.plan view. b. cylinder fully grasped,plan view. c. cylinder fully grasped.
isometric view showingthat eachof the grippers "fingers" actually consistsof two
platesseparatedin the z-direction.

cylimiders’ locationwhenfully graspedand then determinethe conditionsrequiredfor

the cylinder to reachthis position during grasping.

Location when fully grasped:Due to the symmetricmotion of the fingers they

are linked so that they alwaysrotatethroughequalbut oppositeanglesthe cylinder’s

final positionC1 lies adistanceH9 directly abovethemidpoint betweenthe two finger

pivot points seeFigure 2-2. To bring the cylinder to this positioneachfinger must

rotatethrough an angleof 0. Solving for 09 and height H9 we obtain

09 = arccos
-

2.i

H9Rsin09+’y 2.2

C

yx
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whereD is the distancebetweenthe finger pivot axes.R is the length of the line

drawnbetweena finger’s axis and the cylinder axis whenthe cylinder is firmly seated

againstthe internal corner of the finger asshown in Figure 2-2. and ‘y is the angle

betweenthis line and a line drawnbetweenthe finger pivot axes.

Alignment force during capture:To prove that the cylinder reachesthis position

we look at the forcesacting on the systemwhile the gripper is closing. Initially only

omme finger will contactthe cylinder. If the closingtorque is largeenoughto overcome

the externalforces actimng on the cylinder, the cylinder will be pushedtowards the

centerlineof the gripper. During this motion the cylinder will also slide and/or roll

along the finger surface, resulting in two possiblegraspscenarios. In the first the

cylinder contactsthe finger’s outer end before full closure. In this case motion in

relation to the finger ceasesand the cylinder travels directly to the final location

givenby equations 2.i and 2.2 along a circular arc of radiusR. Successfulgrasping

iii this scenariorequiresonly that the closuretorque begreatenoughto overcomethe

externalloadsacting on the cylinder.

In the secondscenariothe cylinder comesinto contactwith both fingers prior to

full closureseeFigure 2-3a . Forcing the cylinder to its final locationnow requires

that net outward force appliedby the fingers exceedsthe sum of the external loads

and the friction forces associatedwith the contact forces. To gauge the grippers

ability to do this we will examinethe outward force F it can apply to the cylinder.

Recallingthat thefingers arelinked by a i : i geartrainwe find that therelationship

betweenthe closure torque and the contactnormalforces N in Figure 2-3a. and b.

is

II = 2Ns + 2R8Nh 2.3

where

s = s1 +82 = h+rtan0+
D

2.4
2cos0
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Figure2-2: Graspinggeometryshowingthe cylinder’sfinal positionand the cylinder’s
capturerangeshadedarea.Successfulgraspingis guaranteedif thecylinder’s center
lies in this regionand the external loadsmeet the conditionsdiscussedin the text.

and Rs is the static coefficient of friction betweenthe fingers and the cylinder.

Balancingthe forces acting on tine cylinder Figure 2-3b. we find that the cylinder

will not move unless

F < 2N cos0 i
- Rs tan0 2.5

At equilibrium we maywrite equation2.5 asanequality. Using equations2.3 and

2.4 to eliminate N and s, we find that the relationshipbetweenthe outward force F

resulting from a closure torque .111 can be written in dimensionlessform as

FD i-ntan0cos20
2.b

iI + sin0+ +Rcos0

To show that a given version of tine gripper positively locates cylinders we must

sinow that the dimensionlessoutward force given by equation2.6 is greaterthan zero

foi’ any closureangle 09 encounteredduring the grasp.

1’

R = ,Jh+r2+1_d2 h+rasm-
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Figure 2-3: Forcesacting on a cylinder in contactwith both fingers as the gripper
closes, a. Geometryand externalforces i.e. finger closuretorque 1I and a purely
vertical externalforceacting at the cylinder centerF b. detail of frictional, normal
and externalloads acting on the cylinder 0 is the anglebetweena line connecting
the contactingsurfaceof the finger.

Tine outward force F decreasesas the closure angle 09 increases. To see this

consider the slip condition equation 2.5 when F = 0 i.e. when there is no

external load on the cylinder.Rewritingequation2.5 for this case we find that the

cvhinnder will mnot move unless

tan0 < or cos0> 0 2.7

The degreeto which theseconditions aresatisfiedis maximizedwhen 0 = 0 i.e.

winen the fingers are fully open and decreasessteadily as 0 increases.This implies

that the minimum outward force occursat the maximum closureangleencountered

in the grasp.i.e. that we should replace0 by the final closureangle in equation2.6

to vem’ify that F is always positive durimng a given grasp.

We may now determinetheworst casei.e. minimum outward force F generated
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by thegripperduring the grasp.Figure 2-4 shnowsthe dimensionlessversionof F as a

functionof the dimensionlesscylinder radiusand variousvaluesof R. for tire proposed

design i.e. = u.S. = 3.OS. q = The given design is seen to be capableof

positively locatingany cylinder whoseradius is below the maximumgraspableradius

1.5 as long asRs < 0.7 and the applied dimensionlessload doesnot exceed

the associatedvalue given in Figure 2-4. Note, however, that the ability to positively

locatea cylinder decreasesasthe size of the cylinder decreasesand asthe magnitude

of’ p increases.

Capturerange: By the aboveargumentsone can deducethat positive locationof

a cylinder is guaranteedif its axis lies within the shadedareashown in Figure 2-2.

For tire proposeddesign the width of this region’s baseis 21 - D - 2r. For example,

if r = i.O in. the width of the captureregion’s baseis 6.27 in. The curves defining

the region’s upper boundsare circular arcs of radius R centeredabout eachfinger’s

pivot point. Thus a cylinder’s capturerangeincreasesaswe decreaseits radiusbut,

asshownin the precedingsection,its ability to be positively locateddecreases.

Ability to resist applied loads: The graspedcylinder is not well suited to resist

ilig manipulationloads. For instance,constrainingthe cylinder’s rotation about or

translationalong its axis dependsentirely on frictional forces. In the next section

we presenta modified gripper and handledesignwhich avoids thesedrawbacksbut

retainsthe desirablefeatureof positive locationof the handle.

2.6 Expanding the actuator-orthogonal load space

Figure 2-.5 shows a modified finger designgraspinga handlemadefrom two cylinders

attachedby a rod. We now considerthe propertiesof this system.

Ability to resist applied loads: Assuming zero clearancebetweenthe cylinders

and the notches.the handlerequiresno actuatortorqueto resistz-axismomentor y

directionforceswhenfully graspedby themodifiedgripper. To seethis note that each
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Figure 2-4: The minimum dimensionlessquasi-static outward force applied to a
cylinder during closure of the gripper as a function of the dimensionlessradius of
the cylinder to be graspedand the associatedstatic coefficient of friction. Com
binations for which > 0 are guaranteed,in the absenceof external forces, to
reachthedesiredfinal position/orientation.Combinationsfor which < 0 indicate
that the cylinder reachesstatic equilibrium i.e. jams prior to reachingthe desired
position/orientation.
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finger notch is comprisedof circular arcscenteredon the givenfinger’s axis of rotation

see Figure 2-2a. As such the line of action of any contact forces associatedwith

thesearc surfacespassesthrough the finger’s axis of rotation and thereforeinduces

no torque aboutthe finger axis.

In reality, however, there is clearancebetween the cylinders and the notches.

Nonetheless,the handleis held with no play. The contactforcesassociatedwith the

endsof the notchesseeFigure 2-5 force the handleagainstthe outer arc R0 of the

notches. Sincethesecontactforcesdo not passthrough the finger pivot points, forces

appliedto the handletend to wedge the gripper open. For example,a largeenough

load in the negativey-directionwill wedgethe gn’ipper open. The handlewill move

downwardslightly but stopswhenit contactsthe notch’s innersurfaceR becausethe

contactforces once againpassthroughthe finger’s axesof rotation. Thus the handle

is positively locatedfor loadsless thana certainthresholddefinedby the maximum

closure torque. For larger loads the handleshifts very slightly but remainssolidly

grasped.

Location when fully grasped: Employing argumentssimilar to those used for

the cylinder it can be shown this handlepositively locatesin both the original and

modified grippers.When fully graspedby themodified gripper thehandleis centered

betweenthe two fingers at a height of H = R0 - r2
- 2

see Figure 2-sb.

Releaseof the handle: Becausethe notchesare circular arcs, openingthe gripper

causesit to disengagefrom the handlewithout perturbingthe handle’sposition.

2.7 Additional positively locating handles

The modified gripperdesign is compatiblewith a wide rangeof handledesigns,each

possessingdifferent alignment and load resistingproperties. Figure 2-6 shows four

handleswhich positively locate to different degreeswhen grasped. The X-handles

positively locate in relation to the gm’ipper in all 6 D.O.F.. the H-handle positively
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Figure 2-5: Modified gripper design a. H-handleduring capture b. H-handle fully
grasped.plan view. c. H-handle.isometricview

locates in S D.O.F. and the cylinder positively locate in four D.O.F. In general,

hiamidleswhich constrainmoredegreesof freedomaremoresensitiveto misalignment,

e.g. the X-handles can only be graspedfor a limited range of 0 valueswhile the

clinder can be successfullygraspedfor anyvalue of 0 . By selectingan appropriate

handle and properly speciying its dimensionswe can tailor the characteristicsof a

hnandle to matchthe specific needsof a given task, therebyenhancingmanipulation

efficiency. Note: severalotherpositively locatinghandledesignshavebeenomitted

for the sake of brevity.

Table 2.1 summarizesthe propertiesof thesehandlesand gives very rough es

timatesfor acceptablemisalignmentfor eachhandlein the various directions. The

actual capturerangefor eachiiandle is a complicatedf’umnctiomn of time handledimen

sions and its relativeposition/orientationin relation to the gripper. Thevaluesgivemn

in the table are estimatesof the tolerablemisalignment in each D.O.F. when the

handleis nominally centeredin the actualcapturerange
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Figure 2-6: Additional handleswhich positively locate in a. 6 D.O.F., b. S D.O.F..
c. 4 D.O.F. and d. 6 D.O.F..

2.8 Field testing

A subseagraspingsystem embodying theseconceptshasbeen constructedand in

tegratedinto the manipulationsubsystemof the Jasonremotely operatedvehicle

ROT. The Jasonvehicle is an unmanned,tetheredsystemwhich is teleoperated

from a surfacesupport ship. The graspingsystem was first used during voyage leg

KN i45-i9 of the researchvessel R/V Knorr operatedby the WoodsHole Oceano

graphicInstitution. This was a 6 weekresearchcruiseorganizedby ChiefScientistDr.

Daniel J. Fornari to study the mid-Atlantic ridge depth:i700m in the summerof

1996. The main objectiveof themanipulationportion of this cruisewas the collection

of watersamples,geologicalsamplesand biological samplesfrom hydrothermalvents

locatedin theLucky Strike areaof thne ridge. Hydrothermalventsareessentiallydeep

sea hot water geysersspewing turbulentplumesof super-heated 300 C sea water

into the ambient 4 C oceamn bottomn water

Figure 2-7 shows a vehicle-eye view of a fully loadedelevatorplatform usedto

transferequipmentand samplesbetweenthesurfaceand the oceanfloor. Prior to the
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Handle x y z 0 09 0

NotchedX
x x x x x x

X X X X X

±1.5 ±1.2 ±2.0 - ±25 deg -

x
x x x x x x

x x x

±i.5 ±i.2 ±2.0 - ±25 deg

H
x x x x x

X K K X
x

±i.5 ±i.2 arb. ±25 deg

Cylinder
K X x K

K K
±2.1 ±0.8 arb. ±23 deg ±40 deg. arb.

Table 2.i: Propertiesfor the Handles shown in Figure 2-6. Notes: i. X indicates
that the given D.O.F. hasthe given property. 2. "Friction" meansthe given D.O.F.
is constrainedby friction alone. 3. All capture rangesare given in inchesand are
estimatedfor a point at a centerof the capturerange. 4. meansno good estimate
available. 5. arb. meansa successfulgraspcan be obtainedfor any value of the
D.O.F.
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useof elevatorplatformsvehicle missionlengthswerelimited by how muchequipment

thevehicle couldcarry and all materialtransferbetweenthe work site and thesurface

requiredrecoveryof the vehicle. Using free falling/free ascendimigelevatorplatforms

enablesthe vehicle to remain on-site and work continuously. The successof this

approachdependsstrongly on the manipulator’sability to efficiently graspobjects

sincethe manipulatormust transferall equipmentand samplesbetweenthe platform

and the veinicle.

Two of thetasks requiredsamplingof unstructuredobjects.Figure 2-8 showsthe

gripper graspinga sulfide rock samplerecoveredfrom the oceanfloor. Other rock

sampleswere collectedby graspingoutcroppingson vent moumidsand breakingthem

free. Over one hundred poundsof rock sampleswere collected during the cruise.

Figure 2-9 shows the manipulatorcollecting a clump of vent dwelling mussels. Both

typesof sampleswere depositedinto hingedtop bio-boxeswhich were subsequently

transferredback to the elevatorplatforms.

The remainingtaskslargely involved interactionwith structuredobjects. In Fig

ure 2-10 the manipulatortakesa sedimentsampleby plunging a core tubesampler

into the bottom returning the samplerto its sleevefit holsterpreventsthe sediment

from dislodgingfrom the tubeduring recovery. This samplerexemplifiesthe ideaof

matchingthehandleto thetask. Being axially symmetric,the quality of the sediment

sampleis independentof the orientationof thesampleraboutthis axis. This permits

the useof a cylinder type handlewhich is more compactand misalignmenttolerant

thaneither the H or K type handles.

In Figure 2-u the operatorusesthe shaft of an K-type handleasa hammerand

prybarto breakrock awayfrom a vent to enlargethe orifice of a plumein preparation

for samnplimigof the plunie water. The K-type handlebest addressesthemneedto resist

the associatedforcesi.e. largemagnitudes.arbitrarydirections.Video from the task

site showsthat theK-handleremainedfirmly graspedwithout shifting throughoutthis

procedure.
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Finally, Figure 2-12 shows the grippergraspinga vent water sampler. Sampling

vent water was probably the most demandinggrasping task performedduring the

cruisebecauseit requiresthat the samplerbepreciselypositioinedwith respectto the

gripperdespitethe applicationof largeforces to triggei’ the sampler.

Vent watersamplingproceedsasfollows. When the operatorgraspsa watersam

pler electronnagmneticcoils in the gripperamid the samplerarebrought into alignment.

enablingthe inductive communicationof water temperaturedatafrom a samplerto

the vehicle. Having graspeda sampler,the operatorpositionsits samplingtube in

the enlargedplume orifice, locatesthehottest portionof the plume and thentriggers

the spring-loadedsamplingbottle to take a sample

Triggering the samplerrequiresthe gripper to resist a force of SO to 75 lbf. and

a momentof i7S to 260 in.-lbf. torque. Any shifting of the handlein relation to the

gripper can ruin the sampleeitherby breakingthe inductive link causingthe loss of

temperaturedata or by changingthe position of the samplersinlet tubes the ends

of the samplertubesextendtwo feet in front of the planeof the handle. In addition,

thewater temperaturevariesdramaticallywith position within the plume due to the

violent turbulentmixing taking place betweenthe superheatedplumewater and the

near zero ambient sea water. The positive location and actuator orthogonalload

characteristicsof the K-handleenabledthe collection of continuoustemperaturedata

throughout the triggering and sampling processwith no perceptiblemotion of the

samplerinlet tube.

Since the initial field deploymentthe graspingsystemhas beenused for a wide

variety of additional oceanscience tasks at depthsexceeding5000 meters. These

tasks the include mating and unmatingof underseaelectrical connectorsduring the

installation amnd testingof the Hawaii OceanObservatory,excavatingsedimentand

preciselyplacing seismometerson the oceanfloor, and the recoveryof archeological

artifactsfrom ancientship wrecksin the abvssalplaneof the IIediterranean.
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Figure 2-7: Elevatorplatform loadedwith core tubes,watersamplersand bio-boxes.
Elevatorplatformstransfertools and samplesbetweenthe surfaceand the work site,
enabling the vehicle to remain on site indefinitely. The vehicle operatoruses the
manipulatorto transferall nnaterialbetweenthe vehicle and the elevator

2.9 Conclusions

Misalignment betweena robots gripper and its task object cannot be avoided in

subseamanipulation. Significant misalignmenttoleranceis essentialto the efficient

performanceof manipulationtasks. The graspingsystem presentedin this paper

representsan attempt to addressthe grasping needsof mannedsubmersible,ROV

and AUV basedmanipulationsystems. The system is robust to misalignmentand

manipulationloadsand offers substantialflexibility in adaptingto the needsof differ

ent tasks. Finally, the conceptspresentedhere apply equally well to the problem of

docking a vehicle to a separatestructure.A scaledversion of the graspingmechanism

could serve asa flexible, simple and precisevelnicle docking mechanism.
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Figure 2-8: Gripper graspimngsulfide rock sample.The operatorusesthe gripper to
breaksamplesoff from the vent structureor to pick up sampleslying on the bottom

Figure 2-9: Gripper collecting mussel samples. Mussel samplesare subsequently
placedin a bio-hox on the vehicle and eventuallythe full bio-box is transferredback
to the elevatorplatform and replacedwith an empty bio-box.
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Figure 2-iO: Gripper grasping core tube sampler. Plunging the samplerinto the
sedimentcollects a cylindrical sampleof bottom material. The full core tube is
placed into a sleevefit holster for eventualreturn to an elevatorplatform. Outline
addedby authors..

Figure 2-fl: Gripper usimng an K-handle to enlargeplume orifice. Vent orifices are
enlargedto facilitate sampling of tine plume water.
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Figure 2-i2: Gripper graspingwatersampler. An K-handle attachedto the sampler
permits easy, securegraspingof the sampler.After placing the endsof the sampling
tubesinto the enlargedvent orifice theoperatortriggersthe bottle to collect a sample
of the 300 + degreeCentigradeplume water. Outline addedby authors.
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Part II

Minimizing System Contributions

to Misalignment
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Chapter 3

Introduction

To understandthemotivation for thework presentedin Part II, considerthe problem

shownin Figure 3-i of using a manipulatorarm attachedto a free-flying underwater

vehicle to accuratelyposition an object or tool relative to a fixed underwaterstruc

ture for example,the vent water samplingtask describedin Chapter2. One way

to perform this task is to position the vehicle adjacentto the structureand try to

position the object while hovering. Any forces applied by the manipulatorto the

environmentresult in equaland oppositereactionloadsbeingappliedto the vehicle.

These reactionloads in addition to loads due to water currentsand/orthe vehicle

umbilical tether tend to disturb the vehicle position, which in turn affects the po

sition of the manipulatorrelative to the environment. This greatly complicatesthe

completion of manipulationtasks.

To avoid this problem one could rigidly attach i.e. dock the vehicle to the

structure.Docking, however,is only anoptionfor taskswherewe havetheforethought

and ability to install a docking fixture in the proper position and orientationahead

of time. A moi’e flexible. intermediateoption is to drive the vehicle up againstthe

structureand exploit the contactforcesbetweentine vehicle and strrmctureto, in effect,

"contact dock" the vehicle. The contact forces comnstrainvehicle motion in certain

directionsbut leaveother vehicle motionsunconstr’aimned.yielding less misalignment
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Hovering Exploiting Contact

Figure 3-1: Remotely OperatedVehicle ROV based manipulatorbeing used to
performa samplingtask. In one casethe vehicle hoverswhile the task is performed,
in the other the vehicle exploits contactbetweenthe vehicle and a structurein the
environmentto stabilizethe vehicle againstmanipulatorreactionloads.

thamn hoveringbut much more flexibility than docking. The constraintsimposedby

contact, however. dramaticallychangethe dynamicsof the vehicle responseto the

thrust forces generatedby its actuators. To maintain adequatecontrol or even

stability of the vehicle’s remaining,unconstraineddegreesof freedom the models

used by the vehicle controller and, if applicable,by higher level task planning or

supervisorycontrol systems.must be updatedto reflect thesechanges. Ideally the

vehicle system should be able to perform this identification processautomatically

with no humanintervention.

The remainderof this thesisconsidersthe problem of automaticallyidentifying

the vehicle contactstatei.e. the locationsof the points of contactif any and the

resulting constrainedand unconstraineddegreesof freedomfrom vehiclesensordata.

In preparation,we briefly review existing, relatedwork in thefield and articulatehow

the contributionsof this thesiscomplementthis existing body of work.

YA

x
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3.1 RelatedWork

3.1.1 Control of Free-Flying Manipulation Systems

Numerouscontrollersfor underwatervehicles [i2. 2i, 33, 34] havebeendevelopedbut

almnost all focusexclusively on the controlof a fully unconstrainedvehicle . A related

application,tine controlof manipulatorsmountedto free-flying spacevelucleshasbeen

studiedextensively[i, 8, 10, 29, i7], but this work also focusesalmost exclusively on

trajectorycontrol of the manipulatorendpointwhenneitherthe manipulatornor the

vehicle contactother objectsin the environment.

Thus thesisconsidersa diffCrent problem.that of avehicle partially constrainedby

contactwith fixed objectsin the environment.Specifically, we focus on determining

tine vehicle’s contactstate from the measurementsof the vehicle’s velocity and the

net contactforce experiencedby the vehicle.

3.1.2 Compliant Motion Control

Fumndamentally.a vehicle interactingwith fixed environmentalstructuresdiffers little

from a manipulatorinteracting with fixed structuresin its environment;both are

examplesof Compliant Motion Control, i.e. the control of a robot in contactwith

the environment[3]. Consequently.the contactidentification schemepresentedin

this thesis, while describedin terms of the vehicle problem, appliesequally well to

the generalcompliant motion control problem. The equivalencyof the problemsalso

permitsusto drawuponthe broadbody of existingwork in compliantmotion control.

In a perfectworld. compliant motion control strategieswould be unnecessary.If

we had perfect knowledge of the geometry and physical propertiese.g. stiffness.

coefficient of friction, inertia properties,etc. of the manipulatorsystem and the

environment and if we had perfect control of the manipulator’ position. we could

perform any task by simply controlling the position of the manipulator. In the real

world, however’, our knowledge is far from perfect. For free i.e. unconstrained
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motions of the manipulator,small position errors, while undesirable.have little or

no effect on the relationshipbetween manipulatoractuatorforcesand the resulting

motion of the manipulatorwe refer to this relationshipas the manipulatormodel.

When the manipulator’ is inn contact or nearly so small position errors can lead

to dramaticchangesin the manipulatormodel because,due to the typically high

stiffnessof the manipulatoramid environment,very small positionerrorscan result in

very largecontactforces. Thus very small errorsin ourknowledgeof themanipulator

or environmentalgeommietrycami leadto catastrophicresults.

Compliant motion control strategiesovercomethis problem by minimizing the

impactof errorsin ourknowledgeof thesystemgeometry.Two basicapproacheshave

emerged.The Hybrid Control strategyintroducedby Raibert and Craig [i9] assumes

that we know the directions in which contactconstrainsa manipulator’smotion and

partitionsthe overall controlof the manipulatorinto two mnutuahlyorthogonalcontrol

problems;the controlof forcesin theconstraineddirectionsandthecontrolof position

in theunconstraineddirections. As long asthe assumedconstraintscloselymatchthe

actualconstraints,errorsin the positioncontrol sub-problemhaveminimal impacton

the force control sub-problem,and vice versa. This work is basedupon the concepts

of natural amid artificial constraintspresentedby Mason[18].

The ImpedanceControl Strategypresentedby Hogan [14] imposes,throughdesign

of thecontroller,aset of desiredphysicalpropertiesi.e. generalizedinertia, damping

and stiffness on a manipulatorwhich specify the end effector’s deviation from a

referenceposition or trajectory in responseto disturbanceloads. Specifying low

impedancein constraineddirectionsand high impedancein unconstraineddirections

minimizes the impact of geometricuncertaintywhile permitting accurateposition

comitrol imn the unconstraineddirections. An early example of an impedancetype

controller was the active stiffnesscontrol presentedby Salisbury[22].

Note tlnat both approachesassumethat we know the directions in which the

environmentconstrainsthe manipulator.As such,thesestrategiescannotbe usedin
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unstructuredenvironmentsi.e. environmentswhere we have little or no knowledge

of’ the geometryof objectsand environmentunless we have some meansby which

we candeterminethis information. The contactidentificationtechniquepresentedin

this tinesisenablesthe useof theseestablishedcompliantmotion control techniquesin

unstructuredenvironmentsby determininga moving object’s constraineddirections

and, imi gemneral, the locations of it’s points of contactwith the environmentfrom

measurementsof the object’s position, velocity and the net force experiencedby

the object as a result of contactwith the environment. Figure 3-2 shows how such

a contactidentification systemcould be integratedwith a hybrid controller and a

higher level controller. Note that the role of the identification systemis that of a

sensor: it does not directly updatethe hybrid controller constraint information, it

simply makesinformation available to the higher level controller. The higher level

controller decides,basedon the task,what action if any to takein responseto this

information. This thesisfocusesexclusivelyon the problemof identification.

3.1.3 Bracing

The motivatimngexamplefor this thesis, that of a vehicle exploiting contactwith the

environmentto help stabilizethe vehicle position againstthe effects of disturbance

loads,is an exampleof bracing. West [32] presenteda comprehensiveanalysisof the

effects of bracing on a manipulator’skinematic, static and mechanicalproperties.

This work, geared towards improving manipulatorperformancein machining and

grinding tasks,assumesthe constraintsimposedby bracingareknown and considers

the problemof determiningthe ensuingpropertiesand of designingbracedmanipula

tors which yield desiredperformancecharacteristics.For the vehicle bracingproblem

consideredin this thesis,Vest’swork becomesapplicableonly afterwe haveidentified

the contactstate. The contactidentification systempresentedin this thesis. wrhen

coupledwith a hybrid controller asshownin Figure 3-2, will enablethe exploitation

of bracingin unstructuredenvironments.
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Figure 3-2: Incorporationof a contactidentificationsystemwith the hybrid control
framework. Note that theidentificationsystemplaystherole of a sensor,i.e. it simply
makesinformation available. it doesnot directly updateany systemparameters.
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3.1.4 Intrinsic Contact Sensing

Intrinsiccontactsensingusesmeasurementsof the netforce and torqueexperiencedby

an objectin conjunctionwith knowledgeof the object’sgeometryto determine,in the

caseof a singlecontactforce, the locationof the contactand local surfaceproperties

e.g. surfacenormal. coefficient of friction, etc.. This concept is introduced by

Salisbury[23] in the contextof the designof a fingertip contactforce sensor. Bicci et.

al. [5] defineand solve for the locationof the contactcentroid for the caseof a single

soft finger in contactwith a convex body. Theseapproachesare inherently limited

to the caseof contactat a single point or, in the caseof the soft finger. at a signle

contactregion. We will find that locating contact points for the caseof multiple

contactsrequiresthat we also considerthe velocity of the actuatedobject.

3.1.5 Fixturing

The vehicle bracingproblem is similar in some respectsto that encounteredin work

oin fixturing, i.e. we areconsideringthe constraintsimposedon a planarrigid body as

a resultof contactwith other fixed, planarrigid bodies. Asadaand By [2] presenteda

methodto determineif a particularfixture designfully constrainsa rigid body. Brost

and Goldberg[6] presentamn algorithmwhich, given a two-dimensionalpart geometry,

selectsthe optimal fixture designfrom the setof all fixture designswhich arepossible

using a modular fixturing system. Schimmelsand Peshkin [25] present a method

for designinga manipulatoradmittancematrix to be realized by the manipulator

controller which leadsto contactforcesthat always act so asto reducethe degreeof

misalignmentbetweena part and the fixture into which it is beingguided.

...,....
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is identical for the contactidentification and fixturing problems,but the underlying

assumptionsare different. In fixturing problems,contactsare generallyassumedto

be frictionless. as any fixture which imposesfull constraint for the frictionless case

is guaranteedto impose full constraint in the case of non-zerofriction as well. In
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the contactidentificatiomi problem, however, friction cannot be ignored as it is re

sponsiblefor a significant componentof’ the measurednet interaction force. Evemi

more fundamentally.fixturing work largely considersthe characteristicsof a station

ary object while contactidentification,aswe will see,is primarily concernedwith the

relationshipbetweenanobject’smeasuredinteractionforce and its measuredvelocity.

3.1.6 Contact Identification

Severalresearchershave examninedtheproblemof identifying the constraintsimposed

on a rigid body by contactwith a fixed environment.Bruyninckx [7] modelscontact

by constructinga virtual manipulatorfor eachof a body’s points of contact. Each

virtual manipulatorimposesconstraintsequivalentto those imposedby the contact

itself. Bruyninckx presentsan identificationschemewhich continuouslymodifies the

parametersof the virtual manipulatorsso that the contact points they represent

satisfy the reciprocity constrainton the powerdissipatedat the contactpoint. The

techniqueyields both first order i.e. contact point location, contactnormal and

secondorder i.e. curvaturepropertiesat thecontactpoints. Thetechniqueassumes,

however, that the number and type of contactsare known and thus is not a fully

generalcontactidentification system. The techniquepresentedin this thesisdiffers

most significantly from Bruyninckx’s techniquein that makesno assumptionsabout

the number or types of contact points and therefore qualifies as a generalcontact

identification algorithm.

Perhapsthe most comprehensivecontact identification work performedto date

is that of Eberman[9]. Ebermandescribesa generalidentification algorithmwhich

makesstatisticallyoptimaluseof the measuredforce and velocity datain identifying

thecurrentcontactmodel. This optimahity.however, comesat the cost of a significant

computationalburden.i.e. theneedto iterativelysolve a set of coupledeigenvalue-like

problemsfor eachpossiblecontactmodel in every identificationcycle. The technique

was experimentallyverified with excellentresultsfor a point objectmoving in a planar
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environment.An extendedversioncoveringthe motion of polygonswas testedusing

simulateddatato determinethe accuracywith which a body’s constraineddirections

could be determinedwhen thecorrect modelwas known. No testingof the polygonal

version’s ability identify the correct model from the set of all possible candidate

modelswasperformed.

The techniquepresentedimi tinis tinesisdiffers fromn Eberman’stechniquein that, by

settling for a nomn-optimalsolutionit reducesthenecessarycomputationper candidate

model to the solution of two leastsquaresproblems. In addition, this thesispresents

experimentalresultsconfirming thetechnique’sability to determinethe truecontact

statefrom the set of all possiblecandidatecontactmodels.

3.2 Problem Statement

This thesisaddressestheproblemof determiningthe contactstateof a moving, planar

rigid body interactingwith fixed, planar rigid bodies in its enviromnment.By contact

statewe meanthe locations of the points of contactand the directions in which the

contactconstrainsthe vehicle motion. Table 3.1 summarizesthe assumptionsupon

which this work is based.

3.3 Contributions of Part II

* A new.computationallyefficient techniquewhich identifies the contactstateof a

moving planarrigid body interactingwith fixed but otherwiseunknownplanar

rigid bodies in its environment. The techniquetakes as inputs the moving

body’s measuredposition!. velocity and net interaction force amid assumniesthat

the body’s geometryand the coefficient of dynamic friction acting betweenthe

body and the environmentare known. The outputsare the force and velocity

constraintsactingomi thevehicleand, in most cases.thelocationsof the vehicle’s
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actualpoints of contact.

o The concept arid f’ormnulation of the violation power and violation energy as

suitablemetricsfor choosingbetweenpossiblecontactmodels.

* Experimentalverification of the proposedcontactidentificatiomn technique.

3.4 Overview

3.4.1 Synopsisof Approach

Imnitiahly, we have no knowledgeof the vehicle’s true contact state. Every point on

the vehicle perimeteris a possiblecontactpoint, giving rise to an infinite numberof

possiblecontactscenariosand their correspondingcontactmodels.

Tine velocity constraint imposedby a point of contactbetweenthe vehicle and

a fixed object in the environmentspecifiesthat the velocity of the vehicle at this

point must be zero in the direction of the vehicle’s outward facing normal at that

point. Thus, givena measurementof the vehicle velocity and knowledgeof thevehicle

boundary geometry, we can solve for the set of points whosevelocities satisfy this

condition. We refer to tine set of all such points asthe vehicle’s kinematicallyfeasible

candidate contactpoints or , for brevity, as the candidatecontactpoints. Theseare

tine vehicle’s only possiblepoints of contactwith fixed objectsin theenvironment,i.e.

the actualcontactpoints must be membersof this set.

By consideringall possibleunique combinationsof candidatecontactpoints we

canconstructtheset of all possiblekinematicallyfeasiblecandidatecontactmodels,of

whicin the actualcontactmodelis necessarilyamember. Eachcandidatecontactmodel

consistsof a set of presumedcontactpoints and the two setsof constraintequations

that result from imposing the rigid body contactconstraintsdiscussedinn Chapter

4 to thesepoints. The nnodel’s force constraint equationsrelate the forces acting

at the pm’esumedcontactpoints to the net force and momentmeasuredby a vehicle
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mountedforce sensor. The model’s velocity constraint equationsrelatethe velocities

at the presumedcontactpoints to tine velocity measuredby a vehicle mountedvelocity

sensor.

Tine vehicle’s measureddataresult from the physicalinteractionstaking placeat

the actual contactpoints; thereforewe expectthe measuredforce and velocity to be

consistentwith i.e. to satisfy the force and velocity constraintsassociatedwith tine

comitact model describingthe actual contactstate. Since this mnodel is necessarily

a member of the set of candidatecontactmodels, we can use the degreeto which

the measureddataviolateseachmodel’s constraintequationsto identify the correct

model.

Thereare two aspectsto the violation of a model’sconstraintequations;feasibility

and consistency. Using the the measuredforce and moment we can solve for the

correspondingquasistaticreactionloadsat eachmodel’spresumedcontactpoints. A

model is quasistaticallyfeasibleif thesereactionloadssatisfythe rigid body constraint

on eachcontactforce i.e. that objectscan only "pusin" on eachother. they cannot

"pull". Thus we discardfrom considerationall infeasiblecandidatecontactmodels.

We test the remainingfeasiblecandidatecontactmodelsfor consistency.A candi

datemodel’sconstraintequationsdefine a permissableforce spaceand a permissable

motion spacefor the model containing,respectively,themeasuredforcesand velocity

vectorswhich the candidatemodel is physically capableof producing. By projecting

the measureddatainto eachof thesevectorspaceswe can, for eachcandidatecontact

model. decomposeeachmeasureddatavector into the sum of a permissablevector

and an impermissablevector. The elementsof the impermissibievectors indicate

the degreeto which the measureddataviolate eacin of a model’s force and velocity

comnstraintequations. From thesecomponentswe connputethe violation power. i.e.

the powerdissipationassociatedwith violation of eachof a model’s constraintequa

tions. By properlycombiningthe individualviolation powertermsfor eachconstraint

equationwe form a positive definite consistencymeasureby which we can assessthe
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degreeof compatibility betweeneachcandidatemodel and the currentmeasureddata

vectors. The violation power basedmetric, however. only identifies tine best model

within a model class. To identify which of the best-of-classmodelsis thebestoverall

model, we introducea similar metric basedon the violation energy,i.e the work asso

ciatedwith the violatiomn of’ a modelsconstraintequationsduring a given incremental

motion of the vehicle. Finally, we demonstrateexperinnentallythe efficacy of this two

stageidentificationprocess.

3.4.2 Guide to Part II

Chapter 4: Identifying Kinematically Feasible Candidate Contact Points

Reviewsthe characteristicsof rigid body contact. Developsand experimentally

verifies a techniqueto identify all candidatecontactpoints, i.e. points on the

vehicle boundarywhich, basedon kinematic considerationsalone, could be in

contactwith a fixed object in the environment.

Chapter 5: Constructing Kinematically Feasible Candidate Contact Models

Considersthe complete set of candidatecontact models which can be con

structedfrom the set of candidatecontactpoints. Describesthe five classes

into which thesemodelsfall and articulatesthe force and velocity constraints

associatedwith eachmodel class.

Chapter 6: Identifying the Best Candidate Contact Model Within Each Class

Definesthe conceptsof model feasibility andmodel consistency.Introducesthe

violation power and demonstratesits essentialrole inn determiningmodel fea

sibiiity. model consistencyand in identifying the best candidatemodel within

eachmodel class. Articulates why a violation power basedapproachby itself

cannotidentif’y the bestoverall model.

Chapter 7: Identifying the Best Overall Model Introducesthe violation energy

amid demonstrateshow. in conjuntion witin the results of the violation power
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basedapproach.it permits the identificationof the best overall model.

Chapter 8: Experimental Verification Presentsexperimentalresultsverifying

the ability of the violation powerbasedapproachto identify the bestmodel in

eachclass. Presentsexperimentalresults verifying the ability of the violation

emnergy based approachto identify the best overall model. Investigatesthe

sensitivity of tine techniqueto errorsin the assumedvalue of the coefficient of

dynamic friction.

Chapter 9: Conclusions Summarizesthekey resultsof thethesis. Discussesfuture

work.

3.4.3 Assumptions

The assumptionsinn Table 3.1 apply throughoutthe remainderof this thesis.
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Assumptions

The vehicle

* is a planar,rigid body.

* hasa known, piece-wisecontinuous,closedboundingcurve.

* hasa known coefficient of dynamic friction acting at points of contact
betweenthe vehicle andthe environmentwhich is the sameat all points
of contact.

Objectsin the environment

* are planar,rigid bodies.

* haveunknownpiece-wisecontinuousboundarycurves.

* have unknown position and orientationin relation to a fixed world ref
erenceframe.

* are rigidly fixed in relation to the fixed world referencei.e. their linear
and angularvelocitiesare known and equal to zero

We can measure

* the vehicle’spositionandorientationin relationto a fixed world reference
frame.

* the vehicle’s linear and angular velocity in relation to the fixed world
referenceframe.

* the aggregateforce and momentappliedto the vehicle as a resultof the
unknown forces acting at the unknown points of contactwith tine
environment.

Table 3.1: Assumptionsfor Part II
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Chapter 4

Identifying Kinematically Feasible

Candidate Contact Points

4.1 Introduction

Iii this chapterwe developandtesta techniquewhicin. given thegeometryand velocity

of’ a plamnar,rigid body the vehicleinteractingwith fixed obstaclesthe environment,

identifies the set of possiblecontact points on the body. Section 4.2 beginswith a

review of the characteristicsof points of contact betweenrigid bodies. In Section

4.3 we exploit this information to define and mathematicallysolve for kinematically

feasible candidatecontact point locations on two types of vehicle boundarycurves;

straight lines and circular arcs. Section 4.4 experimentallyinvestigatesthe error

betweenthe computedcandidatecontactpoint locationsand theactualcontactpoints

for various contactconfigurationsfor a body composedof straight line and circular

arc boundarycurves.
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a

Figure 4-i: a Two planarrigid bodiesin contact. b Tangentvector and outward
facingnormalat contactpoint PB on body B. c Tangentvector andoutward facing
normalat contactpoint PA on body A.

4.2 Properties of Planar Rigid Body Contact

Figure 4-i shows two arbitrary planar rigid bodies A and B in contact at a single

point. For the time being.considerboth bodies to be free to move, i.e neither body

is fixed. A point PA on the boundaryof body A and a point PB on the boundaryof

body B are in contactwhen

1. point PA coincideswith point PB, i.e. PA = PB

2. the tangentvectorsat pointsPA and PB areparalleland coincident.

3. the outward facing normalvectorsat points PA and PB are coincidentbut op

positein direction

4. the normalcomponentof the relative velocity of points PA and PB 1S equal to

zero. i.e. v9 - vPB ‘
n = v - vpB 11PB = o

5. the force appliedto eachobject throughtine contactpoint hasa negativecom

ponentin the direction of that object’soutward facing normal at the point of



contact i.e. f n < 0 and f n < 0 in otherwords objectsPA PB10tt PB

canonly "push’ on eachother through a contact,they cannotpull.

Note that, givemn characteristicfive, two objectswith coincident boundarypoints

are not consideredto he in contact unless the force transmitted betweenthem is

nonzero.

4.3 Zero-Normal-Velocity znv Points

Given oum’ assumptionthat all objectsin the environmentare fixed, we may treat

the entire environmentas a single rigid body composedof the union of all its com

ponentobjects. Being fixed in space,the velocity of every point on this aggregate

environmentalobject is equal to zero. If we let the vehicle be object A and let the

environmentbe object B thencharacteristicfour in the precedinglist becomes

vPA nPA = 0 4.1

The modified characteristicstatesthat the only points on the vehicle boundary

which could possiblybe points of contactwith a fixed environmentare points which

have zero velocity in the direction of their local boundary normal. If we know 1

the geometryof the vehicle boundaryand 2 the linear and angular velocity of a

point on the vehicle we can solve for this set of points analytically. We refer to these

points interchangeablyas zero-normal-velocityznv points or as candidatecontact

points. To solve for the locations of thesepoints we shall exploit the conceptof the

instantaneouscenterof rotation.
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4.3.1 The Instantaneous Center of Rotation

Imagine for the moment that our vehicle has infinite expanse,i.e. it is an infinite

planewhich moveswith respectto tine fixed world plane.The instantaneouscenterof

rotation ICR is a unique point in the moving planewhich has zero linearvelocity

with respectto the fixed plane at the given instant in time. The motion of every

otherpoint on the moving planecanbe representedasresultingfrom a pure rotation

of the vehicle about the ICR. Given the velocity of a point p in the vehicle plane.

the velocity of anotherpoint p in that plane is

Wv = + [n’rjjx] w 4.2

where 14v1 and 145v1 are the velocities of points i and j with respectto the fixed

world frame VU, uTr is the vector from p to Pj, w is the angular velocity of the

vehicle planeand

[rx]
= [_ri

4.3
rZT

is a convenientnotation for expressingthe planar fornn of the cross product see

the MathematicalNotation appendixat the end of this thesis for a more detailed

discussionof this notation.

We can rewrite equation4.2 with respectto an alternateworld-fixed frame VW,

definedto be a framewhich conicides.instantaneously,with a correspondingvehicle

fixed frameI . In this casewe get

VU’v = + [mu’rjjx] w 4.4

wrhere eacin of the terms is now written with respectto fixed frameI
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To locate the ICR with respectto frame I we set ‘v1 = ‘vPJCR = 0 and solve

for mr1 = ricn i.e. the vector from p to the ICR. If we also let pj he the origin

of the vehicle fixed frame. tine locationof tine ICR with respectto tire vehicle fixed

framnte is

1ricR =

90 i__ v
45

Vxo
w

The first term in parenthesesis a unit vector, orthogonalto the velocity vector at

point i, which gives the directionof The secondterm is the positive or negative

distancebetweenpoint i and the ICR in the direction of the unit vector.

Thereare threespecialcasesolutionsfor 17r3. When the magnitudeof the linear

velocity Vv = 0, the ICR is simply j’ When 1’v 0 but w = 0, the unit vector

is still definedbut the magnitudeterm becomesinfinite. If both ["v71 and w = 0.

the vehicle is stationaryand the ICR does not exist. Note that if we let p be the

origin of the vehicle frame

Now consider’ that. insteadof being an infinite plamne. our vehicle hasa finite

boundary. The ICR still exists. but it will not necessarilylie within the domainof

the vehicle boundary.

As statedabove,the only points on the boundarythat could be in contactwith

fixed objectsin the environmentare thosewhich have zero velocity in the direction

of their outward facing normal. Given that the velocity of any point on the veinicle

is equivalant to pure rotation about the ICR. this condition will be satisfied for

any boundarypoint whosenormal vector, when extended,passesthrough the ICR.

Mathematically,znv points arepoints on the vehicle boundarywhich satisfy

Now considerthat. insteadof being an infinite plane, our vehicle has a finite

boundary. The ICR still exists, but it will not necessarilylie within the domain of

the vehicle boundary. As statedabove,the only points on the boundarythat could

be in contactwith fixed objectsin the environmentarethosewhich havezerovelocity
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in the directionof their outward facing normal. Given that the velocity of anypoint

on tire vehicle is equivalantto pure rotation about the ICR. this condition will be

satisfiedfor’ anyboundarypoint whosenom’mal vector, whenextended,passesthrough

the ICR. Mathematically.znv points arepoints on the vehicle boundarywhich satisfy

rb = ncR + s1u rb 4.6

where rb is the position vector of a point on the boundary,u rb is the outward

facingnormalvectorat that point, and is thedistancebetweenthe ICR and point

rb.

This is illustratedgraphicallyin Figure4-2.afor arectangularvehiclewith rounded

corners.Figures4-2.bthrough4-2.dshow this vehicle’sznv pointsfor severaldifferent

locations of the ICR. To find a given boundarysegment’sznv point we draw a radial

line from the ICR to the segmentsuch that the radial lime is orthogonalto the

boundarysegmentat the point of intersection.

4.3.2 Locating znv points on straight line boundary segments

Let us representpoints on the line segmentas

rb =ro+stut, 0 5max 4.7

where r0 is thesegment’sstart point, Ut is a unit vectorpointing from the startpoint

towards the end poimnt, s is the distancebetweenpoint rb on the line and the start

point. The normalto the line is everywhereequalto

- ‘Ut
u = 4.8

‘Ut



F

Figure 4-2: The numberin eachregion indicatesthe numberof points on the vehicle
perimeter heavy black line for which v = 0 when the instantaneouscenter of
rotation ICR lies within that region. For example.whenthe ICR is at theindicated
positionthereareeight points which havezero velocity in thedirectionnormalto the
local surfacetangent. For the given vehicle stateand geometry,theseare the only
possiblepoints of contactwith stationaryobjectsin the environment.
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Using equations4.7 and 4.8 to eliminate rb and u rb. equation4.6 becomes

r0 + stut = ncR + snun 4.9

Solving for’ t and s yields

St -1

= [[un] , [-Ut]] ro - ncR 4.10
Sn

= [ [un] , [-Ut] r0 - ncR 4.ui

Substitutingst into Equation4.7 yields the locationof the znv point for the line.

This znv point is a valid candidatecontact point only if 0 smax, i.e. if it

lies within the domaiin of the boundarysegment.Thus. in general,there is a unique

zmnv solution for each line segmentwhich contributesat most one unique candidate

comntactpoint per line segment.

The only exceptionoccurswhen the angularvelocity is equalto 0 AND thelinear

velocity vector is parallel to the direction of the line. In this case, the distance

betweenthe line and the ICR in the line’s normaldirection is infinite and asa result

every point on the line haszero velocity in the normaldirection. We will discussthe

implicationsof this specialcaseasit relatesto theselectionof the bestcontactmodel

mr cinapter 8.

4.3.3 Locating znv points on circular arc boundary segments

Figure 4-3 showsa portion of a veinicieboundarywhich includesan arc segment.The

arc segment’sunderlyingcircle has radiusR0 and centerpointC. The arc segmentis

the portion of the circle obtainedby traversingfrom point s to point e in a clockwise

fashniomr. All arcs segmentsin this thesis are definedin a clockwisesense.

To finid tine arc segment’sznv points we first find the znv points for the underlying
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Figure 4-3: Thereare generally two znv points points A and B associatedwith a
circular arc boundarysegment,thesebeing the intersectionsof the line drawn from
the ICR to the arc center C with the arc’s underlyingcircle. Only solutions which
lie within the domainof the arc qualify ascandidatecontactpoints. An intersection
point lies in the domainof the arc if the vectorn from the arc center C to the point
satisfies the conditionsin Equation 4.14

circle and then determinewhich, if any, of theselie within the domain of the arc

segment.The underlyingcircle’s znv pointsaresimply theintersectionpointsbetween

an extendedline drawnfrom the ICR throughthe centerpoint C and the circle itself

here,points A and B . Tineseare the only points on the circle whose local normal

vectors,whenextended,passthroughthe ICR. Definingu to be a unit vector in the

direction of this line the znv point locations are

= nc ± RaUn 4.12

A given point lies in the domainof an arc segmentif its angularposition, relative

to the arc center,falls betweenthe startand end angles.This test is complicatedby

tine discontinuity that occurs in the anglereturnedby the arc-tangentfunction. i.e.

arc-tangentfunctiomns typically returnvaluesthat rangefrom -n to +mr. Assumingan
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arctangentfunction of this form, arcsdefinedin a clockwise fashionhavestartangles

which are largerthanthe end anglesexceptwhenthe arc straddlesthediscontinuity.

in which casetire startangle is less than the emnd angle.

It is moreconvenientto usea vectorbaseddomain test. This approachavoidsthe

discontinuityproblem. A point on the circle lies in the domainof the arc if, given tine

vectorncp from the arc center C to the point, tine following conditionsare all true:

rcp ‘Ut 0 4.13

nc ‘U > 0

rc ‘Ut, < 0

rcp ‘Uric 0

where ut , u71 and Ut1 , Un1 are the tangentialand normalunit vectorsevaluatedat

poimnts s and e respectively.

Inn generaltherearetwo znv point solutionsfor theunderlyingcircle. If we restrict

arc segmentsto angulardomainsof less than n radians,mno more than one of these

solutionswill lie in thesegment’sdomaimr. For many ICR locations,neitherznv point

will lie in the domainof the arc. This is the case,for example,for the lower left and

upper right arcs in Figure 4-2 B. Thus, in general,therewill be two znv points but.

at most, one uniquecandidatecontactpoint per arc segment.

The only exceptionoccurs when the ICR coincides with the arc center’ C. In

this case the number of candidatecontact points is infinite as every point on the

arc segmenthaszero velocity in the normal direction. Again, we will discussthe

implicationsof this specialcaseasit relatesto the selectionof the bestcontactmodel

in chapter8.
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4.3.4 Locating znv points on composite curves

In principle we can determinethe znv locations for a wide variety of geometricel

ements. Without loss of generality,however, we restrict ourselvesin this thesis to

consideringbodieswhich are comprisedof line and arc segments.For example, the

velnicle boundary shown in Figure 4-2 A combinesfour line segmentsand four arc

segmentsto form a smooth,continuousclosedcompositecurve. The set of znv points

for this vehicle is simply the union of the znv points of its componentsegments.

4.4 Experimental Results

Severalexperimentsvere run to investigatethe accuracywith which the znv point

locations could be determined. Figure 4-4 shows the Air Table Vehicle Simulator

ATVS system, the experimentalapparatusconstructedfor these and the other

experimentsperformedin this thesis see Appendix A for a detailed description

of the systemdesignand its characteristics. Briefly, the systemconsistsof a vehicle

whnich. suppor’tedby threeair bearings,moves freely over the surfaceof a one meter

square glass topped table. Four miniature steel cablescouple the motion of the

veinicle to that of four brushlessD.C. servomotorsmounted to the table corners.

Optical encodersmeasurethe rotationangleand velocity of eachmotor, enablingthe

determinationof the vehicle position/orientationand velocity relative to the table.

For the experimentsin this chapterthe vehicle was moved by hand, i.e. the motors

were omnly usedto maintainnominal tensionsin the cables. The vehicle boundaryis

identical to that shownin Figure 4-2 A.

For thesetests,no filtering w’as performedon the vehicle velocity data, i.e. the

ICR locationandthe znv point locationswerecomputeddirectly from theraw vehicle

world frannevelocity vector. The vehicle world framne velocity vector was computed

from tine vectorof motor shaft velocitiesasdescribedin Appendix A.
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Figure 4-4: The Air Table Vehicle Simulator ATVS systemconsistsof a 0.145 by
0.29 meter, air bearingsupportedvehicle which moves freely over the surfaceof a
one squaremeterglass toppedtable surface. Four miniaturesteelcablescouple the
motion of the vehicle to that of the four motors mountedto the cornersof the table.
In general, the position and orientationof the vehicle is controlled by coordinating
tine motion of the four motors. The position and orientation,as well as the linear
and angularvelocities,of the vehicle aredeterminedfrom the motor shaft positions
and angularvelocitiesasmeasuredby optical encodersmountedto the motor shafts.
For all the experimentsperformedin this chapter,however, the vehicle was moved
by hand, i.e. the actuatorswere only used to maintain tension in the cables. This
systemis describedin greaterdetail in Appendix A
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4.4.1 Case 1: One Point Contact with No Slip Pure Rota

tion

As sinown in Figure4-6 edgeS of the thevehiclewas brought into contactwitin corner

cl of a fixed obstaclein the environment.The vehicle was rotatedabouttinis corner’

in a counterclockwisedirectionfrom time t1 to time t2, at whichn time the rotation of

thevehicle was stoppedandthenreversed. At all times therotation of thevehiclewras

performedsuchthat no slip occurredat thecorner. Figure4-6 is a plot of the distance

between the computedlocation of the edge S znv point and the known location of

the corner. During normalmotion the computedlocationof the znv point is seento

stay within 5 mm. of the actual contactpoint. The error only extendsbeyondthis

rangenearthe velocity reversal,i.e. whenthe angularvelocity is near zero. Sinceno

slip occursat the contactpoint, zero angularvelocity meansthat the vehicle is at a

completestandstill. In such a casethe locationof the ICR doesnot exist so the znv

points do not exist either, so we expect the accuracywith which the znv point tracks

the actualcontactpoint to degrade.Oncethe vehicle beginsmoving in the opposite

direction, the tracking accuracyreturnsto the 5 mm. accuracyrange.

4.4.2 Case 2: One Point Contact with Slip Rotation and

Translation

Inn Case2 edgeS is againbroughtinto contactwith cornercl seeFigure4-7 but this

time tine vehicle is movedsuchthat sliding occurredat the contactpoint. The overall

motion involved combined translation and rotation of the vehicle. Motion of the

vehicle was initiatedat time t = 0 and continueduntil time t2 at winich point contact

with the corner was broken. Figure 4-8 plots the distancebetweenthe computed

location of tine znv point for edge S amnd the known locationof corner ci. indicating

that tine tracking accuracyis roughly 10 mm during the motion of the vehicle.
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Figure 4-5: Case 1 Experiment: Edge S of the vehicle was brought into contactwith
corner ci of a fixed object in the environment.The vehicle was then rotatedabout
this corner such that little or no slip occurred. Initial rotatiomn was in the counter
clockwise direction, then the rotation was briefly stoppedand then reversed,again
maintainingminimal slip at the contactpoint
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Figure 4-6: Case 1 Experiment: Distancebetweenthe computedlocationof the znv
point for’ edge 5 and the known position of corner ci. During rotation the znv point
is seento track the actual contactpoint within an accuracyof roughly ±5mm. The
vehicle velocity goesto zero at times t1 and t2. Very nearthesetimes the magnitude
of the vehicle velocity is too smuall to yield reliablereadingsfrom the velocity sensors.
leadingto poor estimatesof the znv point location. As soon asthe vehicle beginsto
move again,the error returnsto the ±Smm range.
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Case 2: Distance between zoo point 5 and ccmer

Figure 4-7: Case2 Experiment: Edge S of the vehicle was brought into contactwith
‘Ornerci of a stationaryobject. Thevehiclewasthenmovedsuchthat it wasin sliding
‘ontact witin the corner, i.e. the motion combined both rotation and translationof
the vehicle relative to the contactpoint.

Figure 4-8: Case2 Experiment: Distancebetweenthe computedlocationof the znv
point for edgeS and the known positionof cornerci. The vehicle was in contactwith
tine cornier’ until time t1, at which point contactwas broken. The tracking accuracy
hetwreemithe znv point amnd the known contactlocation is within 10 mm for this trial.
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4.4.3 Case 3: Two Point Contact Pure Translation

In this trial thereis no unique contactpoint to tm’ack on edge 5 ; every point on edge

5 is a valid candidatecontactpoint. For suchmotionsthetechniquepresentedin this

thesiswill not beableto identify the actualcontactpoints. Thetechniquewill still be

ableto determinetine vehicle’s constraineddirectionshowever. While edge S hasno

unique candidatecontactpoint, both of its adjacentarc segmentsdo. Furthermore,

the candidatecontactpoints for the arcs bound tine infinite set of candidatecontact

points associatedwith edge S. The model associatedwith the two arcs’ candidate

contactpoints, i.e. model 6,7. imposesforce and velocity constraintsidentical to

those imposedby any model formed from two distinct points lying on edge S. Thus,

with regardto theconstraints,all modelsformedfrom pointson edge5 areequivalent,

so we canuseany one model to representthe set. A naturalchoice is the model 6,7.

We revisit the pure translationcasewhen testing the completeidentificationsystem

in Chapter8.

4.4.4 Case4: Two Point Contact Rotation and Translation

Figure 4-10 shows the vehicle motion during experiment4. Initially vehicle edge S

is in contactwith corner ci and vehicle arc 4 is in contactwith corner c2 we shall

refer to this contactconfigurationassimply 4,5 . At time t = 0 the vehicle begins

rotatingin a clockwisedirection,leadingto threetransitionsin contactconfiguration;

1. from 4,s to 3,S i.e. 4-iO.ato 4-10 .b at time t1

2. from 3.S to 3,4 i.e. 4-1O.b to 4-10 .c at time t2.

3. from 3.4to no contactat time t3

The upper plot in Figure 4-il shows the distancesbetweencorner ci and the

znv points for edge 3, edge 5 and arc 4 during tine trial while the lower plot shows

the correspondingdistancesfor cornerc2. Prior to the first transition at time t1 the
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actualcontactconfigurationis 4,5 and w’e seefrom the plots that the znv pointsfor

boundarysegmentsedge S and arc 4 track the actualcontact points quite well. At

time t1 the contactat cornerc2 transitionsfrom boundarysegmentarc 4 to boundary

segmentedge3, which is clearly reflectedby the crossoverof thecurves for znv points

4 and 3 inn the upper plot. Betweentimes t1 and t2 the znv point for segmentedge

3 accuratelytrackscorner one and znv point for edge 5 accuratelytracks corner c2.

The secondtransitionoccurs at time t2, after which we see that the znv point data

againagreeswell writh the actualcontactconfiguration3.4.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapterpresenteda meansto locatethe set of kinematically feasiblecandidate

contactpoints for a movingrigid body. Experimentsdemonstratedthat the positions

of the appropriatecandidatecointact points could track the actual contactpoints

to within 0.01 meterson a 0.i4S by 0.290 meter rectangularrigid body.
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Figure 4-9: Case 3 Experiment: Edge S of the vehicle was brought into full contact
with a fiat wall. This contactwasmaintainedthroughoutthe trial as tine vehicle was
tranv
The

U
U:2

a b

Figure 4-10: Case 4 Experiment: Arc 4 and edge S were imnitially in contact with
cornersci and c2 we refer to this contact stateas 4,s . The veinicle w’as then
movedsuch that the contactstatetransitiomnedto 3,sand then to 3.4.
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Figure 4-ui: Upper plot: Distancebetweencornerci and the znv points for edge 3,
arc 4 and edge5. Lower plot: Distancebetweencornerc2 and the znv points for edge
3, arc 4 and edge5.
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Chapter 5

Constructing Kinematically

Feasible Candidate Contact Models

5.1 Introduction

The candidatecontactpoints identified in thepreviouschapterarethe only points on

the vehicle which could possiblybe in contactwith fixed bodiesin the environment.

This leadsto threeconclusions:

1. The actual contact poimnts must be mennbersof the set of candidatecontact

points.

2. The only possible candidatecontact modelsare thoseconstructedfrom combi

nationsof candidatecontactpoints.

3. Tire actual contact model must be a memberof the set of candidatecontact

models.

Inn tinis chapterwe constructthe set of candidatecontactmodels.showing that

thnere are five classesof candidatecontactmodelsfor a planar,rigid body interacting

witin fixed planar. rigid bodies in its environment. By comubinning the constraints
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imposedat eachof a candidatennodel’spresumedcontactpoints we obtain two sets

of constraint equationsfor eachcandidatemodel. The model’s force constraintsare

a set of quasi-staticequilibrium equationswhich relateforces applied to the vehicle

at the candidatemodel’s presumedcontact points to the correspondingforce and

moment that would be measuredby the vehicle’s force sensor.The model’s motion

constraints are a set of kinematic equationswhich relate velocities at the model’s

presumedcontactpointsto thevelocity that would be measuredby thevehiclevelocity

sensor. To simplify the derivationswe assumethroughoutthis thesis,with no loss of

generality, that both tine force and velocity sensorsare located at the origin of the

vehicle fixed referenceframeV. We follow a generaldiscussiomnof the characteristics

of a model’s force and motion constraintequationswith detailedderivationsof these

equationsfor models in eachof the five model classes.

Assumptions

All of theassumptionsmadein the introduction to Part II also hold for this chapter.

5.2 Measuring the Net Contact Induced Force and

Moment

To determinewhich of the candidatepoints areactualcontactpoints we will needto

measurethemet contactforce andmomentappliedto the vehicleasaresultof contact.

In this sectionwe briefly discusshow this measurementcanbeperformed.Figure 5-i

showsone possibleapproachto measuringthe net force and moment appliedto the

vehicle asa result of contactwith the environment.In the figure threestiff, uniaxial

load cells attacha rigid frameto the vehicle. The frame completelysurroundsthe

yehicle, thus only the framecan contactobjectsin the environment.Since all forces

appliedto theframearetransmittedto tine vehiclevia theload cells.we candetermine

the net force and moment appliedto the vehicle from the load cell measurements.
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Figure S-i: Possibledesign of an instrumentedrigid frame to measurethe net force
and momentappliedto the vehicle asa resultof contactwith objectsin the environ-
uncut. The frameis theonly part of thevehicle which cancomeinto contactwith the
environment. Threepin-jointed. uniaxial force sensorswould rigidly affix the frame
to the main vehicle structure. The three componentsof the net force and moment
appliedto thevehicle f, ,f and m can bedeterminedfrom the force measurements
from the threeload cells.

The designshownis just one possibledesign. In theplanarvehicle apparatusused

to performthe experimentspresentedin this thesis, the framewas actuallyattached

to the vehicle via a commercial6-axis force-torquesensor note: only the f, f1, and

‘rrt componentsof the sensor’soutputwere used .

For conveniencewe definethe body referencedmeasuredforce vector .Fm

f

= f9 s.i

mv

0-0 pmjointed,umoxial toadcell
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Model Class Dim. of
permissible
force space

Dim. of
permissible
vel. space

No. of
nrodels
in class

Unconstrained 0 3 1
OnePoint, with slip 1 2 N

Omne Point, no slip 2 1 N
Two Point 2 1 N9I2!

Fully Constrained 3 0 1

Table 5.1: The five classesof possiblecontactmodels for a rigid, planarbody inter
acting with fixed rigid, planarbodiesin its environment

Similarly, we definemeasuredvelocity vector Vm to be

Vx

Vm = vy 5.2

w

The elementsof Vm representthe absolutevelocity of the origin of the vehicle fixed

frameI expressedwith respectto an inertial framewhich is instantamneouslyaligned

witin frame I

5.3 Model Classes

Iii this sectionwe show that thereare five classesof possiblecontactmodels for a

plainarrigid body interactingwith fixed planar.rigid bodiesin its environment.These

classesarecharacterizedby two properties;the numberof contactpointsand whether

on’ inot slip occurs at each contactpoint. We also expressthe numberof candidate

contactmnodels in eachclass as a function of the numbercandidatecontactpoints.

Tine contactnnodelclassesare

Unconstrained Model Givenn N candidatecontact points there is one model in

which noneof tine candidatepoints are actual contactpoints. In this case the
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vehicle motiomn is conipletely uncomnstraimned.There is only one model in this

class.

One Point Contact Models with Slip Giveni N candidatecontactpointswe can

formulate N unique models in which the vehicle hasa single, sliding point of

conrtactwith the environment.

One Point Contact Models with No Slip Given N candidatecontactpoints we

can formulate N unique models in which the vehicle has a simigle, nomr-shiding

point of contactwith the environment.

Two Point Contact Models GivenN candidatecontactpointsthereare

uniquepairingsof candidatecontactpoints. Therearethreepossibleslip states

for eachpairing i.e. neither point slips, one point slips, or both points slip

which implies that thereare N2! possibletwo point contactmodels. How

ever, the modelsassociatedwith two of theseslip statescanbediscarded.Mod

els in which neither point slips areactually membersof the Fully Constrained

Models classlisted below. Ilodelsin which only onepoint slips areonly possible

if the fixed objectsin the environmenthave very specific and extremelyprecise

geometry. In fact. it would be very difficult to purposefullyfabricate parts

which could realize thesecontactstates. Thereforewe also ignore the models

associatedwith this slip state. Thus we consideronly the N_2!2! models in

which both points slip.

Fully Constrained Models When the vehicle is fully constrainedits linear and

angular velocities are zero. The identification technique we develop in this

thesiscannotidentify the correctcontactpointswiremr tine veiricie is not moving,

it cannot distinguish one member of the Fully ConstrainedContact Models

from another. The best we can do is to correctly identif that the vehicle is

fully constrained.Thus we treat the fully constrainedmodelsclass as a single

candidatemodel.
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5.4 The PermissibleForce Space

We will find that the force constraintequationsfor any contactmodel camr bewritten

in the form

Fp = Af 5.3

wheref is an n x 1 vectorcontainingn independentparameterswhich fully describe

the forcesacting on the vehicle at the model’spresumedcontactpoints,A is a 3x n

matrix containingthe coefficientsof the force constraintequationsandF is a 3 X 1

vectorcontainingthe correspondingforce and momentthat would be measuredby a

force sensorlocatedat the origin of frame I’. The valueof n dependson the class of

the candidatecontactmodel as reflectedin Table 5.1.

Equation 5.3 is a linear mappingfrom the spaceof forces f E RTh applied at the

model’s presumedcontactpointsinto thespaceof possiblemeasuredforces Fm E R3.

This mapping partitions the spaceof possiblemeasuredforces Fm e R3 into two

mutuallyorthogonalsubspaces.A model’spermissibleforce spaceis then dimensional

subspaceof possiblemeasuredforce vectorsFm for which solutions of the model’s

force constraint equationsexist: mathematically,the permissibleforce spaceis the

column spaceof A. A model’s impermissibleforce spaceis the 3 - n dimensional

subspaceof possiblemeasuredforce vectorsFm which the candidatecontactmodel

is physically incapableof generating;mathematically,the impermissibleforce space

is the left null spaceof A. Together,thesetwo subspacesspanthe spaceof possible

measuredforce vectors Fm. Thereforean arbitrary measuredforce vectorFm can

be written as

FmFp+Fj S.4

wher’e F is a permissiblecomponentwhich resideswholely within the model’s per’
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nnissibleforce spaceand F1 is an imper’missiblecomponentwhich resideswholely in

the model’s innpermissibleforce space.

Equation 5.4 implies that we can decomposethe measuredforce vectorFm into

a permissibleand impermissiblecomponentfor eachcandidatecontactmodel. The

magnitudeof the resulting impermissible componentgives an indication of the the

model’s compatibility with the observedmeasurementFm, but, by itself, cannot

identify the correctmodel. To see this, considerthat the measuredforce vector Fm

is not arbitrary; it resultsfrom the actual stateof contactbetweenthe vehicle and

theenvironmentand thereforemustresideentirely within the permissibleforce space

of the contactmodel describingthis contactstate i.e. the correct contactmodel.

Thereforewe expect the decompositionof Fm associatedwith the correct contact

model to yield, in an ideal world, F1 = 0. This characteristic,however,is not unique

to thecorrectmodel; for example,we will find that the impermissibleforcecomponent

for the Fully Constrainedmodel is alwaysequal to zero.

In section6.2 we show how to decomposeFm into its permissibleand impermis

sible componentsfor eachcandidatecontactmodel and how to usethesecomponents

in selectingthe correct candidatecontactmodel.

5.5 The Permissible Velocity Space

We will find that the velocity constraintequationsfor eachcandidatecontactmodel

canbe written in the form

Vp = Bv S.S

where v is an 3 - n x i vector containing3 - ri independentparameterswhich

fully describethe vehicle’s constrainedmotionn underthe given model typically these

arevelocitiesat tine contactpoints, B is a 3 x 3 - n matrix containingthe coeffi

cientsof the motion constraintequations,VP is a 3 x 1 vectorcontainimngthe linear
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and angular’ velocity of tire origin of frameI and n is, as definedabove,the number

of independentparametersrequiredto requiredto describethe contactpoint forces

in the force constraintequations.

The propertiesof the velocity constraintequationsare largely analogousto those

of the force constraint equationsonly the dimensionsof the permissibleand imper

missible vectorspacesare differeint. Equation5.5 is a linear mappingfrom the space

of velocitiesv R3_n at the model’s presumedcontactpoints into the correspond

ing spaceof measuredvehiclevelocitiesVm R3. This mappingpartitions thespace

of possible measuredvelocities Vm E R3 into two mutually orthogonalsubspaces.

A model’spermissiblevelocity spaceis the 3 - n dimensionalsubspaceof possible

measuredvelocity vectorsVm for which solutions of the model’s velocity constraint

equationsexist: mathematically,the permissiblevelocity spaceis the column space

of B. A model’s impermissiblevelocity space is the n dimensionalsubspaceof pos

sible measuredvelocity vectorsVm which are physically impossibleunder the given

candidatecontactmodel; mathematically,the impermissiblevelocity spaceis the left

mull spaceof B. Together,thesetwo subspacesspanthe spaceof possiblemeasured

velocity vectorsVm. Therefore an arbitrary measuredvelocity vector Vm can be

wn’ittemn as

VmVp+Vi 5.6

whereVp is a permissiblecomponentwhich resideswholely within the model’sper

missible velocity spaceand V1 is an impermissiblecomponentwhich resideswholely

in the model’s impermissiblevelocity space.

Thus we cami deconniposetine tire mnieasuredvelocity vector Vm into permissible

and impermissiblecomponentsfor eachcandidatecontactmodel. Were we to do so.

however. we would discoverthat the measuredvelocity vectorVm exactlysatisfiesthe

velocity constraint equationsof everycandidatecontactmodel. Recall that we found

tine candidatecontact points by solving for points on the vehicle boundarywhose
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individual contactconstr’aintswere exactly consistentwith the measuredvehicle ve

locity V. We derive the velocity constraint equationsby combining the velocity

constraintsassociatedwith eachcandidatecontactmodel’s candidatecontactpoints.

Since V, exactly satisfiesthe comnstraintsat every candidatecontactpoint, it also

exactlysatisfiesevery candidatecontactmodel’svelocity constraintequations,i.e.

V1 = 0 5.7

Thus we also have

VpVm 5.8

This characteristicis a dual edgedsword: it will greatly simplify the processof

solving fon’ eachmodel’s reactionloads and in decomposingthe measuredforce into

its permissibleand impermissible componentsin Chapter6. However, this same

property preventsthe techniquepresentedin that chapter from identifying the best

overall model instead,it can only identify the best model in eachclass.

lmn Chapter7 we overcomethis limitation by also consideringthe incremental

motion of the vehicle. We considerthe constraintson incrementalmotion of the

vehicle in the following section.

5.6 The Permissible Motion Space

If we multiply both sides of the velocity constraint equationsS.S by a differential

length of tinne dt we obtain the differential motion constraintequations referredto

hereafteras the motion constraintequationsfor the vehicle. i.e.

= Bx S.9
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where tlx is an 3 - n >< 1 vector’ contaimninrg3 - n independentparameterschar

acterizing the differential motion of tine vehicle’s presumedcontactpoints, B is the

same3 x 3 - n matrix usedin thevelocity constraintequationsabove,öX is a 3 x 1

vectorcontainingthe differential motion of the origin of frameI . andn is. asdefined

above,the numberof independentparametersrequiredto describethe contactpoint

forces inn the force constraintequations.Obviously the differential mnotion constraints

shareall of the samepropertiesof the velocity constraints.i.e. their permissibleand

impermissibiespacesare identical except for the units.

We cannotmeasurethe differential motion of the vehicle directly, however:we can

only approximateit using currentand previousmeasurementsof the vehicle position

vector,i.e. we can definethe vehicle’s incrementalmotion vectorXm to be

LXm = Xmi - Xmik 5.10

where Xmj is tine vehicle’s currentmeasuredposition vector and Xmi_k a previous

measuredposition vector from k time steps in the past. Replacingthe differential

motionsSX and Sx with their incrementalcounterparts/21.X andLtx equation

5.9 becomes

= BLx 5.ui

As was the casewith the velocity vector, we can decomposethe incrementalmotion

vector into permissibleand impermissiblecomponents,i.e.

Xm = ZXp + /X1 S.i2

Unlike the velocity decompositiomn,however, ..Xm will not. in general. exactly

satisfy the constraintequatiomns. Consequently.XX1 is not inherently equal to zero.

Thus using the impermissiblecomponentof the incrementalmotion vector ..Xm
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allows us to estimatetire degreeto winicin tine veinicle’s motiomn in the very recentpast

is consistentwith the difi’erential motion constraints.

5.7 Model Constraint Equations

In tire previoussectionswe describedtine generalcharacteristicsof acandidatecontact

model basedon its force and velocity constraint equations.In this sectionwe derive

theseconstraintequationsfor eachclassof candidatecontactmodel.

5.7.1 Unconstrained Model

Force Constraint Equations

Whenfully unconstrainedthevehicle makesno contactwith the environment.There

fore the force constraintequationsfor the unconstrainedmodel are

0

= 0 . 5.13

0

Thepermissibleforce spaceis a single point, that being the origin of the threedimen

sional spaceof possiblevectorsF. Thereforethe model requiresn = 0 independent

parametersto describethe nonexistentappliedloads.

Motion Constraint Equations

Any vehicle velocity is permissibleunderthe unconstrainedmodel. Specifying this

velocity requires n = 3 independentparameters. Since the model has no comntact

points, arid thereforeno contactpoint velocities,we selectthe elementsof the vector

V1 as our threeindependentvelocity parameters.The velocity constraintequations
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a b

Figure 5-2: a Vehicle with a single, sliding point of contact with a fixed rigid
body in the environment.b Absolutevelocity of thepoint on the vehiclewhich is in
contactin contactframecoordinates.c Forcesacting at the contactpoint in contact
frame coordinates. When the contact involves sliding, the tangential component
ft = /dsign Vt fn, so describingthe contact force requiresonly one independent
parameter:fn’

for the unconstrainedmodel are then

100

Vp = 0 1 0 Vm 5.14

OOi

i.e matrix B is equalto the 3 x 3 identity matrix.

5.7.2 One Point Contact Models with Slip

Figure S-2 shows the vehicle with a single. sliding point of contactwith a fixed rigid

body. Tine contactoccursat candidatecontactpoint i whosepositiomn, relative to the

vehicle fixed referenceframe1 , is given by vector n.

tt

f m lIsignv1f5
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Force Constraint Equations

Assunninga Coulomb model for the friction force that acts at the contactpoint, the

tanngentialand normalcomponentsof the contactforce f are relatedby thefollowing

equality

= dsign vt f711 5.15

where Pd > 0 is the known dynamiccoefficient of friction and is the known

tanngentialcomponentof the absolutevelocity of the candidatecontactpoint which

we compute from the vehicle velocity and geometry. Note that the friction force

,t’t, applied to the vehicle acts in the oppositedirectionof the tangentialvelocity

for’ contactforces having feasible normal componentsi.e. for contactforces where

.f2 <0.

Becausetine contactforce passesthroughthe contactpoint, it inducesno moment

aboutthat point. Relativeto the contactframeC1 the contactforce is

ft
UI.

Fc = fni
= 1

fTh S.u6
0

mc
c

where

dsign vt
U11 = 5.i7

1

gives the direction of the force f1 applied to the vehicle at the contactpoint note,

however, that u1 is not a unit vector. Thus the OneContactPoint with Slip Models

r’equire rn = i inndepemndentparameter.f,. to fully describethe loadsapplied at the

comntactpoint.
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Relatingtine appliedforce and momemntFc to tine force annd mnomentF experi

encedby the force sensorwe obtain the force constraintequatiomnsfor the One Point

Contactwith Slip models

F= f

m1

RjU1 1
A=[ I

[ [njx]TRjufi

= [fni]

- [n1x]7’R1u1.
fni 5.18

where R1 is the 2 x 2 rotation matrix which transformsvectorsfrom thecontactframe

C1 into the sensorframe IT recall that the sensorframeis coincidentwith thevehicle

frame1 , n1 is a 2 >< 1 vectorgiving the positionof candidatecontactpoint i relative

to tine vehicle frameV and

[rx]
= -r7

5.19
r17

as previouslydefined seeAppendix I for a completedescriptionof this notation.

Comparingequation5.18 to equation5.3 we seethat

5.20

5.21

Motion Constraint Equations

Thevelocity of candidatecontactpoint i in contactframecoordinatescan be written

as

Vt1

Vc = V.

CD

= Uvtz 0

01

Vti

U
5.22
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wherew is tine vehicle’s amngularvelocity and

= [i]
5.23

We obtainthe mnotionconstraintequationsfor this classof modelsby relatingthe

contactpoint velocity Vc0 to the velocity Vp experiencedby the velocity sensor

Vx

- [n1x]
V Vy

= I I 5.24
0 1 w

CD

Comparingequation5.24 to equationS.S we see that

- [nix]
B = 1 S.25

0 i

Vt
v

= 5.26
CD

5.7.3 One Point Contact Models with No Slip

Figure S-3.ashowsthe caseof a vehicle in single point comntactwith the environment

where no slip occursat the contactpoint, i.e. the absolutevelocity of the point on

thevehicle which is in contactis zero. The contactoccursat candidatecontactpoint

i whoseposition,relativeto thevehicle fixed referenceframeI ", is given by vector n1.

Force Constraint Equations

For the contactscenarioshowmn, static friction is the only mechanismwhich could so

constrain tine contact point. In tinis case the tangentialand niormal componentsof

tine contactforce are no longer relatedby an equality but by the following inequality
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a b

Figure 5-3: a Vehicle witin a single, non-slidingpoint of contactwith a fixed rigid
body in the environment. h Absolute velocity of the point on the vehicle which
is in contactin contactframecoordinates.c Forcesacting at the contactpoint in
contactframecoordinates.When the contactpoint is non-sliding, the tangentialand
normalcompomnentsft and f7 are imndependentparameters.

ftj J’nfnj 5.27

where tas is the unknown static coefficient of friction betweenthe vehicle and the

fixed body. As long asthetangentialvelocity is zero we must concludethat equation

.5.27 is satisfied.in which case ft1 and f1 are independentvariables.

Again, since the contactforce passesthrough the origin of the contact frameit

inducesno momentaboutthat point. Thus we canwrite tine contactforce in contact

frame C1 coordinatesas

ft1

Fc =

mc
c

- F Uf4 Uj,1 1 F ft1 1
[o 0 j[fnij

Vt = 0

V0 = 0

C

f

t
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where

1 0
Uj’1 = , u111 = 5.28

0 l

Thus the OneContactPoint with No Slip Models requiren = 2 independentparam

eters, ft1 and f1, to fully describethe load applied at the contactpoint.

Relatingthe appliedforce and momentFc to the force and momentF experi

encedby the force sensorwe obtain the force constraintequationsfor the OnePoint

Contactwith No Slip models

f
ft

F= f
= I

5.29
[njx]TRjuft [njx]TR1uj fnj

my

Comparingequation5.29 to equation5.3 we see that

A = 5.30
[njx]T R1U11. [njx]T R1u111

= ti
S.3i

fni

Motion Constraint Equations

Imi any One Point Contactwith No Slip model the vehicle undergoespure rotation

about the model’s candidatecontactpoint. In this case we can write the motion

constraintequationsdirectly as
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Figure 5-4: Vehicle with a two sliding points of contactwith a fixed rigid bodies in
tine environment.Sincesliding occursat both contacts,the tangentialcomponentsof
the contact forcesare ft1 = pdsignVt1 J’n and ft1 = dsign Vtj fnj, i.e. describing
the contactf’orces requirestwo independentparameter:,f1 and j’.

Vx
- [rx]

Vp = Vy = CD 5.32
u

Comparingequation 5.32 to equation5.5 we seethat

-[rx]
B = S.33

1

= [w] 5.34

5.7.4 Two Point Contact Models

Figure 5-4.a shows the case of a vehicle in two point conntactwith the environment

whereslip occursat both points of contact.The contactsoccur’ at candidatecontact
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points i and j wlnose positions, relative to the vehicle fixed referenceframe 1 . are

given by vectors r, and n1.

Force Constraint Equations

Basedon our analysisof the One ContactPoint with Slip models,we can write the

contactforcesu11 and u11 actingat candidatecontactpoints i and j as

ft1

Fc1 = fn1
= [u11 ] 5.35

mc01
c,

ft,

Fc1 = fTh.
= [ ] f1 5.36

mc03

where

= [Pdsin Vt1]
,

= [imdsin Vt3 ] 5.37

To obtain the net force and momentF experiencedby the force sensorwe sum

the effectsof the two contactforces. Thus the force constraintequationsfor the Two

ContactPoint modelscan be written as

f = [ Ru11 Rju13 fn1 1 5.38

j

[[ntx]1 R1u11 [r1x]1 Ruj1 I [f1 I
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Comparingequation5.38 to equation5.3 we seethat

Ru1 Ru1
A

= I 3
5.39

[njx]T R1u11 [njx]T Ruj

f
= fThI

5.40
fnj

Motion Constraint Equations

Tine velocity of candidatecontactpoint i in contactframecoordinatescanbe written

as

Vt1

Vc01 = v1

= ] [1] 5.41

w’inere w is the vehicle’s angularvelocity and

1
u1 = 5.42

0

We obtain tire mnotiomi constraintequationsfor this classof mnrodelsby m’elating tine

contactpoint velocity Vc01 to the velocity Vp experiencedby the velocity sensor

- [nix] --

= 1

1

rh
Vt1 5.43

I r

ComparingequationS.43 to equation5.5 we see that

- [nix] --

B
= 1 rI S.44

rI I
= [Vt1] s.4s
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5.7.5 Fully Constrained Model

Any measur’edforce and moment Fm are permissibleunder the fully constrained

model. Specifying this force and moment requiresn = 3 independentparameters.

Since the model hasno contactpoints and therefore no contactpoint velocities,

we select the elementsof the vector Fm as our three independentforce parameters.

The force constraintequationsfor the fully constrainedmodel are then

100

F = 0 i 0 Fm 5.46

001

i.e matrix A is equal to the 3 x 3 identity matrix.

Motion Constraint Equations

When fully constrainedthe vehicle linear and angular velocity are zero. Thren’efore

the motion constraintequationsfor the fully constrainedmodel are

0

Vp = 0 5.47

0

i.e. the permissiblevelocity spaceis a single point, that beingthe origin of the three

dimensionalspaceof possiblevectorsVp.

5.8 Conclusion

This chapteridentified the five classesof planar rigid body contactmodelsand de

termined. given the number of candidatecontact points, the number of candidate

contactmodelsthat must be evaluatedin eachidentification cycle. We derived tire
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force andvelocity comnstraintequatiomnsfor modelsin eachclassand showedthat eacin

model’sconstraimntequationsdefinea permissibleforce and permissiblevelocity space

for the model. In the following chapterwe use thesevectorspacesto decomposethe

measuredforce and velocity vectorsunto permissibleand impermissiblecomponents

for eachmodel. Usingthesecomponentswe will determinethe bestcandidatecontact

model within eachclass.
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Chapter 6

Identifying the Best Candidate

Contact Model in Each Class

6.1 Introduction

The set of candidatecontact points we identified in Chapter4 are the only points

on the vehicle perimeterwhich. from a kinematic perspective,could possibly be in

contactwith theenvironment.In Chapter5 we usedthesepointsto constructthe set

of candidatecontactmodels,i.e. the set of all possiblecontactmodelswhich involve

the candidatecontactpoints. Thus the correct contactmodel must be a memberof

this set.

In this chapterwe attemptto identify thethe actualmodel from the set of candi

datemodelsusing only the instantaneousforce and velocity measurementsFm and

Vm. We will find that this approachcan identify the best candidatemodel within

eachclass,but it cannotidentify which of thesebest-of-classmodelsis the bestoverall

model In Chapter7 we show how to determinewhich of the best-of-classmodels is

the best overall model. In both caseswe select the best candidatecontactmodel

basedon two criteria, feasibility annd consistency,which we will define below. Tine

basic approachis simple; test eachmodel for feasibility, evaluateeachof the feasible
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mnodels for comnsistemncyannd thenn pick the most consistent.feasiblemodel.

6.1.1 Model Feasibility

Thereare two aspectsto a model’s feasibility. The first is kinematicfeasibility which

we havealreadyaddressedin theprevioustwo chnapters.Modelsinvolving contacton a

given vehicle boundarysegmentare feasibleif and only if the segment’szero normal

velocity point falls within the domain of the boundary segment. Thus we enforce

kinematic feasibility by only constructingmodelsinvolving boundarysegmentswhich

satisfy this condition.

To determineamodel’s quasistaticfeasibility we must first solvefor the quasistatic

reactionloadsat eachof the modelspresumedcontactpoints. In Chapter4 we noted

that rigid bodies in contact can only push againsteach other. they cannot pull.

Mathematicallythis meanstinat the contactforce experiencedby a rigid body must

inave a negativecomponentin the direction of the body’s outward facing normal at

the contactpoint, i.e

n <0 6.1

where fr1 is the computedreactionload at the model’s i’th presumedcontactpoint

and n2 is the outward facing normal of the vehicle at that point. Thus a model is

quasistaticallyfeasible if and only if the quasistaticahlycomputedcontactforces at

eachof the modelspresumedcontactpoints satisfy this condition. Infeasiblemodels

are discardedfrom furtherconsideration.Section6.2 describesin detail how to solve

for the reactiomnloadsfor the remainingmodels in eachmodel class.

6.1.2 Model Consistency

The vehicle’s measureddataresult fronn the pinysical interactionstaking placeat the

actual contactpoints. Therefore, in an ideal world, we expect the measuredforce
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and velocity to be perfectly consistentwith i.e. to exactly satisfy the force and

velocity constraintsof the contactmodel describingthe actual contactstate. Since

this model is necessarilya memberof theset of candidatecontactmodels,we canuse

eachmodel’s inconsistencyi.e. the degreeto which the measureddataviolatesthe

model’s constraintequationsto identify the correct model.

As shown in the previouschapter,eachmodel hassix constraintequations;three

force constraintsand threevelocity constraints.Thesetwo sets of constraintequa

tions definethemodel’spermissibleforceandpermissiblevelocity spaces,respectively.

We showedthat we can decomposeeachof the vehicle’s measuredforce and velocity

vectors Fm and Vm into the sum of a permissible Fp and Vp, respectivelyand

an impermissiblecomponent Fj and V1, respectivelyfor eachcandidatecontact

model. The elementsof F1 indicatethe degreeto which the measuredforceFm vio

lateseach individual force constraintequation,while the elementsof V1 indicatethe

degreeto which the measuredvelocity Vm violates eachindividual velocity constraint

equation. To evaluatea model’s consistencywe must constructa consistencymea

sure, definedas a single valuedscalarfunction of the elementsof the impermissible

componentsof the measureddatavectors. The impermissiblecomponentsfor any of

our candidatecontactmodelsare

F1 = Fm - Af 6.2

V1 = 0 6.3

where we havecombinedequations5.3 and 5.4 to get F1 and we obtainedV1 from

equationS.7 recall from Chapter5 that, becauseof theway we selectedthe candidate

conntactpoints, the measuredvelocity Vm inherentlysatisfiesthe velocity constraints

of every candidatemodel, henceV1 = 0. Thus. for instantaneousdata,the consis

tency measuredependsonly on violations of a model’s force constraintequations.

We fhce the following challengesin constructinga viable consistencymeasure:
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Dimensional Consistency Eacin mnnodel has six constraint equationsthree force

constraint equationsand thn’ee motion constraint equationswhich have four

fundamentallydifferent sets of units i.e. force, moment, linear velocity and

angulan’velocity. To combinetheseterms into a dimensionallyseinsible single

valuedfunction we must performsomeform of dimensionalscaling.

Relative Weighting Sincethe violation termshavedifferent units, eachscalefactor

musthavea different magnitude.In effect, scalingis equivalentto weighting the

contribution from eachequation. We must be very careful to choosea scaling

which not only achievesdimensionalconsistencybut also imposespinysically

justifiable relativeweighting to tine different constraintequations.

Positive Definiteness Our goal is to select the candidatecontactmodel which is

minimally inconsistentwith themeasureddata. Ideally ourconsistencymeasure

or. more accurately,our inconsistencymeasureshould be a positive definite

function of the constraintviolation terms i.e. theelementsof F1 and V1 . A

positive definite measurewill have a unique minimum of zero which occurs if

and only if all of the elementsof F1 and V1 are zero. Thus the model which

has the smallestinconsistencymeasureis guaranteedto be the most consistent

model.

Uniqueness It is possiblethat different contactmodelscould be equally consistent

with a given setof measureddata, i.e. it is possiblefor modelsto be equivalent.

Thus havingthe smallestinconsistencymeasureis a necessarybut not sufficient

condition for acandidatemodel to be the actual model. Onepath to equivalency

is for two models to yield the sameF1 and V1.which is possibleonly if their

permissibleforce spacesare identical and if they’re permissiblevelocity spaces

are also identical. Whether this condition is true or not is independentof the

structureof ourconsistencymeasure.It is alsopossible.however,for two models

which yield distimnct F1 and Vj to produceidenticalconsistencymeasurevalues.
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Whether this occursdependsboth on the structureof the measureand on the

permissiblevector spacesof eachcandidatecontactmodel.

6.1.3 Approach

We begin by trying to solve for the reactionloads at eachcandidatecontactmodel’s

presumedcontactpoints. To do this we must solve each model’s force constraint

equationswhich, for most candidatecontact models, are a set of over determined

equations.Such equationsare generallysolvedusing the method of leastsquaresin

winch we minimize the length of an error vector in this case, the length of F1.

The length of F1, however, is undefineddue to the fact that it’s elementsdo not all

have the sameunits.’ Thus we find that our consistencymeasureservesnot only to

choosebetweencandidatemodelsbut also plays an integral role in solving for each

modelsreactionloads and, therefore, in determiningthe feasibility of’ each model.

We introduce the conceptof the violation power asa basisfor a suitableconsistency

measureand then use this to resolve the units problemin the original leastsquares

approacin to solving for the reactionloads. Once we know a model’s reactionloads,

we candetermineits quasistaticfeasibility and we can also computethe permissible

amnd impermissiblecomponentsof the measuredforce vector. From thesewe compute

the valueof the consistencymeasurefor eachmodel and we explain why the results

can only be usedto pick the bestmodelwithin eachclassof contactmodels. Finally,

we discussthe uniquenessof the best model in eachclass.

6.2 Contact Point Reaction Loads

We finrd a model’s contactpoint reactionloadsby solving the model’sforce constraint

equations.Given the measuredforcevectorFm. we seeka solutionvectorof unknown
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reactionloads f suchthat

F1 = Fm - Af 6.4

yields F1 = 0.

6.2.1 Problems with a Direct Least Squares Solution for f

When A is not squarei.e. for One Point Contact and Two Point Contactmodels

therewill, inn general,be no solutionvectorf for which F1 = 0 for a given measured

force vector Fm. Thereforewe will try to find the solutionwhich comes closestto

exactly satisyingthe equations. To do so we form a positive definite, singlevalued

error metric r which is zero if and only the solution exactlysatisfiesequations6.4

and then select the solution which minimizes r. The most commonerror metric is

the squareof the length of the error vectorF1. i.e.

r12 = FTF1 6.5

The vectorF1 representsthe discrepancybetwreenthe actualmeasuredforce Fm and

the measurementtinat a particularset of reactionload parametersf would produce.

r12 combinesviolations of eachindividual constraintequationinto a single measure

indicating the degreeto which the systemof constraintequationsis violated. The

best choice for f is the vectorwhich minimizes r12.

Unfortunately, rF1 doesnot haveconsistentunits. To seethis we expandequation

6.5 to get

r12 = f1 + f + m0 6.6

wheref. f,1 and m are thecomponementsof F1. The errormetric r12 is tine sum

of two terms which have units of force squaredand a tinird term which hasunits of
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niomenit squared.While eachindividual termin the sumindicatesthedegreeto which

its associatedconstraintequationhasbeenviolated, the lack of common dimensions

rendersthe sum of thesetermsmeaningless.If we ignore the units and selecta solu

tion vectorbasedon the minimization of equation6.5 we are effectively assigningan

arbitrary relative weighting to the force and moment constraintviolations. To avoid

theseproblemswe must reformulatethe problem in a dimensionallyconsistentframe

w’ork which imposesphysicallyjustifiable relative weights to the difl’erent constraint

violation terms. A convenientway to achievebotin of theseobjectivesis to instead

mininnize the violation power. which we define in the following section.

6.2.2 Violation Power

Tine total instantaneouspower dissipatedby the contactforces as tine vehicle moves

is

p = FVm 6.7

In section5.7 we showed that, given a particularcandidatecontactmodel and its

associatedforce and velocity constraintequations,we canwrite eachof the measured

datavectorsFm andVm asthesum of a permissibleandan impermissiblecomponent.

i.e.

Fm = F+F1 6.8

Vm = V + V1 6.9

Using theserelationsto rewrnte6.7 yields

p = FVp+FVj+FVp+FVi 6.10

Tire first termis tine permissiblepowerdissipation,i.e. theportion of themeasured
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power which is consistentwith the constraintsassociatedwith the presumedcontact

model. We define the violation power to be the sum of the remainingterms i.e.

Pv = FVj+FVp+FfVj 6.11

The violation power is the portion of the total powerdissipationwhich is physically

impossiblegiven the constraints of the candidatecontact modelunder consideration.

The violation power will equalzero when both F1 and V1 are zero, i.e. when the

candidatecontactmodel is perfectly consistentwith the measureddataFm and Vm.

BecauseV1 = 0 for everycandidatecontactmodelwe haveconstructedseesection

5.5, Vp = Vm and equation6.ui can be further simplified to

p, = FVm 6.12

6.2.3 Modified Least Squares Solution

We returnnow to the problemof solving for the reactionloadsat a candidatecontact

model’s presumedcontactpoints. As describedabove,the violation power is

Pv = FVm = VF1 6.13

= Vxfxj+vyfyj+wmy1 6.i4

Eacin term in the sum representsthe powerdissipationassociatedwith the violation

of a particularconstraintequation. We could chooseto select the solution vector f

which minimizes the squareof Pv which we canwrite as

r = FTVmVFi 6.uS

Comparingequation6.iS with equation6.S indicatesthat we inave changedthe orig

inal leastsquaresprobleminto a weightedleastsquarespRoblem. While the new r
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is dimensiomnahlyconsistent.tine weighting matrix formed by VmV is not positive

definite. This reflects the fact that the violation power associatedwith eacin con

straint equation,i.e. thethreetermsin equation6.u4, can cancelso Pv canequalzero

despitethe fact that the individual violation powersome of the constraint equations

arenon-zero.

To rectify this problemwe rewrite the error metric r suchtinat it canonly be zero

when all of the individual violation power terms are zero. We can form a vector of

thesetermsPv

Pv = WF1 6.16

where Wym is a diagonalmatrix formedfrom the elementsof the vectorVm, i.e.

v 0 0

WVm = 0 6.17

00w

Using Pv we define to be

= PPv 6.18

= FWWF1 6.19

= V,f12 + Vf12 + wmv0

Comparingequation6.19 with equation6.5 indicatesthat the new versionof r again

changestheoriginal leastsquaresprobleminto a weightedleastsquaresproblem,but

the new’ weighting matrix W W1 is now’ positive definite as long asthe elements

of V3 are non-zero. Given that Vm consistsof measuredvalues. we only know

the elementvalueswithin the resolution limits of the velocity sensor. Thus we can

reasonablyreplaceany zero elementon the diagonalof W by somemultiple of the
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appropriatesemnsom’ resolution limit to ensurethat W111 is always full rank Ideally

this multiple would be one, but a larger multiple may be requiredto avoid an ill

conditioned The actualmultiple is not important as long as resulting term

is small, i.e. we are substituting a small weight for a zero weight. Thus we can

guaranteethat WVm is always positive definite and, therefore, that r is positive

definite aswell.

The error metric r is dimensionallyconsistentand positive definite, i.e. it is only

zero whenall threeforce constraintequationsfor a modelareexactlysatisfied.Using

F1 = Af to eliminateF1 from r we get

= Fm - AfT WWVm Fm - Af 6.20

To find thesolution f which minimizes r we set the derivative ‘ equalto zero and

solvefor

= _2ATWWVmFm + 2ATW WVAf = 0 6.21

= [ATWWVIA[’ ATW WV Fm 6.22

The solution vector is the set of contactreaction load parameterswhich, given

the instantaneousmeasureddataFm and Vm, minimizes the violation of a given

candidatecontactmodel’s force constraints.

6.3 Permissible and Impermissible Components of

th MsiirM Forci

In this sectionwe decomposethe measuredforce vectorFm into its permissibleand

impermissiblecomponentsF and F1 for a given candidatecontactmodel. We then

verify that thesecomponnentsare, in fact. alwaysorthogonal.
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6.3.1 Computing Fp

We canconstructa 3 x 3 projectionmatrix P, which directly extractsthepermissible

componentof the measuredcontactforced J. The permissiblecomponentof Fm

is

= Af 6.23

= A [AT W WVrnA]’ ATW W Fm 6.24

= Pp.’Fm 6.25

where P = A [ATW w A]’ ATW W

6.3.2 Computing .‘F1

Similarly, we canconstructanother3 x 3 matrix to directly extract theimpermissible

componentof Fm.

= F-F 6.26

= IPjpFm 6.27

PrjFm 6.28

6.3.3 Orthogonality of .‘Fp and ..‘F1

To verify that F and F1 areorthogonalwe must show that their dot product

FF1 = FP I - P Fm 6.29

is equal to zero for any Fm. This will be the caseif and only if

I - P = 0 6.30
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Note that Pp,. is symmetric, i.e. it is the product of two symmetric matrices

A [ATW11 W1 A]’ AT and Wm WV111 . SubstitutingP - P into 6.30 and

expandingyields

P I - 6.31

= A [ATW WVm A]’ ATW WVm i - A [ATW W A]
1 ATW w1

=
A [ATW WV A]’ ATW Wv1 - A [AT W WV A]’ ATWWV

Thus F and F1 are alwaysorthogonal.

6.4 Why the Technique Is Limited to Selectingthe

Best Candidate Model in Each Class

As noted before, the measuredvelocity Vm exactly satisfiesthe velocity constraints

of every candidatemodel we haveconstructed.In other words, themeasuredvelocity

provides no information regardingthe relative consistencyof the different candidate

contactmodels. While Vm doesappearasa weighting term in the consistencymea

sure, the sameweights are appliedto every model. Thus the consistencymeasureis

a function of the violation of the force constraintsalone.

In the solutionprocesswe defineda model’s impermissibleforce vector F1 to be

the difference betweenthe measuredforce vector Fm and the best approximation

F of the measuredforce vector that could be constructedfrom vectors lying within

tine model’s permissibleforce space,i.e. fromni the columnsof tine model’s A matrix.

In general, we expect a model having a permissibleforce space of dimensiontwo

e.g. any Two Point ContactModel to producean inherentlysmaller impermissible

force vector then a model having a permissibleforce spaceof dimension one e.g.

any One Point with Slip model. In other words, describingan arbitrary measured
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force vectorFm requirestinree imndependentparameters:an approximatiomninvolving

two independentparameterswill alwaysbe asgood on’ betterthan ann approximation

involvinng a singleparameter.For this reasonwe can only rise theconsistencymeasure

to pick the best model within a class,or moreaccurately,from amongmodelswhich

have permissibleforce spacesof the samedimension. Tin the following chapter we

presenta way to the pick best overall model regardlessof the model class.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapten’pr’esenteda techniqueto determinethe best candidatecontactmodel

within a model class. We definedtwo criteria by which we judge candidatemodels:

feasibilityand consistency.Themannerin which we constructedthecandidatemodels

guaranteedtheir kinematic feasibility. To determinetheir quasistaticfeasibility we

solved for the reactionloads requiredat each model’s presumedcontact points to

producethe measuredforce/torquevector. To solve for theseforces we introduced

the conceptof violation power, i.e. the power dissipation associatedwith violation

of a model’s constraint equation. By properly combiningthe violation power from

eachof a model’s individual constraintequationswe defineda singlevaluedpositive

definiteconsistencymeasurewhich we usedto identify the best feasiblemodelwithin

eachmodel class. Finally, we articulatedwhy the violation power basedconsistency

measurecannotidentify the bestoverall model.
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Chapter 7

Identifying the Best Overall Model

In the previous chapterwe introducedthe concept of the violation power, i.e. the

portionof total powerdissipationwhich is physicallyimpossiblegiven theconstraints

of a particularcandidatecontactmodel. We usedthe violation power to construct

a positive definite consistencymeasurewhosevalue was zero if amndonly if the mea

sureddataexactlysatisfieda model’s constraintequations.We usedthis measureto

assesseachcandidatemodel’s consistencywith the instantaneousmeasuredforce and

velocity, Fm and Vm. Our initial expectationwas that the model with the smallest

measurewould be the best candidatemodel. Instead,we found that this approach

only identifies thebestmodelwithin eachclass;the violation powerbasedconsistency

measurecannotdeterminethe best overall candidatecontactmodel.

This resultstemsfrom thefact that the instantaneousvelocity Vm exactlysatisfies

the velocity constraintequationsof every candidatecontactmodel see Section 5.5

With V1 = 0 for every model, theviolation powerbasedconsistencymeasurebecame

a functionof F1 alone. In general,modelshavingtwo independentreactionloadse.g.

Two Point Contactmodels yield inherently smallerF1 thanmodelshavinga single

reaction load e.g. One Point Contact with Slip models. Thereforethe violation

power basedconsistencymeasureonly permits comparisonof modelswhicin havethe

samenumberof independentreactionloads. i.e. modelswhich have permissibleforce
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spacesof the samedimension.

In this chapterwe resolve this problem by consideringthe vehicle’s incremenntal

motion vector,Xm, formedby subtractingsomepreviousvehicleposition/orientation

measurementfrom the current position/orientationmeasurement.As discussedin

Section 5.6, /.Xm unlike Vm doesnot inherently satisfy the motion constraintsof

eachcandidatecontactmodel. Thus when we decomposeXm innto its permissible

and impermissiblecomponents,LXj will in generalbe nonzeroand valuesof its el

ementswill indicate the degreeto wrhich eachmodel’s motion constraintequations

areviolated by the differential motion vector ZXXm. The decompositionof Xm is

largely analogousto the decompositionof Fm performedin the precedingchapter.

7.1 Incremental Motion of a Model’s Contact Points

Given an incrementalmotion of the vehicle, .Xm, we seek a solution vector of

corresponding,unknown incrementaltangentialmotionsLx of a model’s presumed

contactpoints suchthat

= Xm - 7.1

yields Z.X1 = 0.

7.1.1 Problems with a Direct Least Squares Solution for Lx

When B is not square i.e. for One Point Contactand Two Point Contactmodels

therewill, in general,be no solution vector Lx which LX1 = 0 for a given incre

mental motion LXm. Normally we would solve a problem of this type by selecting

the solution vector for which minimized the squareof the length of the error

vectorX1. As was the casewitin the decompositionof Fm, however, the length of

LX1 is undefinedbecausethe elementsof LX1 do not sinare the sameunits. The
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squareof tire lemngth of /X1 is

= + + 7.2

where x1, yj and Oj are the componentsof X1. i.e. zXT!X1 is the sum

of two terms which have units of length squaredand one term which has units of

angulardisplacementsquared. When solving for the reactionloads f we employed

theconceptof theviolation powerto constructa dimensionallyconsistent,physically

justifiable error metric. To determiinethe contactpoint tangentialmotions Lx we

usethe incrememntalequivalentof the violation power. the violation energy.

7.1.2 Violation Energy

The total work e doneby the contactforcesduring the incrementalmotion /Xm of

tine vehicle is approximately

C FXm 7.3

In section 5.6 we showed that given a particularcandidatecontactmodel and its

associatedforce and motion constraintequations,we can write eachFm and Xm

asthe sum of a permissibleand an impermissiblecomponent.Doing so, 7.3 becomes

e FX + FiX1 + FX + FX1 7.4

The first term is the permissiblework, i.e. the portion of the total work which

is consistentwith the constraintsassociatedwith the presumedcontactmodel. We

define the violation energyto be the sum of the remainingterms i.e.

= FX1 + FX + FX1

= FiX1 + FXm 7.S
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7.6

Tine violation energy is the portionn of the total work which is physically impossible

givemn the constm’aintsof the candidatecontactmodel under consideration.Like the

violationpower. theviolationenergywill equalzerowhenthecandidatecontactmodel

is perfectly consistentwith the measureddatavectorsFm and .Xm. i.e. when both

F1 and !.X1 are zero.

7.1.3 Modified Least Squares Solution

Using tine conceptof the violation energy,we can now constructa dimensionallcon

sistent,physicallyjustifiable error metric which will allow us to solve for the unkown

comntactpoint incrementalmotions Expanding7.6 we find that

= f!.xi + fypYi + m1/Oi 7.7

+f11xAI + f1yi + mv1M 7.8

As was the case with the violation power, an error metric formed by squaring the

violation energy e directly is only positive semi-definite due to the fact that the

individual terms in the sum can cancel. We wish to select a model for which. ideally,

eacinand every individual term in the sum equalszero. Thus our consistencymeasure

shouldbe zero only when this is true. A measurewhich satisfiesthis requirementis

tine sum of the squaresof eachof the terms in 7.8, which can be written as

re1, = WLXIT WppX1 + WT1ZXXmT WiZXm 7.9

= XTWWJPLXI + 7.10
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where and W, are diagonalweighting matricesformed fronn tine elementsof

F and F1 respectively,i.e.

f, 0 0

= 0 0 7.uu

0 0 m

f 0 0

= U f, c . 7.12

0 0 m

F and F1 are the permissibleand impermissible componentsof Fm we obtained

in the previous chapter using the violation power basedconsistencymeasure,i.e.

we obtain F and F1 from equations6.25 and 6.28. By using thesevalueswe are

assumingthat the reactionloads at tine contactpoints remain essentiallycomrstant

during the course of the incrementalmotion LXm. For small incrementalmotions,

this assumptionshouldbe reasonable.Using argumentssimilar to thosepresentedin

Section 6.2.3. we can guaranteethe positive definitenessof matricesWW3 and

W.1W1: therefore is a positive definite error metric.

Using /X1 = LXm - BLx to eliminateLX1 from r yields

= Lt.Xm - BxT WpWjrp Lt.Xm - Bx 7.13

+LXW1 W,1LXm

By using the the violation energybasedmetric we havetranformedthe original least

squaresproblem into a weighted leastsquaresproblem. To find the solution

which minimizes r we set the derivative
--

equal to zero and solve for

0
df

= _2BTWpWpLXm + 2BTWiPWJpBxc
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= [BTWWB]’ BTWPWWTPXfl, 7.14

Tine solutionvector is tine set of contactpoint motionswhich, given the current

vehicle incrementalmotion vector/Xm, minimizes theviolation of a given candidate

contactmodel’s incrementalmotion constraints.

7.2 Permissible and Impermissible Components of

the Incremental Motion Vector

In this sectionwe decomposethe incrementalmotion vector iXm into its permissible

and impermissiblecomponents!.xX and i2.X1 for a given candidatecontactmodel.

This processis analagousto that usedto decomposethe measuredforce vector Fm.

7.2.1 Computing /Xp

We canconstructa 3 x 3 projectionmatrix Px, which directly extractsthe permissible

componentof the measuredcontact forced /.Xm. The permissiblecomponentof

Xm 5

Ln.Xp = BLix 7.15

= B [BTWWB]’ BTWpWj:p/Xm

= PxpLaXm

where Px = B [BTWwB]’ BTWPWTP.
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7.2.2 Computing AX1

Similarly, we can constructanother3 x 3 matrix Px, to directly extractthe imper

inbisible component of AXm,

AX1 = AXm - AXp 7.16

= I-PgpAXm 7.17

= Px,AXm 7.18

wherePx1 I-Pxp.

7.3 Conclusion

This chapterintroducedthe conceptof violation energy andusedit to definea single

valuedpositive definite consistencymeasurewhich we usedto identify whichof the

best-of-classmodelsfrom Chapter6 was the best overall model.
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Chapter 8

Experimental Verification

8.1 Introduction

In tinis chapterwe test the contactidentificationschemedevelopedin the preceding

cinapters.We showthat theviolation powerbasedmetric is agoodindicatorof the

best model withhn a model class. Using the sametrials, we show that the violation

energybasedmetric r6 performswell in identifying which of thebest-of-classmodels

identified using is the best overall model. We investigatethe sensitivity of the

techniqueto errorsin the assumedvalueof thecoefficient of friction, finding that poor

estimatesof /d lead to poor identificationresults. We concludewith anexperimental

investigationof the uniquenessof apparentlyequivalentmodels, showing that the

modelsare in fact distinct.

8.2 Experimental Apparatus

The experimentspresentedin this chapter, like thosepresentedin Chapter4, were

performedusimng tine the Air Table Vehicle Simulator ATVS systemshownin Figure

8-1 seeAppendix A for a detaileddescriptionof the systemdesign andits character

istics. Briefly, thesystemconsistsof avehicle which, supportedby threeair bearings,
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Figure 8-1: The Air Table Vehicle Simulator ATVS system consistsof a 0.145 by
0.290 meter, air bearingsupportedvehicle which moves freely over the surfaceof a
one squaremeter glasstoppedtable surface. Four miniaturesteelcablescouple the
motion of the vehicle to that of the four motorsmountedto the cornersof the table.
In general, the position and orientationof the vehicle is controlled by coordinating
the motion of thefour motors. The positionand orientation,aswell asthe linear and
angularvelocities, of the vehicle aredeterminedfrom the motor shaft positions and
angularvelocitiesasmeasuredby optical encodersmountedto the motorshafts. For
all the experimentsperformedin this thesis,however, the vehicle was moved by hand
i.e. the actuatorswere only usedto maintaintensionin the cables. This system is
describedin greaterdetail in Appendix A
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movesfreely over tine surfaceof a onre metersquareglasstoppedtable. Four miniature

steelcablescouplethe motion of’ tine vehicle to that of four brusiniessD.C. servomo

tors mountedto the table corners.Optical encodersmeasurethe rotation angleand

velocity of eachmotor, enablingthe determinationof the vehicle position/orientation

and velocity with respectto the table. For theexperimentsin this chapterthe vehicle

was moved by hand, i.e. the motorswere only usedto maintainnominal tensionsin

the cables.The vehicle boundaryis identical to that shown in Figure 4-2 A.

For thesetests, no filtering was performedon the vehicle velocity data, i.e. the

ICR locationandthe znv point locationswere computeddirectly from the raw vehicle

world frame velocity vector. The vehicle world frame position and velocity vectors

were computedfrom tine motor shaft anglesvelocitiesasdescribedin Appendix A

8.3 Comments on Measuring the Accuracy of the

Identification Technique

Determiningthe accuracyof the techniquerequiresthat we know the actual contact

points during eachtrial. In eachtrial the vehicle was moved by hand and brought

into contactwith fixed environmentalobjects havingknown location and geometry.

The nominal contactpoints for eachtrial were determinedvisually by plotting the

vehicle and obstaclegeometriesat eachtime point in a trial and noting apparent

points of contact. This determinationalso consideredthe measuredcontactforce at

each time step to determineat what times contact transitionsoccurred. We treat

thesenominal contactpoints as the actualcontactpoints for eachtrial. While not

perfectly accurate,discrepanciesshould be small and thus the estimatedaccuracies

should give a good indication of the technique’sefficacy.
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8.4 Using the Violation PowerBasedConsistency

Measure to Selectthe Best Model in a Class

In Chapter6 we showedthat the violation powerbasedconsistencymeasure can

be usedto identify the best candidatecontactmodel within a model class. In this

sectionwe test this contentionby examiningdata from four experimentaltrials for

which we know the actual contactmodel.

8.4.1 Case 1: One Point Contact with No Slip Fixed Point

Rotation

In this experiment,edge5 of the vehicle wasbrought into contactwith the cornerof

a rectangularaluminumbar and the vehicle was rotatedabout the corner such that

little or no slip occurredat the contactpoint seeFigure 8-2.

Theupperportion of Figure8-3 shows for eachof the eight possibleOnePoint

contactmodels i.e. one for eachsegmentin the vehicle boundary while the lower

portion shows which of thesemodelsyields the smallestvalue of r at each time

point. Clearly, for this trial. r, is an excellent indicatorof the correct modelwithin

the One Point model class note that Figure 8-3 is a semilog plot; the value for

model5 is typcally an orderofmagnitudeor moresmaller than thenext best model.

The vehicle is initially at restat t = 0 and the velocity goesthrough zero againat

aboutt = 2.15 seconds.Very nearthesetimes the magnitudeof the vehicle velocity is

too small to yield reliablereadingsfrom the velocity sensorsand thetechniqueselects

the incorrect model. At all other times, however, the minimum r, model identifies

the correct model.

Generalnote: When a candidatecontactmodel is determinedto be infeasible.we

set its and Te’, valuesto their worst possiblevalues, i.e. we computethe measures

assumingthat F1 = F1, Vi = Vm , and .X1 = Xm. This explainswhy theeight

One Point Contactmodel curves plotted in the upperportion of Figure 8-3 appear
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8

Figure 8-2: Case 1 Experiment: Edge 5 of the vehicle was brought into contactwith
corner ci of a fixed object in environment.The vehicle was then rotatedabout this
corner suchthat little or no slip occurredat the contactpoint. Initial rotation was
the counterclockwisedirection, thenthe rotation was reversed, bringing the vehicle
approximatelyback to its original position. The obstaclewas a squarebar of 6061
aluminumalloy.

Case 1 Violation Power Metric for One Point Contact with Slip Models

oJJ ± *.

io’ I Io 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3,5 4 4.5
time seconds

Case 1: Best Model in the One Point Contact with Slip Class

8 -

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3,5 4 4.5
time seconds n-ISo oh,nvIign.,n

2,5. fiIol,l .nvIpomp1.rnot

Figure8-3: Case1: Violation powerbasedconsistencymeasure for the eight One
Point Contactmodels upper plot. Best i.e. minimum One Point Contact
Modellowerplot.
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to be only threecurves; most of the one point modelsare infeasiblefor this trial so

they overlay eachother, forming the uppermostcurve in the plot.

8.4.2 Case 2: One Point Contact with Slip Rotation and

Translation

In this experimentvehicle edge7 was brought into contactwith a fixed cylindrical

post seeFigure 8-4. The vehicle was then moved by hand such that both slip at

and rotation about the contactpoint occurred. The direction of’ slip was such that

the actualcontactpoint approachedarc 6 of the vehicle outline.

The upper plot in Figure 8-5 shows the violation power for each of the eight

possible one point contact models for the dataset while the lower plot shows the

numberof the model having the smallestviolation power at eachpoint in time. We

seethat the OnePoint Contactwith Slip model associatedwith edge 7 hasthelowest

violatioin powerup until abouttime t = 1.75 seconds.Note that asthe trial progresses

the violation powerassociatedwith model 6 grows continually smaller,reflectingthe

fact that theactualcontactpoint getscloserand closer to arc 6 throughoutthe trial.

Eventuallythe violation power for model 6 becomessmallerthan that for model 7,

at which point model 6 is selectedasthe most likely model, as indicatedin the lower

of the two plots in Figure 8-5.

During the trial, the actual contact point never quite reachesarc 6, i.e. the

selectiontechniqueprematurelyidentifiesarc 6 as the contactedboundarysegment.

If theactualcontactpoint reachedtheintersectionbetweenedge7 and arc6 we would

expectboth modelsto be equivalent,i.e. both modelswould have the samecontact

point, thesamenormalandtangentialvectorsandthereforethesannepernnissibieforce

and velocity spaces;they would be the samemodel. Thus when the contactpoint is

in the vicinity of the intersectionpoint, we expectboth modelsto be very similar and

thereforeto be difficult to distinguishfrom one another.Given that the measurements

are not perfectand that the assumedcoefficient of friction ,Ud = .25 for this trial is
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Figure 8-4: Case2 Experiment: Edge 5 of the vehicle was brought into contactwith
a fixed cylindrical obstacle. The vehicle was then moved such that it was in sliding
contact, where the vehicle motion combined both rotation and translation of the
vehicle relativeto the contactpoint. The obstaclewas a 12.7 mm diameterstainless
steelbar.

0 0.5 1.5
time seconds>

2 2.4
rn-na: ch,,znvjgs.rn
Oslo nininI: dolnirn rn1525.nlol

Figure 8-5: Case2: Violation powerbasedconsistencymeasurer5, for the eight One
Point Contact models upper plot. Best i.e. minnimum One Point Contact
Modellower plot.
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Case 2: Violation Power Metnc tsr One Point Contact with Slip Models
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Case 2: Best Model in the One Point Contact with Slip Class
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not exactlycorrect. thecomputedviolation powerfor model6 prematurelytransitions

to a value lower than that for model 7. Higher resolution measureddataamid better

estimatesof the actualcoefficient of friction would lead to betterresults. Given that

the propertiesof the two modelsare very similar in this region, however, we expect

that using either model would yield adequateresultsin practice.

8.4.3 Case 3: Two Point Contact Pure Translation

In this trial edge5 of the vehicle was broughtinto contactwith a flat aluminumplate

and the vehicle moved by hand such that vehicle underwentpure translation along

the faceof the plate seeFigure 8-6. The vehicle was initially moved in the positive

vehicle frame y-direction, was brought to a stop at approximatelytime t = 2.6

seconds,and was then moved in the negativey-direction, back towards its starting

position.

The upper portion of Figure 8-7 shows the violation power for the Two Point

Contactmodelsfor this trial while the lower portionshowsthetwo point modelhaving

the smallestviolation power. The y-axis on the lower plot indicatesthe combination

of boundarysegmentsassociatedwith eachof the Two Point Contactmodels. For

example, in the first half of the trial, the best model is the 5,6, i.e. the model in

which contactoccurs on edge 5 and arc 6. In the vicinity of the velocity reversal

t 2.6 secondsthe magnitudeof the vehicle velocity is too small to yield reliable

readingsfrom the velocity sensorsand the techniqueselectsan incorrect model. Once

the reversedvelocity grows large enough, model 4.6 is identified as the best Two

Point Contactmodelfor mostof theremainderof the trial. Note from the upperplot,

however,that model 4.6 is nearly indistinguishablefrom model 5,6 in the first half

of the trial and is nearly indistinguishablefrom model 4,5 in the latter half of the

trial. This reflects the fact that. in theseregions. the appropriatepair of modelsare

equivalent.
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Figure 8-6: Case 3 PureTranslation: Edge 5 of the vehicle was brought into full
contactwith a flat wall.. This contactwas maintainedthroughoutthe trial as the
vehicle was translatedfirst upwardand thendownwardback to its approximateinitial
position. The wall was smooth,rectangularblock of 6061 aluminum.

Figure8-7: Case3: Violation powerbasedconsistencymeasurer5, for thetwentyeight
Two Point Contactmodelsupperplot. Best i.e. minimum r5, Two Point Contact
Modellower plot.
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8.4.4 Case4: Two Point Contact Rotation and Translation

In this trial edges3 and 5 of theveiniclewerebroughtinto contactwith fixed cylindrical

postsseeFigure 8-8. The vehicle was then rotatedin the clockwisedirection such

that contact with both posts was maintained, with the actual contact eventually

transitioning from 3,5 to 3,4. The upper portion of Figure 8-9 shows for

eachof the possibletwo point modelswhile the lower portion of the figure plots the

numberof the model which has the smallestvalue of rh,. The upper plot clearly

identifies models 3,4 and 3,5 as the best models throughout the trial, but the

similarity betweentheir r valuesmakeschoice betweenthesetwo modelsdifficult.

The lower plot, basedon a direct comparisonof the values,reflects this difficulty

in the numeroustransitionsbetweenthe two models. The similarity of the r values

raisesthe questionof whether thesetwo models are fundamentallyequivalentnot.

We considerthis issuein greaterdetail in Section8.8.

8.5 Using the Violation Energy to Select the Best

Best-of-Class Model

In tine previoussectionwe showedthat consistencymeasure does a good ,job of

identifying the actualcontactmodel if we alreadyknow the correct model class. In

generalwe do not know the model class, so we can only use to identify the best

model within eachmodel class. In Chapter7 we presentedthe violation energybased

consistencymeasure asa meansby which to determinewhich of the best-of-class

modelsis the bestoverall model. In this sectionwe test this ability of this technique

to select tine best overall model fronn tine best-of-classmodelsassociatedwith eachof

the datasets discussedin the previoussection.
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Figure 8-8: Case4 Experiment: The vehicle wasbroughtinto contactwith two fixed
cylindrical obstaclesand thenrotatedin a clockwisedirection. Initially vehicle edges
3 and 5 contactedthe cylinderswe shall refer to this contactconfigurationassimply
3.5 . As the vehicle rotates,the actual contact stateeventuallytransitionsfrom
from 3,5 to 3,4. Both obstacleswere 12.7 mm diameterstainlesssteelbars.
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8.5.1 Case 1: One Point Contact with No Slip Fixed Point

Rotation

Tine upper portion of Figure 8-10 shows 10111 for the best OnePoint ContactandTwo

Point Contactmodelsfor the One Point Contactwith No Slip dataset. We see that

the consistencymeasurefor the bestOne Point Model is uniformly smallerthan that

for the best Two Point Model. The lower plot in Figure 8-10 shows the number of

contactpoints associatedwith the best overall model dots in comparisonto the

number of contact points in the actual model shadedregion. For this trial the

techniquealwaysselectsa model with the right numberof contactpoints.

Figure 8-11 showsthe specific model selectedas a function of time. The y-axis

shows all of the possibleone and two point contactscenariosfor the given vehicle

sinape. The eight One Point Contactscenariosare sinown at the bottom where the

numbers 1 through 8 signify the number of the vehicle boundarysegmentin con

tact with the environment.The twenty-eightpossibletwo point contactscenariosare

shownabovethe one point models. Eachpairing of numbersi, i indicatesa partic

ular two point contactscenarioin which boundarysegmentsi and j are in contact

with the environment.The plot shows the best overall model selectedfor eachtime

points dots in comparisonto the actualcontact scenarioshadedregion. For this

trial the techniqueis seento selectthe correctmodel almost every time.

8.5.2 Case 2: One Point Contact with Slip Rotation and

Translation

Tine upper portion of Figure 8-12 shows r01 for the best of tine One Point Contact.

model and for the bestTwo Point Contact model while the lower portion indicates

which of thesebest-of-classmodelsinas the smallestvalueof Te1,. We seethat selecting

the best-of-classmodel with the minimum r01 model typically identifies the correct

number of contact points in tine actual model but that there are regions where it
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Case 1: VIolation Energy Metnc tor Best One and Best Two PoInt Contact Models
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Figure 8-10: Case1: Violation energymeasurer4, the best OnePoint Contactmodel
and the best Two Point Contact model upper plot. Number of contact points
associatedwith the best overall model lower plot.
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Figure 8-11: Case 1: Best Overall Model vs. Time.
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incorrectly selectsa two point model over the correct one point model. Figure 8-

13 shows thne actual model selectedas a function of time. The approachtypically

identifies the correct contactmodel i.e. One Point Contacton edge7 of the vehicle.

8.5.3 Case 3: Two Point Contact Pure Translation

In this trial thevehicle’s motion theoreticallyexactlysatisfiesthemotion constraint

equationsof all the One Point and Two Point contact modelsassociatedwith edge

5 i.e. One Point models 4, 5, 6 and Two Point models4,5, 4,6 and 5,6 .

Undertheseconditionsthe ability to choosebetweenmodelsbecomesentirely a func

tion of how well the various models’ force constraintsare satisfied. Therefore.using

argumentsanalogousto those presentedin section 6.4, we expect the violation en

ergy basedtechniqueto select, in general, Two Point contact modelsfor the pure

translationcase.

Referringto thelower portionof Figure8-14.we do not seetheexpectedpreference

for Two Point models,i.e. in the first half of the trial, the techniquetypically selects

a One Point model. Referring to Figure 8-15. inowever, we see that the One Point

modelselectedis almostalwaysone of the modelsassociatedwith edge 5 i.e. models

4, 5 and 6 . During the secondhalf of the trial, the techniquetypically selects

Two Point modelsand Figure 8-15 shows that the Two Point models selectedare

always one of the three associatedwith edge 5 i.e. models 4,5, 4,6 and 5,6

. Thus the technique,with few exceptions.selectsreasonablemodels. The question

remainsasto why the expectedpreferencefor Two Point models is absentfrom the

first half of the trial. The answeris twofold.

Figure 8-16shows theestimatedcoefficient of friction /1d for thetrial. To compute

this valuewe divided the measuredforce’s tangentialcomponentby its normalcom

ponentand took the absolutevalue the nearzero valuesat times t = 0 and t 2.7

correspondto times when the tangentialcomponentwas zero. i.e. before the vehicle

was moved and during reversalof the vehicle velocit . respectively.The value of ,ud
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Case 2: Violation Energy Metric tsr Best One and Best Two Point Contact Models
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Figure 8-12: Case2: Violation energymeasurer60 the bestOnePoint Contactmodel
and the best Two Point Contact model upper plot. Number of contact points
associatedwith the bestoverall model. lower plot.
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Figure 8-13: Case2: Best Overall Model vs. Time.
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usedby the techniquefor Case3 was /‘1d = .2. Thus we see that the assumedvalue

for /d was too high in thefirst half of the trial and was too low in the latter half. We

believe this variation in the actual coefficient of friction is partly responsiblefor the

abseinceof the expectedpreferencefor Two Point modelsfor Case3.

A secondcontributingfactor is the kinematicsof the ATVS mechanism.We do

inot directly measurethe vehicle’s positionand velocity; we computethem from mea

surementsof the motor anglesand velocities. Small errors in our knowledge of the

pulley and cablediametersand thediscretenatureof the encodermeasurementslead

to a computedvehicle trajectorywhich is not pure translation. Thus the "theoret

ically" exact satisfactionof the models’ motion constraintsdoesnot occur, i.e. the

computedvehicle trajectoryincludessomesmall amountof rotation. Rotationof the

vehicle is permissiblefor One Point models but not for Two Point models. Thus,

what we thoughtwould bea bias towardsTwo Point modelscould actuallybe, if the

kinematic measurementerrors are large enough,a bias towards One Point models.

We expectthat moreaccuratemeasurementof the vehicle’sactualmotion would show

tue original expectedpreferencefor Two Point modelsin the pure translationcase.

8.5.4 Case4: Two Point Contact Rotation and Translation

Figure 8-17 shows that the violation energy basedmetric doesann excellent job of

identifying this contactcase as a two point contactcase. Referring to Figure 8-18

we see that after the initial transientat the beginningof the trial wherethe vehicle

acceleratesfrom rest to a roughly constantangular velocity the techniqueselects

eitherthecorrectmodel or the immediatelyadjacentmodel i.e. model 3,5 or model

3.4 in almosteverycase.As we would expectfrom theapparentequivalencyof the

powerviolation occursfor thesetwo modelsin Figure 8-9 the techniquehasdifficulty

decidixng betweenthesetwo models. We will show in Section 8.8 that tinesemodels

are in factdistinct, implying that their appai’entequivalencyresultsfrom limitations

on our ability to accuratelymeasurethe vehicle data.
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Figure 8-14: Case3: Violation energymeasurere thebestOnePoint Contactmodel
and the best Two Point Contact model upper plot. Number of contact points
associatedwith the bestoverall model. lower plot.
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8.5.5 Case 5: Mixed Contact

In this trial the vehicle undergoesseveral transitionsin contactstate as shown in

Figure 8-19. The lower portion of Figure 8-20 shows the actual inumber of contact

points shadedregion and the number of contact points associatedwith the best

overall model dots. While not in perfectagreement,thevast majority of tine selected

modelshave the correct numberof contactpoints. Referring to Figure 8-21 we see

that the techniqueselectsthe correct model or an immediately adjacentmodel the

majority 78% of the time. For comparison,given that we have 38 possiblecontact

models,we would expecta randomselectionprocessto yield a correct resultonly 2.6

percentof the time.

8.6 Hazards of Inequality Based Tests

A potentialweaknessof the approachpresentedin this basis is its relianceon inequal

itv basedtests to determinethe feasibility of candidatemodels. Such testsareused

at threepoints in the technique.Ve discusseachbriefly in this section.

8.6.1 Quasistatic Feasibility Test

To determinea model’s quasistaticfeasibility we solve for the reactionloads at its

presumedcontactpoints and test to see if the normalcomponentsat eachpoint are

all less than zero. When the magnitudeof a computednormalforce is closeto zero,

small errors in the computedvalue can lead to the spurious exclusion or inclusion

of the associatedmodel from/into the set of feasiblecandidatecontactmodels. This

4-0’S 4L,. ‘.1 +yvvn ,‘v1 +h.5 svrevvev ,‘vvevf sf
3..all 10au Ulil.. 11% 0. sssg
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Figure 8-19: Case 5 Experiment: The vehicle was brought into contactwith a set
of four fixed cylindrical obstacles.The vehicle was moved such that the sequenceof
contactstatesdepictedabovetook place. All four obstacleswere 12.7 mm diameter
stainlesssteelbars.
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Case 5: Vislatisn Energy Metric tsr Best One and Best Two PoInt Contact Models
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8.6.2 Direction of Friction Force Test

To determinethe directionof tine friction force acting at eachof a model’spresumed

contact points we determinethe sigmn eachcontactpoint’s computedtangentialve

locity. When the tangential velocity is close to zero. small errors in its computed

value causeus to assignthe wrong direction to the friction force which can have a

dramaticeffect on the model’s computedreactionloads. This in turn can causethe

correct model to be interpretedas infeasible or, conversely,to an infeasiblemodel

being interpretedasfeasible.

8.6.3 Candidate Contact Point Domain Test

Similar problemsarise in the identification of the candidatecontact points. Recall

that we find thesepoints by computingthe zero-normal-velocityznv point for each

boundarysegmenton the vehicle. Regardlessof the vehicle velocity, we can always

find at leastone suchpoint for every boundarysegmentin the vehicle. The set of

candidatecontactpoints is the set of znv points which residewithin the domain of

their associatedboundarysegment’s.When a znv point occurscloseto the end point

of a boundarysegment,small errorsin the znv point’s computedlocationcan once

againleadto thespuriousexclusionor inclusionof theboundarysegment’sassociated

candidatecontactmodels.

8.7 Sensitivity to Assumed Value of Dynamic Co

efficient of Friction

A potential weaknessof the identification method is the assumptionthat we know

thedynamiccoefficient of friction ‘id’ We will investigatethesensitivity using theone

point with slip dataset asthe resultsfor this caseappearto be more sensitivethan

tine other trials. We shall roughly gage the sensitivity of tine techniqueto errors in
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ILd No. Points. Best Model Best Model or Adj. Model
0.00 18% 9% 17%
0.05 14% 7% 12%
0.15 23% 14% 20%
0.20 56% 44% 52%
0.25 78% 61% 68%
0.30 71% 59% 67%
0.35 59% 45% 53%

Table 8.1: Percentageof time the techniqueselected1 the correctnumberof contact
points, 2 the best overall model and 3 the best overall model or an immediately
adjacentmodel.

Rd by comparingthe percentageof the time thetechniqueselectsthe correctnumber

of contactpoints, 1 tine correct numberof contactpoints, 2 the best overall model

and 3 the best overall model or an immediatelyadjacentmodel for different values

of Rd’ Theseresultsare tabulatedin Table 8.1. The actualcoefficient of friction was

independentlyestimatedto be in the range0.20 < Rd < 0.25.

Theseresultsimply that the techniqueis sensitiveto errorsin the assumedvalue

of the coefficient of friction. The bestresultsoccur for 0.20 < /d < 0.30 which is in

reasonablygood agreementwith the estimatedvaluefor Rd

8.8 Numerical Investigation of the Uniquenessof

Apparently Equivalent Models

In Section 8.4.2 we found a pair of Two Point Contact modelsthat producednearly

identicalvaluesfor the violation powerbasedconsistencymeasurer11. This raisesthe

questionof whetherthe modelsare equivalentor not. Given the way we determine

r,, the modelscould only beequivalent i.e. could only produceidentical r11. values

if and only if their permissibleforce spacesare identical i.e. if the spacesspanthe

samevectorsubspaceat every time point in the dataset.
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Case 4: Parallelism st Permissible Farce Spaces tsr Models >3,4 and >3,5

Figure 8-22: Violation power metricr7 for Case4i.e. for

For any Two Point Contactmodel, the permissibleforce spaceis a two dimen

sional subset i.e. a planewithin the threedimensionalspaceof possiblemeasured

force vectors. The permissibleforce spacesof two Two Point Contactmodelswill be

identical if they producepermissibleforce space/planeswhich are parallel to eacin

otiner. We can test for parallelismbetweenthe two planesby examiningthe scalar

productof their respectiveunit normalvectorsequals. Permissibleforce spaceswhich

areparallelshouldproducea scalarproduct equalto plus or nninus onewhile orthogo

nal spacesshouldproducea scalarproduct equalto zero. Thus if thetwo modelsfrom

Section 8.4.2 areequivalentwe expect them to consistentlyproducescalarproducts

close to magnitudeone.

Figure 8-22 shows this scalarproduct for models 3,4 and 3,5 for the data

set presentedin Section 8.4.2. Intuitively we expect models 3,4 and 3,5 to be

identicalwhen the candidatecontactpoints for arc 4 and edge 5 coincide, i.e. when

omne of the actualcontactpoints coincides with the intersectionpoint betweenarc 4

and edge 5. This situationoccurs at about t = 1.58 secondsin the trial and we see

rn-I::,: otI_znv_I:5..v
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from Figure 8-22 that this is indeedwhen the two models’ permisibleforce spaces

are most similar. For times to either side of t = 1.58 secondswe see that the force

spacesbecomeprogressivelymore distinct. This is reflectedin tine lower portion of

Figure 8-9. For times 0.75 t 1.20 secondstine techniquemost frequently selects

the correct model 3,5. For times near the transition point 1.20 > t < 1.90 the

techniqueselectsbotin models with almost equal frquency. At the end of the trial,

the techniquealmost exclusively selectsthe new correct model 3,4. We have

ignored the resultsin the first 0.5 secondsof the trial becausethe vehicle experiences

significant accelerationduring this time as it startsfrom rest and is rapidly brought

up to speed. Thus the quasistaticassumptiondoesnot hold in this region and the

resultsproducedby thetechniquearenot necessairlyreliable. By t 0.5 secondsthe

startuptransientis largely over.

Simnce the models are distinct, we conclude that the difficulty in distinguishing

betweenthesetwo modelsis not dueto the fundamentalequivalenceof themodelsbut

ratherto the quality of our sensordataand our knowledgeof the physicalparameters

of the systemi.e. the geometryof the vehicle boundaryand, more importantly, the

assumedvalueof the coefficient of friction Rd.

8.9 Conclusion

This chapterpresentedexperimentalresultswhich confirm the efficacy of the contact

identification techniquepresentedin the previous chapters. A variety of contact

scenarioswere investigated,including onepoint contactwith no slip, one point contact

with slip, two point contactwith rotationandtranslation,two point contactwith pure

translation and mixed contact involving multiple transitions betweensingle point

contact,two point contactand no contact. In eachcasethe techniqueselectedeither

the correct model or a reasonable,representativemodel the majority of time.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

This thesispresentedtwo tools to improve the robustnessof manipulationsystems

to geometricuncertaintywhen operatingin poorly cinaracterizedi.e unstructured

task environments.

9.1 Part I: Misalignment Tolerant Grasping

9.1.1 Summary

Part I of this work concentratedon minimizing a manipulationsystem’ssensitivityto

positioningerrorsbetweenthe manipulatorend effector and task objects. A simple,

novel graspingsystemwas presented,consistingof a gripperand a suiteof compat

ible handleswhich passivelyself align relative to the gripper when grasped. Each

handleimposesa different degreeof alignmentand also exhibits a differemnt actuator-

orthogonalforce space,i.e. a vector spaceof appliedloads whose support requires

--‘S "S .‘.-- 0.,, 0.-,-...-- c:,.. .. :.s..-. .I-,.. ..1...,-,--, -1-,..nu acu uauui 3:014LIC. 1.jiiit,..e 1 Ub 1iiue,i c.tuiOii niuu use iiietiiip lnctuluII U b Ue.LU ole d cibun

Remotely OperatedUnderseaVehicle operatedby the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution the graspingsystemhasbeenusedextensively to performa wide range

of oceansciencetasks at depths as great as 5000 meters. These tasks include tool

based tasks e.g. sedimentsampling, hydrothermal vent water sampling, mating
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Figure 9-1: Exampleof a gripper with variablegeometryfingers dexterouslymanip
ulating a inandle.

and de-matingelectricalconnectors,tasks involving unstructuredobjectse.g. sam

pling musselsandtubeworms, acquiringrock samplesand a greatmany equipment

transfer tasks e.g. loading and unloading sampling devices,samplesand sample

containers.

9.1.2 Future Work

Dexterous Manipulation of Handles

The geometryof a handle,in conjunctionwith that of thegripper fingers. determines

the ultimate alignment of the handle when fully grapsed. By designinga gripper

which hasvariablefinger geometry, the positionand orientationof a graspedhandle

couldbe variedcontinuouslyby commandingcoordinatedchangesto the geometryof

the different fingers seeFigure 9-1. This would representa fundamentallynew type

of dexterousgrasping. Typical dexterousgraspingrelies entirely on friction forces

to constraina graspedobject and therefore is limited to tasks involving smaii ma

nipulation loads. Slip betweenthe gripperand graspedobject is vigorously avoided.

Comnstraintof handles.even in the dexterouscase.relieson geometricconstraintand

would thereforebe capableof handling mucin higher manipulationloads. Slip in this
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t’pe of graspingis not only desirable.but required. As such. the handlesand fingers

shomld he designedto haveas low a coefficient of friction aspossible.

Such a gripper/handlesystemwould be an implementationof the macro-micro

manipulatorconcept. Key issueswould be manipulability of the handle, avoiding

jamming andensuringthe ability to apply desiredforces and torquesto handles.The

systemcould be implennentedto actuateall or only a portion of a inandle’s degrees-

of-freedom.

9.2 Part II: Contact Identification

9.2.1 Summary

A techniqueto identify the contact stateof a moving rigid planarbody i.e. the

veinicle interactingwith fixed planarbodies i.e. the environment was presented

and experimentallyverified. Given the vehicle’s velocity and boundarygeometrywe

solvedfor the set of kinematically feasible candidatecontactpoints, from which we

comnstructedthe set of kinematically feasible candidatecontact models. We derived

eacin model’s force and velocity constraint equationsand showed that they define

a model’s permissibleforce and permissiblevelocity spaces. Thesevector spaces

representthe set of possiblemeasuredvehicle force and velocity vectors which are

physically possiblegiven the constraintsof the assumedmodel.

Usingeachmodel’s permissibleforceand velocity spaceswe decomposedtheactual

measuredforce and velocity into permissibleand impermissible components. The

impermissiblecomponentsrepresentthe degreeto which the currentmeasureddata

violate a given model’s constraint equations.From thesecomponentswe computed

tine violation power, i.e. tine powerdissipationassociatedwith violation of eachof a

modelsconstraintequations.By properlycombiningthe individual violation power

termsfor eachconstraintequationwe formed a positive definite consistencymeasure

by which we assessedtine degreeof compatibility betweeneachcandidatemodel amnd
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the currentmeasureddatavectors.

The violation powerbasedmetric. however, only identified the bestmodel within

a model class. To identify which of the best-of-classmodelsis the best overall model,

we introduceda similar metric basedon the violation energy,i.e the work associated

with theviolation of a modelsconstraintequationsduringa given incrementalmotion

of the vehicle. Finally, we demonstratedexperimentallythe efficacy of this two stage

identificationprocess.

9.2.2 Future Work

Applicability to the General Manipulation Problem

While this work hasbeen presentedin the context of a vehicle interactingwith its

environment,the identification techniqueapplies equally well to the problem of a

manipulatorend effector or graspedobject being manipulatedin an environment

populatedby fixed objects. Thus the techniquecan be applied to a wide range of

compliant motion control problems. Example uses could include detectingcontact

transitionsduring automatedassemblyfor disassemblytasks or enablinga manipu

lator to autonomouslyexplorean unknownlocal environment.

Improving Identification Accuracy

While the techniqueperformswell, the accuracymust be improvedto ensurereliable

performanceof a completemanipulationsystem.

The most straightforwardpath to improvedperformanceis the useof bettersen

sors. For the experimentspresented,availability dictatedthe useof a force/torque

sensordesignedto measureloads 10 to 50 times larger than the typical loads en

counteredinn theseexperiments. In addition, more up-to-dateforce/torquesensors

incorporateaccelerometersto enabletine subtractionof accelerationinduced loads

from the sensorsignal. Use of a properly scaled, accelerationcompensatedforce
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sensorcould substantiallyimprovethe quality of the force and torquemeasurements.

Likewise. the accuracyof the velocity measurementtechniqueemployedbecomes

quite poor near zero velocity. While zero crossingwill ultimately be a problemre

gardlessof sensorresolution.a more accuratevelocity sensorwould yield improved

performancefor a wider rangeof vehicleconditions.

As mentionedearlier, no filtering of the force on’ velocity datawas performedfor

any of the experimentspresentedin this thesis. Any introductionof filtering mustbe

carefully considereddue to the fact that the techniqueis basedon the relationship

betweenthe instantaneousmeasuredforce and the instantaneousmeasuredvelocity.

Thus, it is advisablethat the two measurementsshould be filtered identically so that

theyhavethe samefrequencycontentand lag. A betterapproachmight be to employ

smoothingtechniquesto a block of datacentered,say, t secondsin thepastto produce

zero lag estimatesof tine forceand velocity at this prior time. This approachpresents

the techniquewith higher quality estimatesof themeasureddatabut yields a contact

model which was valid t secondsago rather than the currentmodel. It may also be

possibleto integratethemaximumlikelihood approachpresentedby Eberman[9] into

techniquepresentedherein.

Incorporation into a Closed Loop Hybrid Controller

An obvious next step is to incorporatethe contact identification system into the

closed ioop hybrid control of a vehicle or manipulatorseeFigure 3-2 to perform a

simple task. In thecontextof the vehiclecontrol problem.thiscouldbe the problemof

maintainingvehicleheadingwhile bracedagainstan unknownenvironmentdespitethe

presenceof disturbanceloads. Alternatively, thevehicle couldbe usedto cinaracterize

the unknownenvironmentalgeometryby tracking theabsolutepositionsof theactual

contactpoints.
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9.2.3 Use of the Technique with Concave Objects

In this thesis we inave consideredtine case of a convex vehicle throughout. None of

the argumentspresentedrequire tinat the vehicle be convex. To find the candidate

contact points we needto know tine vehicle’s boundarygeometryand velocity, but

tine concavity or convexity of the vehicle is irrelevant to this portion of the contact

identificationtechnique. Oncewe havethe candidatecontactpoints, we canconstruct

the candidatecontactmodels, again, regardlessof the convexity or concavity of the

vehicle shape. To selectbetweenmodelswe fit the measuredforce and velocity data

to eachcandidatecontactmodel’s permissibleforce and permissiblevelocity spaces.

Once again, there is no aspectof this fitting processthat dependsupon the vehicle’s

convexity. Ve conclude,therefore.that the contactidentificationtechniquepresented

appliesequally well to concaveshapes.

Estimation of Dynamic Coefficient of Friction

The performanceof the contactidentification techniquedependson the accuracyof

the assumedvalue of the coefficient of friction which. in general, will not be well

known. Thetechniquewould benefit strongly from the incorporationof the ability to

estimatethe acting coefficient of friction. Ideally this would be a realtimeprocedure,

but could alsobe obtainedfrom characterizationmotionsperformedexplicitly for this

purpose.

Incorporation into Higher Level Task Planning Systems

The techniquepresentedin this thesissimply identifies the contactcharacteristicsof

the Inoving vehicle. The problem of intelligently usingthis informationin tlne control

of the vehicle is not a trivial problem.particularly given the fact that theinformation

can at times be incorrect. This areaof reasearchpresentsmany unsolved challenges.
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Extension to 3-D Systems

Fundamentallythe technique seemsextensibleto the three-dimensionalcase. For

example.given a threedimensionalbody’s surfacegeometryand hiineam’ and angular

velocitieswe can solve for tine set of kinematically feasible candidatecontactpoints.

Similarly, we can usethesepoints to constructthe set of kinematicahlyfeasible con

tact modelsand their permissibleforce and velocity spaces. Given these spaces.we

shouldstill beableto decomposethemeasuredvelocity and force into permissibleand

impermissiblecomponentsand. therefore,we shouldbe ableto computethe violation

powerand energyconsistencymetrics.

The number of candidatecontactmodelsto be evaluated,however, is apt to be

quite large. Given N candidatecontactpoints, one could formulate 1 Unconstrained

Model, N uniqueOne Pont ContactModels, 2!N_2! uniqueTwo Point ContactMod

els, 3T3 unique ThreePoint Contact Models, 4’N4’ uniqueFour Point Contact

Models, 5jT5
uniqueFive Point ContactModels, and 1 Fully ConstrainedModel.

For example.N = 8 candidatecontactpoints yields 38 posssibleplanarcontactmod

els but yields220 possiblethreedimensionalcontactmodels. For N = 10 thenumber

of threedimensionalmodels jumps to 639. The strong dependenceon the number

of candidatecontact points implies that modeling of three dimensionalobjects is

best doneusing continuoussurf’aces ratherthan f’acetedapproximations.The former

representationyields far fewer candidatepoints and therefore. far fewer associated

candidatecontactmodelsrequiringassessment.

9.3 Conclusion

This thesis presentedtwo new tools which improve a manipulator’sability to cope

witin uncertaintyin its positionand orientationrelativeto objectsin theenvironment.

The first tool. a newgraspingsystemconsistingof a gripperand a suiteof compatible

handles which passivelyself align relative to the gripper when grasped.enablesa
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manipulatorto successfullygrasp tools despitesignificant pre-graspmisalignment

e.g. up to ±5cm in some directions betweenthe gripper and a handle. Since

its integration into the JasonRemotely OperatedUnderseaVehicle operatedby

the WoodsHole OceanographicInstitution the systemhasbeenusedextensivelyto

perform a wide variety of deepoceansciencetasks.

The secondtool, a tecinniqueto identify the contactstateof the moving planar

rigid body interactingwith fixed planar rigid bodies.can enablethe useof existing

compliantmotion control strategiese.g. Hybrid Control, ImpedanceControl in en

vironments where little or nothing is known about the geometryof environmental

objects. Use of this systemcan improvea vehicle basedmanipulator’sability to cope

with geometricuncertainty in two ways. It can be usedin the direct control of the

manipulatoras it interactswith the unknown environmentand, if integratedto the

control of the vehicle, can enablethe vehicle to stabilizeitself againstmanipulation

reactionloadsby bracingitself againstthe unknownenvironment.This thesisexper

imentally validatedthe efficacy of the contactidentification technique. Futurework

includesthe incorporationof this techniqueinto the closed loop hybrid control of a

manipulatoror vehicle system.
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Appendix A

Experimental Apparatus

This appendixdescribesthe laboratory apparatusused to experimentallyvalidate

the proposedcontactaccommodationscheme. The issuesdriving the design of the

system are discussedas are the system’sphysical characteristics,including dimen

sional scalingof the mechanismand the mechanism’skinematic,static and dynamic

properties.

A.1 Justification for building an experimental testbed

Thefollowing paragraphssummarizepossibleplatformsthat could beusedto testthe

contactidentification schemealongwith the rationalefor their selectionor rejection.

Control a real underwatervehicle: Use of a real ROV systempresentssignificant

logistical problemsincluding limited availability for experimentsdue to high demand

for their services, expenseof operation due to the specializedfacilities and per

sonnelrequim’ed for their operation and the risk the experimentsposeto the vehicle

system. Little quantitativedataexists for many important systemparameterse.g

thruster bamndwidth during thrust reversal while variation of better known physi

cal characteristicsis impractical e.g. effective mass, thrustermountinggeometry.

Tests using a real ROV would limit conlusionsto "it workedwith this system" or "it
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didn’t work witln this sytem" with little hope in either outcomeof learningwhy.

Control a simulatedunderwatervehicle: Accuratelysimulating the dynamicsof

rigid and/or compliant bodies inn innpact situations involving friction is a complex

task which is still an active areaof research.Most of the existing approachesgreatly

simnplify or ignore the detailed dynamicswhich occur during impact evemits. Since

suclneffectsarelikely to presentthe greatestchallengeto successfulclosedioop control

during contact,simulationalonecannotadequatelyvalidatetine techniquepresented

in this thesis.

Control a dimensionallysimilar physical system: While time consumingto de

velop, this approachavoidsthe logistical and quantificationproblemnsassociatedwith

usinga realsystemwhile ensuringthepresenceof impactrelateddynamiceffectsthat

would be ignoredby or poorly modeledby a simulatedvehicle.

The remainderof this appendixdiscussesthe design and characteristicsof the

dimensionallyscaledapparatusconstructedfor the validation experimentsdescribed

in Chapters4 and 8.

A.2 Form of the Apparatus

We have many optionswhen consideringhow to constructan experimentalsystem.

Table A.2 lists someof the morepromisingoptionsfor eacin of the four systemfunc

tions listed, where we haveunderlinedthe optionschosen for usein our system.

A-i shows a schematicof the proposedsystem. Four stationery,brushlessD.C.

motorscontrol thethreeplanarD.O.F. of themodel vehiclex, y positionandangular

orientationvia mechanicalcablesconnectingthemotor pulleys to the a pulley on the

vehicle Applying arbitrary force / torque combinationsto the model velnicle using

threemotors would requiresome cablesto "push" on the vehicle. Adding a fourth

motor guaranteesthat arbitrary force / torque combinationscan be appliedto the

model vehicle usimng only "pulling" or tensile cable loads. Tine vehicle boundary
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Support lechamnism Actuation PositionSemnsing ForceSensing
Buoyancy Propeller Acoustic InstrumentedBumper

Air Bearing
Water Bearing
SCARA Arm

Air Jet
Water Jet

Motor/Cables

EncoderArm
Encoder/Cables

Force/TorqueSensor

Sliding Bearing SCARA Arm
PlanarMotor

Table Al: Selectedimplementationoptionsfor the primarysystemfunctions.

Scaling Electronics
ForwardKinematics Inverse Kinematics
Jacobian Inertia Variations
CableTensioning Motor Friction
Position Sensing Force Sensing
Velocity Sensing Torque Ripple
Air BearingDesign Motor Drivers
Impact Behavior Controller

Table A.2: Issuesinvolved in the designof the experimentalapparatus

plate the part of the model vehicle which makescontactwith the environmentis

comnectedto the vehicle pulley via a 6 axis force torque,enablingthemeasurementof

forces and momentsresiniting from contactwith the environment.Threeair bearing

padssupport the model vehicle, emnablingit to move freely on the table surfacewith

the static friction in the system coming from the bearingfriction associatedwith

tine brushlessmotors. Since the drive mechanismis essentiallya direct drive i.e.

tinere is no reduction betweenthe motor and its pulley and the motor and vehicle

pulleysare the samediameterthe contributionof the motors and motor pulleys to

the total vehicle inertia can be madequite small, producinga systemwhich closely

approximatestheinertiacharacteristicsof tine realvehicle. We shall discussthe design

particularsin greaterdetail later in this chapter.
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Figure A-i: Planarvehicle testbed
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A.3 Scaling

Our experimentsare of no use unless1 the conditionswe subjectthe model vehicle

to correspondin aknown way to thosewe expectthefull size vehicleto encounterand

2 theresponseof themodelveinicle to thesemodel conditionscorrespondsin a known

way to responsethe full sized vehicle would have if subjectedto the corresponding

"full size" conditions. Theappropriateway to determinethesereiatiomnshipsis through

dimensionalanalysis. In this approachwe transforma system’sgovernimngequations.

which relate dimensioned,physical paramterse.g. length, mass and velocity of a

vehicle into adimensionlessor unit-lessform which involvesonly dimensionlessratios

of thesephysical parameters.In this form, the governingequationsfor two different

physical systemswill be identical if thesedimensionlessratiosare the samefor both

systems. It is from thesedimensionlessratios that we determinehow to size our

experimentalsystemand its associatedconditionsto accuratelymodel the behaviour

of a full sizedvehicle.

A.3.1 Dimensional Analysis

Thefirst step in dimensionalanalysisis to determinea completeand independentset

of quantitieson which tine dependentvariablesin the governingequationsdepend.

For our situation aplanarvehicle thegsfoverningequationsfor anypossiblecontact

configurationare the threeequilibrium equationsobtainedby settingthe sumsof the

x and y forcesincluding D’Alembert forces andthe z momentsactingon the vehicle

to zero wherex, y and z form a right handedaxis systemwhosex and y axes lie in

the planein which the vehicle moves. Generically,theseequationsare of the form

F = F31m.di....,di.i,.... FN0.R1 Rn

= Fm,di :di,Qi FNvR1 Rn A.i
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=

where m is the vehicle mass. d1 d> and . . , are defining linear and

angulargeometricvalues , x,, and y. , j are the position, velocity and accel

eration of tine vehicle centerof mass, cm, , ds are the angularorientation,rate and

accelerationof the vehicle about the z axis, FN1,.. . , Fpitj are the contactnormal

forces acting on the vehicle and Rn.. ,Rn are the coefficientsof friction associated

with thesecontacts. Referringto the equationsof motion derived in the simulation

sectionfor the variousplanarcontactconfigurationswe seethat this set is complete

and independentNote, however, that for a given contact case the contribution of

many of theseterms is zero, e.g. a vehicle constrainedin the x directionwill have

zero contributionfrom termsinvolving and

Following this. we consider the dimensionsof the dependentand independent

quantitiesinvolved in the governingequations.Theseare

[F31] = [.] = L

r 1 - IIL [‘1 - L
[yj - ‘773’ [Xj

- T

1 1 - AlL2 ["1 - L
[zj - "7i -

[J] = ML2 [ds] = A.2

[m] = M [d] =

[d1],...,[d] = L [FN1,...,FN0] =

= 1 [Rn," ‘,Rn] = 1

here the notation a [/] means "the dimension of " and ill. L and T denotethe

fundamentaldimensionsof mass. length and time respectively.

From the independentvariableswe select a complete.dimensionallyindependent

subsetof variables.This is a subsetof the variableswhich can be combinedin terms

of productsand powers to produceterms which aredimensionallyequivalemnt to the
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remainingmembersof the original set but which cannotbe so combinedasto produce

terms which are dimensiomnahlyequivalentto eacin otiner. For our analysiswe select

the vehicle massm, the geometriclength d1 which we shall define as the leingth of

tine vehicle and tine vehicle angularrated asour dimnesionallyindependentsubsetof

variables.Usingthesewe may definethe following dimensionlessforms of theoriginal

ternns.winere the notatiomn 3* denotesthe dimensionlessform of /3.

F - -

31 - md3ci2 - d1à2

- F * -

y - md12 Y - d1

- 7 ‘* - 1/

- mdit°y2 - d1c

Y-2

= 1 cm* = cm

d = = 1

= çb =

X - F* - Fjr,t.

d1 N1 mdics2

= R = R

Thus to ensurethat our model vehicleaccuratelymimics the full size vehicle we

must scaleour model such that thesedimensionlessratios havethe samevalue for

both systems,i.e. that

where /3 is the dimensionlessratio in question. Our selectionof the dimensionally

independentsubsetguaranteesthat m andd are equal for all systems. Requiring

tinat d be the samefor bothsystemsis most easilysatisfiedby uniformly scalingthe

geometryof the real vehicle/environmentby a constantfactor to obtain the model

A .3

/3*
*

model - real A .4
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systemgeometry. To seethis we equatea given d for the two cases,obtaining

11’
/

5noade tvea

did - d1
d0001 -

_____

- dId
- K

d - d1 I
veal cal

= constant A.5

A similar analysisrevealsthe samescalefactor relatesthe x and y cordinatesof

the vehicle center of mass for the two systems. Strictly speaking,we only needto

use this scalefactor for thosedimensionswhich actually show up in the equations

of motion. Since any geometricdimensionof the vehicle’s planar boundarycan be

involved in the dynamicsof some contact configuration, we should scale all of the

vehicle dimensionsby this samefactor.

A consequenceof uniformaly scalingthe linear geometryof the vehicle is that all

anglesin the model systemwill be the sameasthe correspondinganglesin the real

system.Thus uniformly scalingthe vehicle and environmentalgeometryensuresthat

cm* and the ç5 will also be equal for the two systems.

Applying equation A.4 to the dimensionlesslinear velocities and we find

that

Xmodel - i/model dnmade amodel - T,In Tz - Tz
-

= . - ‘l-’’cs = IIv .6
Xreal i/real Ui1

i.e. the velocity scalefactor K1, is the product of the scalefactors for length and

angularvelocity K1 and K. We are free to pick any value we wish for the ratio

I.We will discussthis choice in moredetail momentarily.

Applying equationA.4 to the dimensionlesslinear and angularaccelerations,

and we find that
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Xrnodel = Yrnodel
= K1K Ka A.7

Xreal i/real

rnodel
= A.8

cmi.eal

Similarly we find that the scalefactors for the remainingquamntitiesare

Fxd = FyOdC = FNOdC
= KmKiK Kf A.9

Fxvea1 Fy01 FNrea

2mode
= KmK?K K7 A.i0

Zrea

Jmodel
= KmK/ 1 A.1i

rlreal

ynrhere Km = ma1ode
mvea

Thus we see that by specifying just threeof the scalefactors i.e. K1, Km and

K we specifythe scalefactorsfor all of thedesiredquantities.We are free to select

thesethreescalefactors as we pleaseaswe design our model system. Before we do

this, however, lets considerthe scalefactor for K more closely.

As noted above, a consequenceof uniform scalingof the geometry betweenthe

systemsis that all correspondinganglesin the two systemsare equal. Given this. a

non-unityvaluefor K the ratiobetweenthe two system’sangularvelocitiesimplies

anon-unityscalefactorfor time betweenthe two systems,e.g. a motion of themodel

vehicle which takes two secondswould representa geometricallysimilar motion of

thereal vehicle that would take, say, 20 seconds.Thus, in selectingR we are really

selectingthe inverseof scalefactorrelating thedimensionof time in eachof systems.

i.e. K = tmpdv =
, Substituting for K,,, we summarizethe relationshipsfor the

‘cal a

scalefactorsin Table xxx.
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ScaleFactor Value ScaleFactor Value

K1 unconstrained Kd 1

Km unconstrained Kj AmA1

K1 unconstrained Kf Km k1

K/

K
‘ K1

K7 Km K/

K/

K0 ‘-
K/ K 1

K 1 Ka
1

k

Ka 1
k ‘k

Km

7?T

A.3.2 Parameter values for the Jason ROV

To employ the scalinglaws we needto know thepertainantcharacteristicsof the real

vehicle. Tablexxx summaraizesthesecinaracteristicsfor the JasonROV operatedby

the Deep SubmergenceLab of the Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution.

Vehicle Property Value

length 2.14 m 84 in.

mass 1140 Kg 2500 ibm

Maximum Thrust. x direction 445 N 100 lbf

Maximum Thrust. y direction 445 N 100 lbf

Maximum Thrust-GeneratedTorque 271 N-m 200 ft-lbf

If we selectKF = 10, Km = 500, and K1 = 10 we find that the remainingscale

factorsmust be K = /ö5 and A7 = 100.

A.4 Kinematics

A.4.1 Geometry of an open circuit cable drive

Tine proposedmechanismconsistsof for opencircuit cabledrives which sharea com

mon outputpulley. Therefore.to simplify thefollowing kinematicderivatiomnswe first

analyzethe kinematicsof an independentopencircuit cable drive.
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_____________________________

x

Figure A-2: Geometryof a cableconnectingtwo pulleys of the sameradius

We restrict our scope in this sectionto open circuit cable drives whosepulleys

areboth the sameradius andwhosecable runs from one pulley to the otherwithout

crossinga line drawn betweenthe pulley axes,as shown in A-2. Such open circuit

drives have a unique geometricproperty which permits the derivation of closedform

solutions for the most of the results derived in this chapter. This property is that

the length of the tangentportion of the cable always equals the distancebetween

the pulley axes independentof distanced separatingthe pulley axes see A-2. In

addition, the angle of the cable always equals the angle of the line connecting

the pulley axes. This is not true for drives whosepulleys have different radii, and

using suchopen circuit drives to constructour mechanismwould require the useof

numericalmethodsto evaluatethe forward kinematicsand Jacobian.

Figure A-2 shows two identical, rigid body pulleys linked by a laterally flexible

but axially inextensiblecablewhoseendsare rigidly affixed to the pulleys. Given the

rigidity of all the elementsthe total length of the cable s remainsconstantregardless

of the relative positioningand rotation of the pulleys. Computingtine total length s

when both pulley rotation anglescm0 and cmm areequal to zero we get assumingthat
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the loadsactingon the systemare such that the cablenevergoesslack

8 = fl44,R+4+40R A.12

wherefl00RandP½Rarethe initial amountsof cablewrapped onpulleysaandb and

d0 is the initial separationbetweenthe pulley axes.Whena and cvi, arenon-zerowe

obtain

8 = fl%-04R+d+4O+aoR A.13

Equating A.12 and A.13 andsolving for the currentseparationd asafunction

of the pulley rotation anglesyields

d = aa-cvbR+do A.14

Forasysteminwhichthecablerunsover.insteadofunder.thepulleysthe

equation for d is

d = -cv4-cvoR+4 A.15

A.4.2 Inverse Kinematics

Usingthe resultsfrom the previoussectionwe canmodelthe geometryofthe testbed.

Referringto FigureA-3 we apply equation A.14 to model cables1 and 3 and equa

tion A.14 to model cables2 and 4 we get
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Figure A-3: Schematicof model vehicle cable drive mechanism

= cm1-cm5R±dOi A.16

= -cm2-cm5R+d02 A.17

= ci3-ci5R±d03 A.18

= -ci4-ci5R±d04 A.19

From basic geometrywe also have

= x5_x12+y5_y12 A.20

= J’A - x22 i/5
-

Y2 A.21

d = 5 - x32 + y - P3 A.22

d = 5 -
£4 + y - P4 A.23

Solving the inverse kinematicsproblem for the table mechanismrequiresthat
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we determinewhat motor anglescm1 through cm4 are required to place the vehicle

at a given [rs. yS.cm5] . For serial link mechanismse.g. mnost robot arms solving

the inversekhnennaticsproblenn typically provesto be quite difficultwhiie solving the

forward kinematicsproblem i.e. knowing the motor angles,determinethe positiomn

and orientationof time end efléctor presentslittle challenge. In contrast,solving the

imnversekinematicsproblem for the testbedwhich is a parallel link mechanismis

actuallyeasierto solve than the forward kinematics.

Givemn [x5, y5, cm5] we use A.20 through A.23 to solve for the d and substitute

into A.16 through A.19 to get

= d1
+ 5 A.24

= d2 -dO2
+ 5 A.25

d3 - dO3
cm3

=
+cm5 A.26

- dO4
= +ci5 A.27

11,4

winere

= Rigging1R, i = 1.. . . ,4 A.28

winere Riggingj is +1 if cable i gets tighter when pulley i is rotatedthe positive

i.e. CCW direction and is -1 if sucha rotation makescable i go slack.

A.4.3 Forward Kinematics

The forward kinematicsare sonnewhatmore difficult to obtain. We begin by sub

stituting A.i6 through A.i9 into equations A.20 through A.23 and expandingto

get
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- 2x5x + x + y - 2YsYi + g = R2cm1 - cm52 + 2cmi - cmsR1d01+ dO A.29

- 2x5x2 +x +y - 2y5y2+y = R2cm2 -cm52 +2cm2 - cmsR2dO2+dO A.30

- 2x5x3 + £3 + i/5 - + y = R2cm3 - cm52 + 2cm3 - cmsR3dO3+ dO A.31

2 9 9 . 9 2 9 9
- 2x5x4 + £4 + i/ - + y = R cm4 - cm5 + 2cm4 - cmsR4dO4+ dO A.32

Subtracting A.29 from A.3O yields

2xi - x2x5 + 2y’ - y2y5 + - + y - = A.33

R22cm1 - cm2cm5 + cm - cm + 2cm2 - cmsR2d02- 2cmi - cmsR1d01+ dO - dO

Likewise, subtracting A.31 from A.30 yields

2x3 - x2x5 + 2y
- y2y5 + - + - = A.34

R22cm3- cm2cm5 + cm - cm + 2cm2 - cmsR2d02- 2cm3 - cmsR3d03+ dO - dO

We may rewrite theseas

1X5 + 2i/5 + 35 = C4 A.35

c5x5 + c6ys + c7cm5 = c8 A.36

where

= 2xi - £2 A.37

= 2Y1 - P2 A.38

= 2R2cm2 - cm1 + 2R2dO2 - 2R1dO1 A.39

2 2 9 2 92 2C4 = x1-x2+yr-y2+Thcm2-cm1
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+2cm2R2d02- 2cm1R1d01+ dO - dO A.40

= 2x3 - £2 A.4i

= 2y3 - P2 A.42

= 2R2cm2 - cm3 + 2R2dO2 - 2R3dO3 A.43

C8 =

+2cm2R2d02- 2o’3R3dO3+ dO - dO A.44

A.45

Solving A.35 and A.36 for X amnd y in terms of cm5 yields

= k1cm5 + k2 A.46

= k3cm5+k4 A.47

where

C6C3 - C2C7
= A.48

cSc2 - c6cl
C8C2 - C6C4

k2 = A.49
cSc2 - C6Cn

c5k1 + c7
= - A.50

C6

- c5k2
P4 = A.51

C6

Substitutiingfor £ and y in A.30 we get

Acm + Bcm5 + C = 0 A.52
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winere

A = + k - R2 A.53

B = 2P2 - x2ki + 2k4 - y2k3 + 2cm2R2+ 2R2dO2 A.54

C = + + + k - 2k2x2 - 2k4y2 - cmR2 - 2cm2R2d02- dO A.55

Solving for O we obtain

-B±/B2-4AC
cm5

= 2A
A.56

To completethe forward kinematicssolutionwe substitutecm5 into A.46 and A.47

to obtaimn X and y.

A.4.4 The Jacobian

The Jacobianfor the systemrelatesthe vector of vehicle velocities to the vector of

motorvelocities i.e.

[ 55]T
= j [ci’, 2,3] A.57

To find s, is and m5 we differentiate A.46, A.47 and A.56, respectively,with

respectto time. Doing so we obtain

= cm5k1 + k15 + k2 A.58

= cm5k3 + k3s + k4 A.59
- E±BE-2CA2Ad B±B94AC

cm5
- 2A - 2A2

- BB-2CA-2AC
- ‘ /B2-4AC - 60
- 2A _cm0A
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Diffem’entiating A.53 through A.55 yields the unknownA, B and C

A = 2k1k1+ k3k3 A.61

B = 2k1k2+ k2k1+ 2k3k4 + k4k3+ 2R22 A.62

C = 2P2k2+ k4k4 - 2x2k2 - 2y2k4 - 2R2cm22- 2R2dO22 A.63

where, by differentiating A.48 through A.51 we have

l1
= - C2a7

A.64
C5C2 - Cf3C1

k2
= - C6a4

A.65
C5C2 - C6C

k
= C7 - C5k1

A.66
C6

k
= C8

:52
A.67

Finally, we determinethe unkownâ by differentiating A.37 through A.44 which

yields

0 A.68

C2 0

C3 2*R2m2-mi A.70

c 2 * R2cm2m2 - cm11 + 2R2dO2m2- 2R1dO11 A.71

d5 0 A.72

C6 0 A.73

C7 2*R27-m3 A.74
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= 2 * R2cm2c2- cm3a3 + 2R2dO2m2- 2R3dO3m3 A.75

A.76

A.5 Statics

A.5.1 Ensuring Positive Cable Tensions

Cablescannottransmit compressiveloads. We must ensurethat thecablesare always

inn tension. To do this we use four actuatorsto control the vehicle’s three degreesof

freedom. The presenceof the fourth actuatorallows gives us some control over the

internal tensionof the system. The approacinwe use is that usedby Salisbury to

emnsurepositive tensioningof thefour actuatorcablesusedto controleachthreedegree

of’ freedomfinger in the JPL/Stanfordcable driven hand.

Tine n’natrix relatingthe motor torquesto the force/momentvectorappliedto the

vehicle is a 3 by 4 matrix of rank 3. The null spaceof this matrix is a vectorof motor

torqueswhich result in zero net force/momentappliedto the vehicle. To guarantee

positivetensionswe usethe threeby threeJacobianderivedaboveto determinethree

of the motor torques. We use the smallest i.e. most negativeof these torques to

determinewhat multiple of the null spacevectormust be addedto the motor torque

vector to ensurethat the cabletensionsarepositive.

f = j_T A.77

cos1 -cos2 cos3 -cos4
j_T = sin th1 - sin sin th3 - sin thd A.78
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[a1 a9 a3 a4l
= b1 b2 b3 b4 A.79

[
A.80

Null Space of j_T

= 0 A.81

F1 = 1 A.82

K1 - K2
F2 = A.83

K3 - K4
F3 = K1+E2K4 A.84

F4 = -i+2E2 A.85

where

- b4
K1 = A.86

b4 - b3
a1b4 - a4b1

K2 = A.87
a4b3 - a3b4
a2b4 - a4b2

K3 = A.88
a4b3 - a3b4

- b4
A4 = A.89

b4 - b3

A.6 Transmission Non-idealities

The derivationsin the kinematics,statics, and dynamicssectionsassumethat the

transmissioni.e. tine componentsconnectingthe actuatorsto the surrogatevehi
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dc undergo no deformationwhemn subjectedto transn’nitted loads. Inn this section

we model tine deformationcharacteristicsof the tm’ansmissionin order to ensurethe

validity of tinis approximation.

A.6.1 Stiffness of Open Circuit Cable Drive

As discussedin the kinematicssection,our mechanismconsistsof four opencircuit

cabledrives connectedin parallelto the surrogatevehicle. Thus we beginouranalysis

by consideringthe load/deformationcharacteristicsof a single open circuit drive.

Using this result, we can constructa stiffnessmodel for the aggregatesystem.

Consider the uniformly pretensionedsystem shown in figure ?? by uniformly

pretensionedwe meanthat tine cablehasbeenwrappedsuchthat its tensionis initially

everywhereequalto somevalue note to me: thisfigure shouldhavethe cablerunning

tangent from the BOTTOIVI of the left hand pulley pulley 1 to the BOTTOM of

the right handpulley pulley 2

M
T = F+- A.90

r2

To find thetotal increasein length of the cablewe sum the elongationsof thecable

in the tangentlength and the cablewrappedon eachpulley. The load/deformation

characteristicsof this systemwas studiedin detail in [27] and the total cableelonga

tion was shownto be

r9 F, ,_ , T Ti
O =

A * LCk’ + 1 - 1 - log
-]

A.91
LJJ’lReff 10

where F is the cablematerial’smodulus of elasticity, A is the cable’s effective cross

sectionalarea.and CF and Rjj the geometry friction numberand the effectivecoef

ficient of’ friction respectively.definedas
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L/i*
CF = eff A.92

1 1 r2 1
_i

/T
Rff = - + --- sign - - 1 A.93

Rri riRraJ T0 /

where L is the length of the tangent portion of the cable and Rn and Rn2 are the

coefficiemits of dynamicfriction betweenthecableandpulleys 1 and 2 respectively.For

oum’ systemr1 = ‘2 = R which meansthat L = d and, assumingthat Rn = Rn2 =

also yields Rff = sign - i.

To find the stiffnesswe take the derivativeof with respectto T to get and

then invert this to get k = , yielding

EAR*
= eff A.94

RCF+i
-

Unfortunatelythe cable hasa nonlinearstiffnesswhich, asshown in [27], depends

inverselyon the tensionin the tangentlength of cable. However,we can identify two

assymptoticstiffnessvalues:

kTT0 = 0 A.95

k
- EARff

A
- CF + 1 R

.96

Presumingsuccessfulimplementationof the techniquedescribedin the statics

section,the cabletensionswill never drop below some minimum value which we can

substitutefor T0. Thus using A.96 providesa conservativeestimatefor the cable

stiffnessand greatly simplifies further analysisby enabling us to model the cableas

a linear spring element.
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A.6.2 Resonant Frequencies

Having a model for the cable deformationallows us to model tine load/deformation

behaviorof completesystem. Assumingthat the only significant complianceis that

contributedby the cables,tine mechanismhas 7 degreesof freedom D.O.F.: one

rotational D.O.F. for each motor pulley and two translational and one rotational

D.O.F. for the surrogatevehicle.

Equilibrium equations

In the absenceof any externallyappliedloadsthe dynamicequilibrium equationsfor

the mechanismare

= F1R A.97

22 = F2R A.98

J3ci’3 A.99

= -F4R A.iOO

= -F1+F2-F3+F4R A.1O1

m5is = - F cos A.1O2

m5 = -Fsin A.103

Constitutive equations

The constitutive equationsrelate the deformationsof the cablesto the forces expe

rienced by the cables. To find thesewe apply A.96 to each of the cableswhich

yields

F; = kz.s A.104
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where i = 1 .. . 4, is the increasein lengtin of cable i and

= d

Eu
A.105

Geometry of deformation

To makeuseof theconstitutiveequationsA.104 we needto solve for the Assume

that thesystemis initially at aknown configurationx50, ys,cm andcm10, cm20, cm30, cm40.

For this configurationwe have

= x50 - x02 + ys0 - y02 A.106

= arctani/so Yio

- X0 /

where i = 1. . . 4 and xi, i/i are the x and y coordinatesof the motor pulley axes.

Geometrically, the length s of cable i at any given time equalsthe total path from

its attachmentpoint on motor pulley i to attachmentpoint of its other end on the

the surrogatevehicle pulley pulley 5, i.e.

Si = /3R + d + /35R A.108

where 8R is the length of cable i presentlywrapped on pulley i and /35R is the

length of cable i wrapped on pulley 5. Recognizingthat the rotation angle cm of

pulley i increasesor decreasesthe amnount of wrappedcable on the pulley we can

rewrite A.108 for eachof the cables,yielding

1 = /i - cm1 R + d1 + + cm5 R A.109
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= /322 + cm2 R + d2 + 52s - cm5 R A.110

- 3o - cm3R+d:3+ B35 +cmsR A.111

54 = + cm4 R + d4 + - cm5 R A.112

To solve for the channgein length of cable i we subtractthe initial value of

s0 from the presentlength s. The nonlineardependenceof the d terms omn the sur

rogatevehicle coordinatesxs, PS yields, when substitutedback into the equilibrium

equations,governingequationswhich have no closedform solution.

To avoid this problemwe can restrictouranalysisto small motionsof the surrogate

vehicle about its initial position x5, ys. Doing so, we may approximatethe s1 by

linearizing the s abouta given x5, ys. The result is

= 5, - A.113

x5 + ys + cm5 + cmi A.114

Xs-X2
+ y ± R cm5 - cm A.115

doscbLx + sin q$i!.y ± R Lcm5 - zcm A.116

where the appropriatechoiceof ± dependsparticular cablebeingconsideredand

= X5-Xs A.117

= y - y0 A.118

Lcm5 = ci5-ci50 A.119

cm, = cm-cm0 A.120
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Equations of motion

By substitutingthe sIs amid P’s we can rewrite the equilibrium equationsinn nniatrix

form as

M’i + Ky = 0 A.121

where v = [cm1, cm2, cm3. cm4, cm5. ws,
5]T The systemmassmatrix M is given by

j1 0 0 0 0 0 0

O J2 0 0 0 0 0

O 0 J3 0 0 0 0

ill = o o o j4 0 o o A.122

O 0 0 0 J5 0 0

O 0 0 0 0 m5 0

O 0 0 0 0 0 rn5

winile K, the systemstiffnessmatrix, equals

K = A.123

0 0 0 k1R2 k1R1C1 k1R1s1

O -k2R2 0 0 k2R2 k2R2c2 k2R2s2

O 0 -k3R2 0 k3R2 k3R3c3 k3R3s3

0 0 0 -k4R2 k4R2 1c4R4c4 k4R1s4

k11?2 k2R2 k3R2 k4R2 R2 I k I1 kRc1 kR1s

k1R1C1 k2R2c2 k3R3c3 k4R4c4 k1Rc kc ksc

k1R1s1 k2R2s2 k3R3s3 k4R4s4 I kRs I ksc I ks
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where tine summationsare performedfor i = 1 . . . 4, c = cos, s = sin , and. for

our system.

R1=-R

R2 = B A.124

R3=-R

R4=R

A.6.3 Strum Frequencies

In addition to the modesdiscussedabove a cable undertensioncan also experience

tranversevibrations. For a cable of supportedat both ends,having length L and

massper unit length p andsubjectto tensionT tine fundamentaltranversevibrational

frequenciesare well known and areequalto

f = A.125

Representativeworst casevaluesfor tine cablesusedto controlthesurrogatevehicle

are L = 50 in., p = 3.3e4lbm./in. and T = .2slbf. the fundamentalfrequency is 5

Hz.
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Appendix B

Case 1: One Point Contact with

No Slip Pure Rotation
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Figure B-i: Case1 Experiment: Edge 5 of the vehicle was brought into contactwith
the corner ci of a fixed object in environment.The vehicle was thenrotatedabout
this cornersuch that little or no slip occurredat the contactpoint. Initial rotation
was tine counterclockwise direction, then the rotation was reveresed, bringing the
veinicle approximatelyback to its original position. The obstaclewas a squarebar
of 6061 aluminumalloy.
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Case 1 Best contact points versus time for mu = 0.1, f = 0.5
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Figure B-2: Case1: Best Overall Model vs. Time

Case 1: Violation Energy Metric for Best One and Best Two Point Contact Models
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Figure B-3: Case1: Best Number of ContactPoints vs. Time
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Case 1: Violation Power Metric for One Point Contact with Slip Models
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0
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Figure B-4: Case1: Best One Point Model vs. Time.
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Figure B-5: Case1: Best Two Point Model vs. Time.
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Case 1: Measured Net Contact Forces in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Coordinates
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Figure B-6: Case1: MeasuredForce and Moment vs. Time.

Case 1: Measured Vehicle Velocity in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Coordinates
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Figure B-7: Case1: iVleasuredVelocity vs. Time.
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Appendix C

Case 2: One Point Contact with

Slip Rotation and Translation
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Figure C-i: Case2 Experiment: Edge5 of the vehicle was brought into contactwith
a fixed cylindrical obstacle. The vehicle was then movedsuch that it was in sliding
contact, where the vehicle motion combined both rotation and translation of the
vehicle relative to the contactpoint. The obstaclewas a 12.7 mm diameterstainless
steelbar.
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4
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Case 2: Best contact points versus time for mu = 0.25,
tn

= 0.5

Figure C-2: Case2: Best Overall Model vs. Time

Case 2: ViolatiOn Energy Metric for Best One and Best Two Point Contact Models
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Figure C-3: Case : Best Numnberof ContactPoints vs. Time
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Case 2: Violation Power Metric for One Point Contact with Slip Models
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Figure C-5: Case2: Best Two Point Model vs. Time.
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Case 2: Measured Net Contact Forces in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Coordinates
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Figure C-7: Case2: MeasuredVelocity vs. Time.
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Appendix D

Case 3: Two Point Contact Pure

Translation
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Figure D-i: Case 3 PureTranslation: Edge 5 of the vehicle was brought into full
contactwith a fiat wall.. This contactwas maintainedthroughout the trial as the
vehicle wastranslatedfirst upwardand thendownwardback to its approximateinitial
position. The wall wassmooth,rectangularblock of 6061 aluminum
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Case 3: Best contact points versus time for mu = 0.2, f = 0.5
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Case 3: Violation Power Metric for One Point Contact with Slip Msdels

Case 3: Best Model in the One Point Contact with Slip Class
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Case 3: Measured Net Contact Forces in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Coordinates
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Appendix E

Case 4: Two Point Contact

Rotation and Translation
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Figure E-1: Case4 Experiment: The vehicle was brought into contactwith two fixed
cylindrical obstaclesand thenrotated in a clockwisedirection. Initially vehicle edges
3 and 5 contactedthe cylinderswe shall refer to this contactconfigurationassimply
3,5 . As the vehicle rotates,the actualcontactstateeventually transitionsfrom
from 3,5 to 3.4. Both obstacleswere 12.7 mm diameterstainlesssteelbars.
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Case 4: Bent contact points sersus time for mu = 0.25, f = 0
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Case 4: Violation Power Metric for One Point Cnntsct with SlIp Models
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Case 4: Measured Net Contact Forces in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Coordinotes
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Figure E-6: Case4: MeasuredForce amid Moment vs. Time.

Case 4: Measured Vehicle Velocity in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Coordinates
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Figure E-7: Case4: iIeasuredVelocity vs. Time.
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Appendix F

Case 5: Two Point Contact

Rotation and Translation
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Figure F-i: Case5 Experiment: The vehicle was brought into contactwith a set of
four fixed cylindrical obstacles. The vehicle was moved such that the sequenceof
contactstatesdepictedabovetook place. All four obstacleswere i2.7 mm diameter
stainlesssteelbars.
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Case 5: Measured Vehicle Velscity in Instantaneous Vehicle Frame Csordlnaten
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Appendix G

Consistency Measure and

Dimenional Analysis

Ideally our consistencymeasurewould actuallybe a consistencymetric, i.e. a single

valuedpositive definitefunctionwhosevalueis zero if anonly if noneof the constraints

associatedwith the the model beingtestedwereviolated at all. An obvious form for

sucin a metric would be

P = JW/F1 + XTWX1 G.i

where Wf and W are positve definite weighting matriceswhose elementshave

the appropriateunits to make P dimensionlyconsistent. The left-hand term is a

measureof the degreeto which themeasuredforcevectoraTm violatesthe constraints

associatedwith the contactmodel being testedwhile the right-handterm indicates

the degreeto which the vehicle’s measureddifferential mnotion vector .Xm violates

the model’s motion constraints.

We know that, given perfect data, all of theseconstraintswould be perfectly

satified when we testedthe correct model. With imperfect sensorsand imperfect
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knowledgeof the vehicle’s physicalparameterswe expect that. in thereal world, even

thecorrectmodel’sconstraintswill not beperfectlysatisfied. However,we expecttlnat

the constraintviolations for the correctmodelwill besmaller thanthose for incorrect

modelsand so we choosethe model with the smallestinconsisitencymeasure.

We face a problem in constructingan inconsistencymeasure,however. Each

canndidatemodel hassix constraintsassociatedwitin it; two force constraints,one

momentconstraint,two linear motion constraintsand one angularmotion constraint.

yvhile we can easilycompute to what degreeeach individual constraint is violated,

cominngup with an overall in consistencymeasurefor the model is complicatedby the

fhct that theseviolations have a variety of different units i.e. force. moment, linear

displacement,angulardisplacement.To intelligently combine thesedifferent terms

into a single. dimensionallysensiblemeasurewe must not only converteachterminto

a common set of units but we must also determinethe relative importanceof each

constraint.

We cann employ dimensionalanalysisto expressthe different terms in the same

units i.e. expresseachterm in dimensionlessform. It The elementsof the vectors

aT1 and /.X1 haveunits of

[fi]
= []

, [Lix] = [L] G.2

[fr]
=

, [Ly] = [U G.3

L2M
[my]

=
, [LO] = [1] G.4

where, usingBuckinghamPi notation,surroundinga termg by squarebracketsmeans

"the units of g" and the terms L, M and T representunits quantitieshaving the

dimensionsof length, massand time respectively. Thus we have five independent

measuredquantieswhich arenot dimensionless ,f, f, my, ..x. Ly but only theree

WHATEVER parameters L. ill and T , indicating that we needonly 5 - 3 = 2
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WHATEVER parametersto non-dimensionahizethe problem

1’
= G.o

G.6

= ‘ G.7
=

G.8

Ly* = G.9

= z.O G.iO

where fc and 1c are a characteristicforce and a characteristiclength, respectively,

that we mustchoose.Unfortunatelythe choiceof theseparametersis arbitrary andas

suchresmnltsin the assignmentof arbitrary relative weights to the variousconstraints

associatedwith the model. This is very undesirableas it requiresan ad hoc approach

to finding valuesof fc and I leadto accuratecontactidemntificationand. if suchvalues

can be found, there is no guaranteethat they will work well for contactsituations

other than the once used to obtain the values. Thus an inconsistencymetric of the

form of equationG.i is not an advisablechoice.
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Appendix H

Reaction loads for two point

contact models, assuming ,ud

unknown

= 0 = fxe7t + fndsignv1 + fdsign v cos8j - f sin9 H.i

= 0 = f + ,f + fdsign vt1 sinO + f cos8j H.2

= 0 = - ii] [fndsign v cos - sin

+xf {idsign vt sinO + coso] H.3

O = - ffldsign vt [-xsin9 +ycosO]

+fTh.5 [x cosO + y sin &]
O = M5 + f [x - I /ldsign v] H.4
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Solve H.2 for ,f711 to get

=
- [fx1 + fnj dsign Vt1 cosO1 - sinOj]

H.5
/LdsmgnVt1

Likewise. solve H.3 for ,f1 to get

fn1 = - + f Iidsign Vt1 sin O + coso] H.6

Equating theseresults and solving for ,f we obtain

-
- f5dsign Vt1

- sign Vtj Vt1 sin j + dsign Vt1 cos - sign Vtj cosOj + sin Oj

- - Vt1f1 - 2
aRd + bd + C

where

a = sign Vt1Vtj sin9 H.8

b = [sign Vt1 - sign Vt1] cos H.9

c = sinO H.iO

Using H.7 to replacef1 in equationH.6 the expressionfor f1 becomes

- f1dsign Vt1 - fxext dsign Vt1 sin O + dos
H ii

- fyext +
a + bd + c ‘

Combimningboth termsovei a domrnoin dennonnninatoramid simplifying yields

f
= ,f [jnsign Vtj cosj + sin oj] - JXrt [dsign Vt1 J + ]

H.i2
aild + btd + C

Using H.i2 and H.ii to replacefri1 and f1 in equationH.3 and combiningterms
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yields a quadraticin I-td, that is

A+Bbtd+C=0 H.i3

where

A = sign VtiVt1 [Mextsin9j + Yf] H.i4

B = sign Vt1 [M0 cos - Xfycxp] - sign Vt1 [M0 d05 O + Yf5t] H.i5

C = MextsinOj+Xfxet H.i6

Thus, to find the reactionloadsat the contactpoints we find thetwo solutionsto

H.i3 and use H.i2 and H.ii to computethe normal reactionloads associatedwith

eachsolution.

Becausethereare two solutionsto H.i3, eachpairingof candidatecontactpoints

yields, in effect, two contactmodels,one associatedwith eachsolutionof H.i3.
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Appendix I

Mathematical Notation for Part II

Scalar, Vector and Matrix Variables

* Scalarvariablesare representedby italicized symbols e.g. w, n, f, etc..

* Vector and matrix variablesare representedby bold face symbols e.g. r, R1,

A, etc..

o Vectors whoseelementshave differing units are representedby bold face capi

talizedcalligraphicsymbols e.g. aTm. Vi, Xp, etc.

* Subscriptson scalar, vector and matrix variablesspecific instancesof generic

variables e.g. /‘td, 11’s, aTm, .Tp, aT1, etc. .

o Prefixedsuperscriptsspecifythereferenceframethequantityin which thequan

tity is represented.

Planar Cross Product

In general three dimensionali.e. non-planarmotion. the linear velocity V1 of a

point Pi on a rigid body canbe wrritten as

v=v1+rtXw I.i
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SymboT Dimension Units Description
N Scalarixi none numberof candidatecontactpoints

aTm Vector 3xi N, Nm measuredcontactforce and moment
aT Vector 3xi N, Nm permissableportion of measured

force vector
aT1 Vector 3xi N, Nm impermissableportion of measured

force rector

Vm Vectom’ 3xi m/s. rad/sec measuredvehicle velocity
LXm Vector 3xi m. rad measureddifferential motion vector

Vector 3xi N, Nm permissableportion of differential
motion vector

/X1 Vector 3xi N. Nm impermissableportion of differential
motion vector

r1 Vector 2xi m positionvector to candidatecontactpoint i

I-1d Scalarixi none dynamic coefficient of friction
Vt Scalarixi m/s velocity in tangentialdirection
V0 Scalarixi m/s velocity in normal direction
w Scalarixi rad/s angularvelocity

ft Scalarixi N contactforce in tangentialdirection

f0 Scalarixi N contactforce in normaldirection
I Matrix none identity matrix

R1 Matrix 2x2 none rotation matrix
n Scalarixi none no. of independentvariablesrequiredto

describea candiatecontactmodel’s
contactpoint reactionloads

A Matrix 3xm none,m coefficientsof a candidatecontactmodel’s
force constraintequations

B Matrix 3x3-m none, m coefficientsof a candidatecontactmodel’s
velocity constraintequations

Matrix 3x3 none. m projectionmatrix which extractsaT
from aTm

-
Matrix 3x3 none, nsa projectionmatrix which extractsaT1

from aTm
P-i,Vp Matrix 3x3 none. m

‘
nroiectionmatrix which extractsZ.Xp
from .Xm

I
-
P Matrix 3x3 none,m projectionmatrix which extractsX1

from !.X01

Table I.i: Mathematicalnotation
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where v, is the 3xi linear velocity vectorof some other point p on tine body, r1t is

the 3x1 displacementvector from point Pj to p and w is the 3xi angularvelocity

vector for tine body. In planarmotion, however, the angular velocity of a body is

most convenientlydescribedby a scalarw. For notational conveniencewe make the

following definition. Givena 2xi vector r1 we adefinea 2xi cross productVector[r1x]

such that

[rtx]
= -r15

1.2
rio:

where rio: and r5 are the scalarx and y componentsof the original vector r. Given

this definition, the planarversion of the crossproduct betweena vector r4 and the

angularvelocity is

rtxw=[rx]w 1.3

Using the samenotation,the crossproduct betweena vectorr and a second2x1

vector v can be written as

r x v = [rix]Tv 1.4

We shall usethis notationthroughoutthis thesis.
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